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T H E N EW AIRPOWER JOURNAL
A Message from the Chief of Staff
G e n R o n a l d R. F o g l e m a n

I

PROUDLY support recent changes in Airpower Joum aFs editorial focus to include
strategy and policy issues. In 48 years of
publication, our professional journal has
worked hard to stimulate reading, writing,
and reflection by Air Force professionals.
Airpower Journal is proving to each of us that
the search for excellence is a continuous
process and that the way we do business
must adapt to meet the evolving needs of
the Air Force community.
Gen Larry D. Welch, former chief of staff,
told us why Airpower Journal was born:
Our commitment to excellence and the
unique sense of dedication reflected by military Service in defense of the nation requires
continued total dedication to professional values. Along with continued emphasis on our
professional values, there is a need for increased appreciation within the Air Force of
our basic organizaiional objectives and concepts of aerial warfare.
Since 1987, Airpower Journal has focused on
the war-fighting spirit and application of airpower in combat. APJ's format and editoriais
have aimed at the levei of war known as operational art. This format has served us well
and fulfilled its mission of stimulating the
professional development of the officer
corps. Yet, let me give you a few more
thoughts to consider.
There is a continuing need to nurture
fresh and innovative ideas in our professional military journals. Introspection, research, and new ideas—subjected to the
crucible of criticism—help us expand our horizons, broaden our perspectives, and answer
more of our questions. We're not changing
2

our desire to promote the war-fighting spirit.
We need a robust, lively dialogue on the profession of arms, leadership, and operational
war fighting. But matters of strategy and
policy should not be excluded from Airpower
Journal. As a result, APJ is expanding its focus.
Give us your thoughts on strategy, policy,
operational art, or history as they relate to
the potential of air and space to meet our
nation's security needs. They will merit the
remarks of your peers, who will judge the
balance of your argument, the preponderance of your evidence, and the power of
your conclusions. If you're ready for the
challenge, Airpower Journal is ready for you.
If we do not think prudently about the future, we will not be prepared when it arrives.
That is why we are currently reviewing how
the Air Force conducts long-range strategic
planning. While I do not anticipate changing our overall focus, we need to institutionalize a process to ensure that we fully
leverage emerging technologies and capabilities to meet the challenges of the twentyfirst century. Airpower Journal can contribute
to this process. It is an ideal forum to explore bold—even maverick—ideas on how the
Air Force of today and tomorrow can best
meet our security challenges.
I invite each of you to articulate your
thoughts with the same care for our mission
and professional values. Become part of our
professional dialogue. I look forward to engaging each of you as you nurture ideas in
this marketplace of ideas-our new Airpower
Journal.
Headquarters United States Air Force

Ricochets and Replies
We encourage your comments via letters to the editor or comment cards. All correspondence should be
addressed to the Editor, Airpower Journal, 401
Chennault Circle, Maxwell AFB AL 36112-6428.
You can also send your comments by E-mail to
Spencer=James%ARJ%CADRE@Chicago.AFWC.AF.
MIL. We reserve the right to edit the material for
overall length.

OUT OFJOINT
"Air Operations Must Be Joint," Maj Scott A. Fedorchak's article in the Spring 1995 issue of Airpower Journal, is strevvn with dinosaur-like ideas
and concepts. First, the phrase joint air operations,
when used by officers of our sister Services, is a
code phrase for relegating airpower into a support role for land and/or maritime component
commanders (LCC and MCC). Major Fedorchak
has no píoblems with suggesting that the joint
force air component commander (JFACC) should
have staff representation from the other component commands. However, nowhere do 1 see any
suggestion by him that the JFACC or proponents
of the air campaign be represented in the other
component commands. I don't think it dawned
on him that the JFACC could be anything but a
supporting commander. It is lost on him that
one of the lessons of Operation Desert Storm is
that the ground scheme of maneuver can support
the air campaign. In that case, it is only natural
that the interests of the supported commander
(the JFACC) be represented in the councils of the
supporting commands (LCC and MCC).
To rationalize the decisive nature of ground
and sea campaigns, Major Fedorchak regurgitates
the first mantra of ground officers: physical control of territory is the ultimate display of victory.
Although control of territory can be accomplished from the air, for sake of argument, I will
acknowledge his point. I would also say it's a
rather uninteresting p>oint. More important than
the question of some poor 18-year-olds standing
atop a hill as a demonstration of victory is the
question of how they got there and how many
died so that they could. The ground officer

would have them slug their way to the top, exposing themselves to fire and death. The air campaigner would allow them to stay in their secured
position to the maximum extent possible while
the defenses were removed from above. It may
take longer, but l'm sure those young people
would prefer walking instead of fighting their
way to the top—as would the American people
who support them.
The second mantra of ground officers is that
decisive battle settles conflicts. Major Fedorchak
even identifies the enemy's army and navy (notice he leaves out the opposing air force) as "the
strategic center of gravity" (emphasis added). A
more sophisticated analysis of the relationships
between centers of power and the instruments of
power would lead to a different conclusion.
Armed forces are but the expression of the enemy's will. The source of the enemy's will lies
elsewhere. I believe Col John A. Warden's article
"The Enemy as a System" in the same issue of Airpower Journal provides powerful arguments why
battle with the opposing force is not strategic in
nature and should probably be avoided.
Finally, Major Fedorchak makes the point a
couple of times that instances existed that demonstrated the JFACCs subversion of the will of
the joint force commander (JFC) in Desert Storm.
On balance, the campaign General Schwarzkopf
waged reflected his intent. Thankfully for the nation—and all those brave American soldiers—we
had a JFC who had the Vision to break through
the boundaries of his training and education. He
recognized the decisive effect airpower can have
in a campaign and used it masterfully. I contend
that the occasions which seem to suggest that his
air campaigners were not following the letter of
his allocation decisions were few and far between^and more the result of differing interpretations of events.
Lt Col Scott W. Gough, USAF
Tucson, Arizona

continued on page 90
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HIS IS AN UNUSUAL yet welcome
opportunity for me to discuss
SPACECAST 2020 and its possible
implications for the Air Force and
the nation in the near and longer term. The
Air Force has conducted a substantial in-

C

a r n s,

USAF; Retired

quiry. Its purpose has clear focus: how best
to carry out the Air Force's mission to defend the United States through the control
and exploitation of space. In operational
terms, that should be rephrased as how best
to harness and apply space technologies to

•Commissioned by the Air Force chief of staff in May 1993, Air University's SPACECAST 2020 project compiled a year's research into
white papers that represent a huge paradigm shift in the Air Force approach to forming long-range concepts. In these comments to the
National Security Industrial Association (NSIA) symposium, 10 November 1994, Gen Michael P. C. Carns, USAF, Retired, former Air Force
vice-chief of staff, captures the thrust of SPACECAST 2020 and advocates for the Air Force's future in space.
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support the operational war fighter. Let's
pause on that thought for a moment-supporting the operational war fighter.
Begin with the baseline. The Defense DepartmenTs functional expertise is national
security. Its constitutional responsibility is
providing for the common defense. Its customer is its citizenry. The Defense Department has delivered on its contract with the
American people.
We—all Services—have decisively won this
nation's wars, hot and cold. And the American public has unstintingly supported its
warriors and provided the necessary resources to do the job—from World War I
right on through Desert Storm. We are now
in the most significant watershed of this century. We are moving from the conventional
confrontations of the bipolar world of two
superpowers to the confused and unfocused
world of no identifiable national security
threat with the irritation and unpredictability of ambiguous regional threats. In
such circumstances, one could easily lose focus and momentum, and in so doing, lose
the wellspring of our support, the American
people.
SPACECAST 2020 has set out to attack this
very problem: to link existing and emerging
space technologies in a coherent way to the
national security mission of the nation. The
Air Force undertook SPACECAST 2020, but it
should not be seen as Air Force-peculiar.
This is a defense undertaking, with defensewide implications. With that in mind, what
are the useful observations for the nation
and for this audience?
First, the military needs to appreciate that
space is more and more a dual domain of
military and civilian activity; we are far
from alone in space. It is worth noting that
of the 1,000 or so US space launches since
1959, the ratio of civilian to military
launches has held at a rough 5:4 relationship. Interestingly, the forecast is for divergence of this ratio, favoring the commercial
sector. Projects such as iridium and teledesic
Systems will total hundreds of launches
should existing lifters be used.
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My second observation would be that this
increasing commercialization of space is
bringing needed rigor to the economics of
space launch and orbit. For decades, the US
cost to reach space, in constant '93 dollars,
has hovered around $8,000 to $12,000 per
pound to orbit, both in low earth orbit
(LEO) and geosynchronous earth orbit
(GEO). US Systems own the upper end of the
scale; the French alternative tends to the
lower band of the range. Suffice it to say that
the pressure is clearly on to find cheaper and
better ways to achieve orbit. It takes little
Vision to see that the market is clearly there.
A third observation is that despite the duality of space and its increasing commercialization, and despite the increased rigor
and economic attractiveness of the space alternative, the military is seriously lagging in
its operational understanding and appreciation for exploiting the opportunities of
space to military advantage. This is a regrettable statement that requires further comment. At least two conditions have brought
about this situation. First, although space
has been the new frontier, it has been developed and shaped for some three-plus decades by functional specialties, not operators.
For far too long, military space has been the
dominant domain of national-level intelligence, reconnaissance, surveillance, and
warning. These are functional areas well
known for secrecy and compartmentation,
limited oversight, generous funding, restricted access, and narrow application. That
must change and is changing. Second, the
conditions that allowed this narrow development of space utilization also created a protection system—a hard shell—that has
prevailed beyond its time, even beyond the
end of the cold war. It took a war-fighting
event—Desert Storm—to crack the shell and
force open the door. War fighters, suddenly
in charge, were often amazed at what they
discovered behind the door and at what was
available for improved battlefield situational
awareness, for innovative operational maneuver inside the enemy's decision loop,
and for vastly improved targeting and dam-
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age assessment tools. In the words of an old
saying: once they've been to the big city, it's
tough to get them back on the farm. The
operator is not going back!
That brings us to SPACECAST 2020, the
conscious effort to improve the linkage between space technology and opportunity,
and operational military-mission execution.
What we have heard here for the past day
and a half is the first cut at a very important
redirection for the US Air Force and the military departments in general.
It is eminently clear that military exploitation of space desperately needs war-fighter
sponsorship and operational focus. The
functional specialist's needs in space will
continue to be met, but the driver and
shaper of space must shift to the operator.
So, this is the first task that the USAF must
undertake: operational sponsorship of space,
a formal commitment, not just a dial-in such
as this study but mainstreaming space with
all of its aspects into the line Air Force. In
space thought and doctrine development,
the Air University is the right place. For
space requirements, the Air Staff should
drive them, but with far greater emphasis. As
for space operations, a much more robust
effort is due. More about that later.
The good news is that the operationalization of space doesn't require extensive additional research and development. As we
heard here, technologies are largely in hand
to undertake leading-edge operational applications. The Black Horse concept illuminated
by Maj Chris Daehnick and commented
upon by Capt Mitch Clapp is a clear case in
point.
Yet, despite this clear operational focus, one
should harbor concerns about how SPACECAST 2020 will be handled. The study is a
very competent technical review as well as an
operational document. The study's recommendations in integrated-demand information architecture, high-performance computing, multifunctional space-based laser
Systems, and materiais technology must not
become the major focus. That has too often
been the mode of the past "techie" take-

overs. We must stalwartly lock onto and
drive the operational message and Vision.
And so, putting this all together-the important legacies and influences of space past,
the transitional circumstances of space present, and the unique operational opportunities for space future—we should take away
three thoughts from this session.
First, SPACECAST 2020 is an important
beginning. We are thinking again, thinking
operationally about space. This study provides focus, Vision, and a beginning road
map for sustained action. We have a start on
the problem. We've defined the terrain and
identified a number of fruitful paths to pursue. This beginning must now be converted
from a batch task to a streamlined effort.
Work it every day, week, month, and year.
The Air University has an unprecedented opportunity to recover its leadership and heritage, recapturing the legacy and leadership
of the Air Corps Tactical School of the 1930s
that developed the concepts of war, which
shaped the air war doctrine of World War II
and the Air Force of today. The challenge is
to shape the USAF space force of tomorrow.
The second foot-stomping message of this
symposium is to get on with operationalization of space—NOW! This former exclusive
domain of the specialist must now give way
to operational leadership. The core mission
must assume daily responsibility for space
operations and activity. Unless and until this
genuinely happens—that is, space moves to
main Street—we will continue to mark time
and to lose ground. Many are of the mistaken belief that we "operationalized" space
when the intercontinental ballistic missile
(ICBM) force was reassigned from Air Combat Command (ACC) to Air Force Space
Command (AFSPACECOM). Wrong. The
ICBM force is not a space force. It does not
operate in space; it only transits space—a
happenstance of ballistics as we Fire longrange weaponry over long distances.
Today, space operations are in the hands
of the research, development, test, and evaluation (RDT&E) communities-military and civilian (National Aeronautics and Space
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Administration—NASA). In the Air Force, Air
Force Materiel Command (AFMC) and contractors do all our space launches—and have
been doing so for decades. Never in the history of US military operations have we left
such activity in the hands of developers and
testers for so long. The inevitable result is a
testing mind-set in space undertakings—
every launch unique, long pad-prep times,
heavy contractor reliance, extremely long recycle times, and extremely costly charges. As
for NASA, despite an honored heritage of
leading-edge work in aerospace technology
development, it has opted for routine space
operations for two decades. That should be
our domain; NASA should be concentrating
on rolling back aerospace frontiers. Bottom
lines: Transfer space launch and control
promptly over to operations with AFSPACECOM in charge—NOW. Routinize and standardize the function—blue-suit it. Reappraise
shuttle operations. The goal should be to
transfer launch, space operations, and recovery responsibility to the USAF. NASA would
retain responsibility for the shuttle back end
when R&D is the purpose and would also get
on with other R&D such as the space station.
Third, it is time to rethink how we do
specialized functions in space. There is huge
leverage here with great benefits to all participants, commercial and military. The
emerging commercialization of space for
specialized tasks is shifting the dominance of
development and innovation to that sector.
The military needs to consider having the
commercial sector to perform every task that
doesn't require unique military control and
handling. This thought, not likely to be
popular, particularly in military Communications sectors, is an absolute necessity. We
need to force interoperability, standardization, and functional transparency into military Communications and data transfer.
Nothing will move this process faster than a
requirement to conform to civilian stan-
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dards when no compelling military requirement can be proven. Today, the Defense
Switching Network (DSN) is the Defense Information System Agency's (DISA) responsibility but is operated by AT&T under
contract. Why should space Communications be any different conceptually?
Obviously, we need to get the word out to
inform, to build dialogue, and to stimulate
debate. Space needs to be an ongoing issue
in all of its aspects—its Vision, its utilization,
its road map, its military value, its operational uses, its commercial tie-ins, and its
resource share. We all have a role to play
here. Get the SPACECAST message out to
your people. Task Air University to help you.
Gen Jay Kelley tells me he's prepared to send
teams out, upon request, to brief military
organizations as well as civilian corporations. Take advantage of this special opportunity.
In sum, we should be grateful to the Air
University and its 2020 team as well as to
NSIA for this important symposium. This is
only a beginning. The effort must gather
much more momentum and become the
persuasive instrument of change that mainlines space with operations in charge. Everyone has a part to play, from Air University to
Headquarters USAF to industry.
The test of success will be whether we
come together in a year or so to assess progress, revise goals, reset the Vision, and set up
a new action plan—momentum and movement. What is at stake here is nothing short
of sound national policy planning for the
next century. Space is no longer just a place;
it is now the médium for performing core
war-fighting tasks. We must convert this powerful Vision into mainstream reality with clarity of focus, determination of purpose, and
commitment of substantial resources.
We are in charge of our destiny. We need
only get on with the task. □

LEVERAGING THE INFOSPHERE
Surveillance and Reconnaissance in 2020

T

1HF DAIT IS .? Decemher 2020. It
battle map shoxnng corps, division, and battalhad been five minutes since the tinion dispositions. Lifelike images appeared begling sensation in her arm had sumforc her, marking the aircraft bases with
smaller figures showing airborne formations.
moncd her from her Office. Scrw she
Bcside cach Symbol were the unit's designator,
was standing alone in the darkened battle-asits manning levei, and the plain-text interpretasessment room wondermg how she would do in
tion o f its current activity. The friendly forces
her first actual conflict as commander in chief
were
shown in blue, and the enemy in red. All
(CISC). *Computer on, terrestrial view,’ she
the friendlies were in the midst o f a recall. The
snapped. Silently, a huge. three-dimensional
map
showed two squadrons o f air-domination
globe floated in front o f her. "Target: Western
drones, a wing o f troop-support drones, and an
Pacific. Displav friendly and enemv orders o f
airborne
command module (ACM) heading tobattle, unit status, and activity levei," was the
ward the formations o f enemy forces. Shaded
rtext command. The globe tumed into a flat
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kill zones encircled each formation. Enemy
forces floated before her, also displaying textual
information. The image displayed enemy units
on the move from their garrisons.
Speed,
strength, and com bat radii were marked for
each unit. Some enemy units showed—still in
garrison-but with engines running, discovered
by sensitive seismic, tactile, and fume-smelling
sensors. "Manchuria," carne the next command. The map changed. The CINC was
now in the middle o f a holographic display.
Ground superiority vehicles (GSV), identified
by the reliable structural sensory signature System (S4), moved below her, and drones flew
around her. She could see her forces responding
to the enemy sneak attack and monitored their
progress. The engagement clock showed 10 minutes to go before the first blue and red squadrons joined in battle.
Aboard the ACM, the aerospace operations
director observed the same battle map the
CINC had just switched o ff By touching the
fla t screen in front o f him, he sent target formations to his dozen controllers. Each controller wore a helmet and face screen that "virtually"
put him or her just above the drone flight being
maneuvered. The sight, feel, and touch o f the
terrain profile—including trees, buildings,
clouds, and rain—were all there as each
controller pressed to attack the approaching foe.
On the ground, a platoon sergeant nervously
watched his face-shield visual display. From
his position, he could see in three-dimensional
color the hill in front o f him and the enemy infantry approaching from the opposite side. I f
the agency had had enough time before the
conflict, it could have loaded DNA data on the
opposing commander into the data fusion control bank (DFCB) so he could positively identify
him, but such was the fog o f war. The driving
rain kept him from seeing 10 feet in front o f
him, but his monitor clearly showed the enemy
force splitting and coming around both sides o f
the hill. The enemy's doctrinal patterns indicated that his most likely attack corridor would
be on the eastern side o f the hill. Now the enemy was splitting his force in hopes o f surprising our forces. The platoon sergeanfs troop
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commander saw the sam e screen as her troops
did, with the added feature ofhavin g her opponent's "predicted" movements overlaid with his
actual movements. From her virtual com m and
post, she arrayed her forces to flank the foe. She
had to be careful not to be fooled by the holographic deception images put in place by the
enemy—an all too frequent and disastrous occurrence in the last conflict. I f she was lucky,
surprise would be on her side today.
A scant five minutes had passed since the
global surveillance, reconnaissance, and targeting (GSRT) system alerted the CINC ofu nu su al
activity on the other side o f the border. Multiple sensors, some o f which had been dorm ant
for years and some that had recently been put
in place by special precision guided munitions
(PGM) delivery vehicles, had picked up increased signal activity and detected an unusual
amount ofm otion , scent, heat, noise, and m otor exhaust in and around enemy bases. Now
GSRT activated two additional CINC satellite
(CINCSAT) low earth orbit (LEO) multisensor
platforms, launched four air-breathing sensor
drones, and fired two "lig h tsatin tersy stem ,
omnisensorial Communications satellites into
orbit to bolster the surveillance grid that
watched the globe and space beyond, 24 hours
a day. As the CINC, airborne controller, and
ground-troop com m ander activated their situation assessment system (SAS), GSRT identified
them, confirmed their locations, and passed information required to get them on-line. As
each warrior requested target data, GSRT fused
sensor data, tapped databases, activated resources, and passed templated, neurally collated information to each person in exactly the
form at he or she needed to get a clear picture o f
the enemy and the unfolding situation. This
was the same GSRT that was also aiding San
Francisco in responding to yesterday's massive
earthquake. From the president to the city
mayor to the firem an trying to fin d the best
route through the cluttered and congested
streets, each got the requested real-time information in seconds, just as our troops in the
Western Pacific did.
The CINC paused for several moments, wondering how battles were ever fought without the
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information systems she now used with practiced ease, and she was glad they were fighting
an enem y still mired in the visual/electromagnetic intelligence (EUNT)-oriented maneuver
force o f t h e last war.

Tomorrow’s Challenge
Today
As the United States moves into the
twenty-first century in a world of diverse
dangers and threats marked by the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, unconventional warfare, and sophisticated enemy
countermeasures, surveillance and reconnaissance are not only criticai but essential
for achieving the "high ground" in information dominance, conflict management, and
war fighting. As defined by the Joint Chiefs
of Staff (JCS), surveillance is the "systematic
observation of aerospace, surface or subsurface areas, places, persons, or things, by visual, aural, electronic, photographic, or
other m eans."1 Similarly, reconnaissance refers to "a mission undertaken to obtain, by
visual observation or other detection methods, information about the activities and resources of an enemy or potential enemy."2
Both surveillance and reconnaissance are
criticai to US security objectives of maintaining national and regional stability and
preventing unwanted aggression around the
world.
Key to achieving information dominance
will be the gradual evolution of technology
(i.e., sensor development, computation
power, and miniaturization) to provide a
continuous, real-time picture of the battle
space to war fighters and commanders at all
leveis. Advances in surveillance and reconnaissance—particularly real-time "sensor-toshooter" capability to support "one shot,
one kill" technology—will be a necessity if
future conflicts are to be supported by a society conditioned to "quick wars" with high
operational tempos, minimal casualties, and
low collateral damage.

The rigorous information demands of the
war fighter, commander, and national command authorities (NCA) in the year 2020
will require a system and architecture to
provide a high-resolution "picture" of objects in space, in the air, on the surface, and
below the surface-be they concealed, mobile
or stationary, animate or inanimate. The
true challenge is not only to collect information on objects with much greater fidelity
than is possible today, but also to process
the information orders of magnitude faster
and disseminate it instantly in the desired
format.

The Key to the Concept:
Structural Sensory Signatures
The criticai concept of this article is to develop an omnisensorial capability that includes all forms of inputs from the sensory
continuum (fig. 1). This new term seeks to
expand our present exploration of the electromagnetic spectrum to encompass the "exotic" sensing technologies proposed in this
article. This system will collect and fuse
data from all sensory inputs-optical, olfactory, gustatory, infrared (IR), multispectral,
tactile, acoustical, laser radar, millimeter
wave radar, X ray, DNA patterns, human intelligence (HUMINT)—to identify objects
(buildings, airborne aircraft, people, and so
forth) by comparing their structural sensory
signatures (SSS) against a preloaded database
in order to identify matches or changes in
structure. The identification aspect has obvious military advantages in the processes of
indications and warning, target identification and classification, and combat assessment.
An example of how this technique might
actually develop involves establishing a sensory baseline for certain specific objects and
structures. The system would optically scan
a known source—such as an aircraft or building full of nuclear or command, control,
Communications, computers, and intelli-
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Figurei. The Concept
gence (C4I) equipment—from all angles and
then smell; listen to; feel; measure density,
IR emissions, light emissions, heat emissions, sound emissions, propulsion emissions, air-displacement patterns in the
atmosphere, and so forth; and synthesize
that information into a sensory signature of
that structure. This map would then be compared to sensory signature patterns of target
subjects such as Scud launchers or even people. A simple but effective example of a sensory signature was discovered by the Soviets
during the height of the cold war. They discovered that the nêutrons given off by nuclear warheads in our weapons-storage areas
interacted with the sodium arc lights surrounding the area, creating a detectable effect. This simple discovery allowed them to
determine whether a storage area contained
a nuclear warhead.3
Sensory identification could then use the

information to create virtual images (similar
to the way architects and aircraft designers
use three-dimensional computer-aided design [CAD] software), including the most
likely internai workings of the target building, aircraft, or person so one could actually
"look" inside and see the inner workings. A
good example is Boeing's use of computeraided three-dimensional interactive application (CATLA) for design of its new 777 aircraft.
The "virtual airplane" was the first aircraft
built completely in cyberspace (i.e., the first
built entirely on Computer so that engineers
could "look at" it thoroughly before actually
building it).4
This "imaging" could be carried one step
further by techniques such as noninvasive
magnetic source imaging and magnetic resonance imaging (MR1), which are now used in
neurosurgical applications for creating an
image of the actual internai construction of
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the subject.5 In fact, the numerous nonintrusive medicai procedures now used on the
human body might be extrapolated to extend to "long-range" sensing. The nuclear
materiais for these "structural MRIs" could
be delivered by PGMs or drones and introduced into the ventilation system of a target
building.
The material would circulate
throughout the structure and eventually be
"sensed" remotely to display the internai
workings of the structure.
Another extension of the concept of distance sensing would be the tracking of mitochondrial DNA found in human bones.
DNA technology is currently being used by
the US Army's Central Identification Laboratory for identifying war remains.6 If this
technique could be used at a distance, the
tracking of human beings becomes conceivable. By extrapolating such techniques from
medicine, one could generate endless possibilities.
Further, a mass spectrometer that ionizes
samples at ambient pressure using an efficient corona discharge could detect vapors
and effluent liquids associated with many
manufacturing processes.7 This technique is
currently found in state-of-the-art environmental monitoring systems. There are also
spectrometers that can analyze Chemical
samples through glass vials. Applying this
technology from a distance and collating all
the data will be the follow-on third- and
fourth-order applications of this concept.
Another technology that would aid the
Identification of airborne subjects would be
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's (NASA) new airborne in-situ windshear detection algorithm.8 Although designed
to detect turbulence, wind shear, and microburst conditions, this technology could
be extrapolated to detect aircraft flights
through a given area (perhaps by using
some sort of detection net for national or
point defense). This technique, coupled with
observing disturbances in the earth's magnetic field, vortex-detection tracking of CO 2
vapor trails, and identifying vibration and
noise signatures, would create a sensory sig-

nature that could be compared to a database
for classification (fig. 2).
The overall system would accumulate
sensing data from a variety of sources, such
as drone- or cruise-missile-delivered sensor
darts, structural listening devices, spacebased multispectral sensing, weather balloons, probes, airborne sound buoys,
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV), platforms
such as airborne warning and control system
(AWACS) and joint surveillance target attack
radar system (JSTARS) aircraft, land radar,
ground sensors, ships, submarines, surface
and subsurface sound-surveillance systems,
human sources, Chemical and biological information, and so forth. The variety of sensing sources would serve several functions.
First, spurious inputs could be "kicked out"
of the system or given a lesser reliability
value, much like the comparison of data
from an aircraft equipped with a triple inertial navigation system when there is a discrepancy among separate inputs. Another
important factor in handling a variety of inputs is that the system is harder to defeat
when it does not rely on just a few key inputs. Finally, inputs from other nations and
the commercial sector may be used as additional elements of data. Just as the current
Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF) system requires certain modifications for commercial
aircraft to be used for military purposes in
times of national emergency, so might commercial satellites contain subsystems designed to support the system envisioned
above. In such a redundant system, failure to
receive some data would not have a significant debilitating impact on the system as a
whole.
To fuse and compare data, processors
could take advantage of common neuraltraining regimens and pattern-recognition
tools to sort data received from sensor platforms. Some of the data-fusion techniques
we envision would require continued advancement in the world of data processing—a
capability that is growing rapidly, as noted
by Dr Gregory H. Canavan, chief of future
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Figure 2. Wake Turbulence Detection
technology at Los Alamos National Laboratory:
Frequent overflights by numerous satellites
add the possibility of integrating the results of
many observations to aid detection. That is
computationally prohibitive today, requiring
about 100 billion operations per second,
which is a factor 10,000 gTeater than the
compute rate of the Brilliant Pebble and about
a factor of 1,000 greater than that of current
computers. However, for the last three
decades, Computer speeds have doubled about
every two years. At that rate, a factor of 1,000
increase in rate would only take about 20
years, so that a capability to detect and track
trucks, tanks, and planes from space could
become available as early as 201S.9
Dr Canavan also suggested that development time could be reduced even further by
using techniques such as parallel computing
and externai inputs to reduce required computation rates.10 The point is that with conservatively forecast advancements in Computer
technology, the ability to gather and synthesize vast amounts of data will permit significant enhancements in remote sensing and
data fusion.
Using Space

As envisioned, this concept would be supported by systems in all operational media—
sea, ground (both surface and subsurface),

criticai role in this conceptual architecture.
Although the system would rely on data
from many sources other than space, using
this médium as a primary source of data for
sensing and fusing has definite advantages.
Space allows prompt, wide-area coverage
without the constraints imposed by terrain,
weather, or political boundaries. It can provide worldwide or localized support to military operations by providing timely
information for such functions as target development, mission planning, combat assessment, search and rescue (SAR), and
special-forces operations.

Sensing and Data Fusion
The overall concept can be divided into
three parts: the sensing phase, which uses
ground-, sea-, air-, and space-based sensors;
the data fusion phase, which produces information from raw data; and the dissemination phase, which delivers information to
the user. This article examines the first two
parts.
Sensing
The five human senses are used here as a
metaphor for the concept of sensing de-
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scribed above. Although this representation
is not precise, at least it provides a convenient beginning point for our investigation.
For instance, human sensing capabilities are
often inferior to those of other forms of life
(e.g., the dog's sense of smell or the eagle's
formidable eyesight).
Tremendous strides have been made in
the sensing arena. However, some areas are
more fully developed than others. For example, more advances have occurred in optical
or visual sensing than in olfactory sensing.
This article not only examines the more traditional areas of reconnaissance such as
multispectral technology, but also discusses
interesting developments in some unique areas. An exciting aspect is the discovery of research being conducted in the commercial
realm, whose specific tasks require specific
technologies and whose techniques have not
yet been fully investigated for military uses.
The sensing areas examined here are (1)
visual (including all forms of imaging, such
as IR, radar, hyperspectral, etc.), (2) acoustic,
(3) olfactory, (4) gustatory, and (5) tactile.
There are two keys to this metaphoric approach to sensing. First, it unbinds the traditional electromagnetic orientation to sensing.
Second, it provides a way of showing how all
these sensors will be fused to allow fast, accurate decision making, such as that provided by the human brain.
Visual Sensing a n d Beyond. As mentioned above, remote image sensing has received a tremendous amount of attention,
both in military and civilian communities.
The intention here is not to reproduce the
vast amount of information on this subject
but to describe briefly the current State of
the art and to highlight some of the more innovative concepts from which we can step
forward into the future. We will not discuss
the imaging capabilities of the United States,
other than to emphasize that they will need
to be replaced or upgraded to meet the
needs of the nation in 2020. The technologies and applications discussed below pave
the way for these improvements.

Multispectral imaging (MSI) provides spatial and spectral information. It is currently
the most widely used method of imaging
spectrometry. The US-developed LANDSAT,
French SPOT, and Russian Almaz are all examples of civil/commercial multispectral
satellite Systems that operate in multiple
bands, provide ground resolution on the order of 10 meters, and support multiple applications. Military applications of multispectral
imaging abound. The US Army is busily incorporating MSI into its geographic information systems for intelligence preparation of
the battlefield or "terrain categorization"
(TERCATS). The Navy and Marines use MSI
for near-shore bathymetry, detection of
water depths of uncharted waterways, support of amphibious landings, and ship navigation.
MSI data can be used to help
determine "go-no-go" and "slow-go" areas
for enemy and friendly ground movements.
By eliminating untrafficable areas, this information can be especially useful in tracking
relocatable targets, such as mobile shortrange and intermediate-range ballistic missile launchers. By using MSI data in the
radar, IR, and optical bands, one can more
quickly discern environmental damage
caused by combat (or natural disasters). For
example, LANDSAT imagery helped determine the extent of damage caused by oil
fires set by the Iraqis in Kuwait during the
Gulf War.11
Although MSI has a variety of applications and many advantages, use of this sensing technique results in a decrease of both
bandwidth and resolution from conventional spectrometry.
Additionally, multispectral systems cannot produce contiguous
spectral and spatial information. We must
overcome these disadvantages if we are to
meet the surveillance and reconnaissance
needs of the war fighter and commander of
2020 .
One promising technology for overcoming these shortfalls is hyperspectral sensing,
which can produce thousands of contiguous
spatial elements of information simultaneously. This would allow a greater number
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of vector elements to be used for such things
as achieving a higher certainty of space-object identification. Although hyperspectral
models do exist, none have been optimized
for missions from space or have been integrated with the current electro-optical, IR,
and radar-imaging technologies.
This same technology can be equally effective for ground-target identification. Hyperspectral sensing can use all portions of
the spectrum to scan a ground target or object, collect bits of information from each
band, and fuse the information to develop a
signature of the target or object. Since only
a small amount of information may be available in various bands of the spectrum (some
bands may not produce any information),
the process of fusing the information and
comparing it to data obtained from other intelligence and information sources becomes
crucial.
Several war-fighting needs exist for a sensor that would provide higher fidelity and
increased resolution to support, for example,
US Space Command (USSPACECOM) and its
components' missions of space control,
space support, and force enhancement. In
addition to the aforementioned examples of
object identification in deep space (either
from the ground or a space platform), identification of trace atmospheric elements, and
certain target-identification applications, requirements also exist in the following areas:
debris fingerprints, damage assessment, identification of space-object anomalies (ascertaining the condition of deep-space satellites),
spacecraft interaction with ambient environment, terrestrial topography and condition,
and verification of environmental treaties.
Currently under development are several
technologies that can be integrated into
hyperspectral sensing to further exploit
ground- and space-object identification.
Two promising technologies include remote
ultralow light-level imaging (RULLI) and
fractal image processing. RULLI is an initiative by the Department of Energy to develop
an advanced technology for remote imaging
using illumination as faint as starlight.12
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This type of imaging encompasses leadingedge technology that combines high-spatial
resolution with high-fidelity resolution.
Long exposures from moving platforms become possible because high-speed imageprocessing techniques can be used to de-blur
the image in software. RULLI systems can be
fielded on surface-based, airborne, or space
platforms, and—when combined with hyperspectral sensing—can form contiguous, continuous processing of spatial images using
only the light from stars. This technology
can be applied to tactical and strategic reconnaissance, imaging of biological specimens,
detection of low-level radiation sources via
atmospheric fluorescence, astronomical photography in the X-ray, ultraviolet (UV), and
optical bands, and detection of space debris.
RULLI depends on a new detector—the
crossed-delayed line photon counter—to provide time and spatial information for each
detected photon. However, by the end of fiscal year 1996, all technologies should be sufficiently developed to facilitate the design of
an operational system.
The task of finding mobile surface vehicles requires rapid image processing. Automated preprocessing of images to identify
potential target areas can drastically reduce
the scope of human processing and provide
the war fighter with more timely target information. Hyperspectral sensing can aid in
quickly processing a large number of these
images on board the sensing satellite, in
identifying those few regions with a high
probability of containing targets, and in
downlinking data subsets to analysts for visual processing. Although fractal-like backgrounds can be defeated by cloud/smoke
cover or camouflage, fractal image processing—if fused with information from other
sensory sources—can help the analyst or the
processing software identify ground-based
signatures.13
Hyperspectral sensing offers a plethora of
opportunities for deep-space and ground-object identification and characterization to
support the war fighter's space-control-andsurveillance mission, remote sensing of at-
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mospheric constituents and trace Chemicals,
and enhanced target Identification. Collecting and fusing pieces of information from
each band within the spectrum can provide
high-fidelity images of ground or spacebased signatures. Moreover, when combined
with fused data from other sensory and nonsensory sources, hyperspectral sensing can
provide target identification that no single
surveillance system could ever provide.
Thus, the war fighter has a much improved
picture of the battle space—anywhere, anytime.
A coustic Sensing. When matter within the
atmosphere moves, it displaces molecules
and sends out vibrations or waves of air pressure that are often too weak for our skin to
feel. Waves of air pressure detected by the
ears are called sound waves. The brain can
tell what kind of sound has been heard from
the way the hairs in the inner ear vibrate.
Ears convert pressure waves passing through
the air into electrochemical signals which
the brain registers as a sound. This process
is called acoustic sensing.
Electronically based acoustic sensing is
not very old. Beginning with the development of radar prior to World War II, applications for acoustic sensing have continued to
grow and now include underwater acoustic
sensing (i.e., sonar), ground and subterranean-based seismic sensing, and the detection of Communications and electronic
signals from aerospace. Electromagnetic
sensing operates in the lower end of the electromagnetic spectrum and covers a range
from 30 hertz (Hz) to 300 gigahertz. Acoustic sensors have been fielded in various mediums, including surface, subsurface, air, and
space. Since the advent of radar, most applications of acoustic sensing have been pioneered in the defense sector. Developments
in space-based acoustic sensing in the Russian defense sector have recently become
public. According to The Soviet Year in Space,
1990,
Whereas photographic reconnaissance satellites
collect strategic and tactical data in the visible

portion of the electromagnetic spectrum,
ELINT satellites concentrate on the longer
wavelengths in the radio and radar regions. . ..
Most Soviet ELINT satellites orbit the earth at
altitudes of 400 to 850 kilometers, patiently
listening to the tell-tale electromagnetic
emanations of ground-based radars and
Communications traffic.14
It is believed that the Russians use this spacebased capability to monitor changes in the
tactical order of battle, strategic defense posture, and treaty compliance.
On the ground, the United States used different kinds of acoustic sensors during the
Vietnam War. The first one was derived
from the sonobuoy developed by the US
Navy to detect submarines. The USAF version used a battery-operated microphone instead of a hydrophone to detect trucks or
even eavesdrop on conversations between
enemy troops. The air-delivered seismic detection (ADSID) device was the most widely
used sensor. It detected ground vibrations by
trucks, bulldozers, and the occasional tank,
although it could not differentiate with
much accuracy between vibrations made by
a bulldozer and a tank.15
Numerous examples of applications of
acoustic sensing are found in the civil sector.
In the United States, acoustic sensors that
operate in the 800-900 Hz range are now being developed to help detect insects. Conceivably, these low-volume acoustic sensors
could be further refined, either to work
hand in hand with other spectral sensors or
by themselves to classify insects and other
animais, based on noise characteristics.16
Sandia National Laboratory in New México has made progress in using acoustic sensors to detect the presence of Chemicals in
liquids and solids. In the nonlaboratory
world, these acoustic sensing devices could
be used as real-time environmental monitors
to detect contamination, either in ground
water or soil, and have both civil (e.g., natural-disaster assessment) and military (e.g.,
combat-assessment) applications.17
An additional development in the area of
acoustic sensing involves seismic tomogra-
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phy to "image" surface and subsurface features. Seismic energy traveis as an elastic
wave that both reflects from and penetrates
through the sea floor and structure beneath—as if we could see the skin covering
our faces and the skeletal structure beneath
at the same time.
Energy transmitted
through the earth's crust can also be used to
construct an image.18
In summary, acoustic sensing offers great
potential for helping the war fighter, commander, and war planner of the twenty-first
century solve the problems of target identification and classification, combat assessment,
target development, and mapping.
For
acoustic sensing from aerospace, a primary
challenge appears to be in boosting noise
signals through various mediums. Today,
this is accomplished by using bistatic and
multistatic pulse systems. In the year 2020,
assuming continued advances in interferometry, the attenuation of electromagnetic "sound" through space should be a
challenge already overcome, thus permitting
very robust integration of acoustic sensing
with other remote-sensing capabilities from
aerospace.
A more serious challenge in defense-related acoustic sensing may come from enemy countermeasures. As operations and
Communications security improve, spacebased acoustic sensing will become increasingly more difficult. Containing emissions
within a shielded cable or—better yet—a fiber-optic cable makes passive listening virtually impossible. The challenge for countries
involved with space-based acoustic programs
is to develop improved countermeasures to
overcome these technological advancements.
In the year 2020, remote acoustic sensing
from space and elsewhere will be a criticai
element for developing accurate structural
signatures as well as for assessing activity
leveis within a target. New methodologies
for passive and active sensing need to be developed and should be coupled with other
types of remote sensing.
O lfactory Sensing. Although this sense is
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somewhat "exotic" today, since the mid1980s there has been a resurgence of research into the sense of smell. Both military
as well as civilian scientists have aimed their
efforts at first identifying how the brain determines smell and determining how Science
can replicate the process synthetically. The
results of these efforts are impressive. An
electronic "sniffer" for analyzing odors
needs two things: (1) the equivalent of a
nose to do the smelling and (2) the equivalent of a brain to interpret what the nose
smelled. A British team employed arrays of
gas sensors made of conductive polymers
working at room temperature. An electrical
current passes through each sensor. When
odor emissions collide with the sensors, the
current changes and responds uniquely to
different gases. The next step entailed synthesizing the various currents into a meaningful pattern. A neural net (a group of
interlined interconnected microprocessors
that simulate some basic functions of the
brain) identified the patterns. The neural
net was able to learn from experience and
did not need to know the exact chemistry of
what it was smelling. It could recognize
changing patterns, giving it a unique ability
to detect new or removed substances.19
Swedish scientists took this a major step
further. Their development of a lightscanned, seam-conductor sensor shows great
promise in the area of long-range sensing.
This sensor is coated with three different
metais: platinum, palladium, and iridium,
which are heated at one end to create a temperature gradient. This process allows the
sensor to respond differently to gases at
every point along its surface. The sensor is
read with a beam of light that generates an
electrical current across the surface. When
fed into a Computer, the current produces a
unique image of each smell, which is then
compared to a database to determine the origin of the smell.20
Despite these impressive findings, present
technology requires the gases to come in
contact with the sensor. The next step is to
fuse the sensory capabilities into a sort of
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particle beam that—when it comes into contact with the odors—would react in a measurable way. Similar to the way radar works,
beam segments would return to the Processing source, and the object from which the
odors emanated would be identified. This
process could be initiated from space, air, or
land and would be fused with other remotesensing capabilities to build a more complete picture. Studies on laser reflection
demonstrate the ability to correct for errors
induced by moving from the atmosphere to
space. There is every reason to believe that
the next couple of decades will produce
similar capabilities for particle beams. The
ability to fuse odors sensors within these
beams and receive the reactions for Processing may also be feasible in the prescribed
time frame.

G ustatory Sensing. Another area that has
not received a tremendous degree of attention is the sense of taste. In many ways,
ideas concerning the sense of taste may
sound more like those concerning the sense
of smell. The distinction is that the sample
tasted is part of (or attached to) a surface of
some sort. The sense of smell relies on airborne particles to find their way to receptors
in the nose. The study of taste makes frequent reference to smell—probably due to
similar mechanisms whereby the molecules
in question come in contact with the receptor (be they smell or taste receptors).
Taste, in and of itself, will probably not be
a prime means of identification. It can,
however, be one of the discriminating bits of
information that can aid in identifying ambiguous targets identified by other Systems.
It also provides another characteristic that
must be masked or spoofed to truly camouflage a target. Taste could be used to detect
silver paint that appears to be aluminum aircraft skin on a decoy. It could be used to
"lick" the surface of the ocean to track small,
polluting craft. It could even be used to
taste vehicles for radioactive fallout or

chemical/biological surface agents. We could
detect contamination before sending ground
troops into an area. By putting a particular
flavor on our vehicles, we may be able to develop a taste version of identification friend
or foe (IFF).
The sense of taste provides the human
brain with information on characteristics of
sweetness, bitterness, saltiness, and sourness. The exact physiological mechanism for
determining these characteristics is not yet
completely understood. Theory has it that
sweet and bitter are determined when molecules of the substance present on the tongue
become attached to "matching" receptors.
The manner in which the molecules match
the receptors is believed to be a physical interlocking of similar shapes—much the same
way that pieces of a jigsaw puzzle fit together. Once the interlocking takes place, an
electrical impulse is sent to the taste center
in the brain. It is not known whether there
are thousands of unique taste receptors
(each sending a unique signal) or if there are
only a few types of receptors (resulting in
many unique combinations of signals). Experts think that saltiness and sourness are
determined in a different manner. Rather
than attaching themselves to the receptors,
these tastes "flow" by the tips of the taste
buds, exciting them directly through the
open ion channels in the tips.21
To make a true bitter/sweet taste sensor in
space would require technology permitting
the transmission of an actual particle of
the object in question. This ability appears
to be outside the realm of possibility in the
year 2020. An alternative would be to scan
the object in question with sufficient
"granularity" to determine the shape of the
individual molecules and then compare this
scanned shape with a catalog of known
shapes and their associated sweet or bitter
taste. Such technology is currently available
in the form of various types of scanning/
tunneling electron microscopes. The shortcoming of these systems is that they require
highly controlled atmospheres and enclosed
environments to permit accurate beam steer-
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ing and data collection. The jump to a "remote electron microscope" also may not be
possible by 2020.
An alternate means of determining surface structure remotely involves increasing
the distance from which computerized axial
tomography (CAT) scans or nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)22 are conducted. Although current technology requires rather
close examination (on the order of several
inches), at least a portion of the "beam"
transmission takes place in the normal atmosphere. Extrapolation of this capability
seems to offer the possibility of scanning
from increased distances.
To perform a taste scan from space to determine the sweetness/bitterness of an object will require continued research and a
truly great increase in technology. Taste research must continue, and the mechanics of
taste must be fully understood. The product
of this research would be a database that
catalogs the appropriate characteristics of
molecules related to taste. Without understanding how taste works, we could not produce a properly designed scanner.
Remote scanning is a great challenge that
involves getting the beam to the targeted object and capturing the reflected beam pattern to determine the surface shape at the
molecular levei. Getting the beam to the
target entails the generation, aiming, and
power of the beam.
The scanning beam (of whatever type
provides the desired granularity) must be
generated with sufficient power to reach the
target with enough energy to reflect a detectable and measurable pattern for collection and subsequent analysis. Both beam
generators and collectors would be located
(not necessarily co-located) in space (most
likely in low earth orbit—the generators, at
least). Maximum distance from generator to
target is probably on the order of 1,000 to
1,500 miles or the slant range from a 300-to400-mile LEO to the line-of-sight horizon.
Target-to-collector distances would be, at a
minimum, the same as those from generator
to target (if collection is accomplished in
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LEO), to a maximum of 25,000 miles (if collection occurs in geosynchronous orbit).
To ensure the gathering of proper data, we
must aim and focus the beam exactly at the
desired target. Aiming will require compensation for atmospheric inconsistencies. Specifically, we would fire a laser into the
atmosphere to detect anomalies along the
general path of the actual beam and compensate accordingly. Refined focusing on the
targeted areas should be on the order of no
more than one or two square feet.
We must also consider what might happen when the beam (of whatever type) hits
the target area. Will its power be so great
that the target would be burned or damaged?
Further, will adversaries be able to detect
scanning in the target area? These are some
of the challenges we must overcome in order
to bring the taste sensor to reality.
Capturing the reflected beam also poses a
significant challenge. The general technique
for analyzing objects with scanning methods
calls for a beam from a known location and
of known power to "illuminate" the targeted
object. Since the surface of the object is irregular, the beam reflects in various directions. Thus, the object must be surrounded
by collectors to ensure the collection of all
reflected energy. By noting the collector
and the portion of the beam collected, we
can reconstruct the surface that reflects the
beam.
Since it is impossible to surround the
earth completely with a single collecting surface, a large number of platforms must serve
as collectors. All platforms would focus their
collectors on the targeted area and compensate in a manner similar to aiming compensation for the beam generator (see above).
Any platform with line of sight directly to
the target would be suitable for collection.
Platforms "below" the horizon but able to
capture reflected energy in a manner similar
to the over-the-horizon backscatter (OTHB)
radar system would also be acceptable. With
appropriate algorithms and beam selection,
the entire sensor constellation could con-
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ceivably be available for collection all the
time.
Fusing of the reflected data from a single
"taste" would take place on a central platform, probably in geosynchronous orbit. Information about the taste measurement
would include scanning-beam composition,
pulse-coding data, firing time, location of
beam generator, aiming compensation data,
focusing data, location of targeted area, collector position, collector compensation data,
and actual collected data including time. Because we are collecting only a fraction of the
"reflected energy" from scanning beams, we
need all this information in order to know
which part of the "taste signature" we have
put together.

T actile Setisitig. Potential exists for the
development of an earth-surveillance system
using a tactile sensor for mapping and object
determination.
Rather than viewing and
tracking items of interest optically, objects
could be identified, classified, and tracked
via tactile stimulation-and-response analysis.
This method of surveillance has advantages
over optical viewing in that it is unaffected
by foul weather, camouflage, or other obscuration techniques.
Tactile sense provides humans awareness
of contact with an object. Through this
sense, we learn the shape and hardness of
objects, and—by using our cutaneous sensors—we receive indications of pressure,
warmth, cold, and pain. A man-made tactile
sensor emulates this human sense by using
densely arrayed elementary force sensors (or
taxeis), which are capable of image sensing
through the simultaneous determination of
an object's force distribution and position
measurements.23
Recent advances in tactile sensor applications have appeared in the areas of robotics,
cybernetics, and virtual reality. These simple applications attempted to replicate the
tactile characteristics of the human hand.
One project, the Rutgers Dexterous Hand

Master, combines a mechanical glove with a
virtual-reality scenario to allow an operator
to "feel" virtual-reality images. This research has advanced the studies of remotecontrolled robots that could be used in such
ventures as construction of a space station
or cleaning up a waste site.24
The challenge lies in developing tactile
sensors that are capable of remotely "touching" an object to determine its characteristics. This challenge elicits visions of a
large, gloved hand reaching out from space
to squeeze an object to determine if it is
alive. We can develop this analogy by expanding the practicai concept of radar.
Radar is a radio system used to transmit,
receive, and analyze energy waves to detect
objects of interest or "targets." In addition,
it can determine target range, speed, heading, and relative size. One possible way to
identify tactile characteristics of an interrogated target is to analyze the radar returns
and compare them to known values. When
a radio wave strikes an object, a certain
amount of its energy reflects back toward
the transmitter. The intensity of the returned energy depends upon the distance to
the target, the transmission médium, and the
composition of the target. For example, energy reflected off a tree exhibits characteristics different from those of energy
reflected off a building (because a tree absorbs more energy). By analyzing the energy returns, we could conceivably determine
target characteristics of shape, temperature,
and hardness by comparing the returns to
known values. By using virtual reality, we
could then transform the tactile characteristics of various objects interrogated in an
area of surveillance into a three-dimensional
graphical representation.
The significant value of tactile sensor
technology lies not in the development of a
replacement for current surveillance sensors
but in the prospect for gaining unique information. A typical surveillance radar provides the "when, where, and how" for a
particular target, but a tactile sensor adds the
"what" and, potentially, the "who."
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C ounterm easures to Sensing. Once an
adversary perceives a threat to his structure
and system, he usually develops and employs countermeasures. The concepts for
sensing presented here, albeit rooted in leading-edge technology, are not exempt from
enemy countermeasures. Potential enemy
countermeasures in the year 2020 include
killer antisatellites (ASAT), jamming, and
ground-station attacks. Target-protection
countermeasures
include
concealment,
camouflage, and deception (CC&D) and operations security (OPSEC). Technical experts
must address these threats and provide countermeasures early in the design phase of this
sensing system.
Active and passive systems can overcome
jamming, ground-station attack, and enemy
OPSEC. Frequency hopping and "hardening"
of space links are both effective in countering jamming. If hopping rates—which currently exceed 3,000 hops per second—
continue to increase exponentially, many
forms of jamming will become minor irritants. We can overcome ground-station attack by improving physical security and
replicating criticai nodes. Such redundancy
can be expensive, but if we incorporate it
early in the design phase, it can be efficient
and cost-effective.
But the best way to
counter enemy OPSEC is through passive
measures such as security training, HUMINT, and reduction of the number of people who "need to know" and through active
measures such as HUMINT and exploitation
of the omnisensorial capability of this system.
Killer ASAT and CC&D capabilities are
much more difficult and costly to counter.
Decoy satellites and redundant space-based
systems can be effective. However, we must
pursue some cost-effective means of hardening in order to ensure the survivability of
our space systems.
Data Fusion
Fusion of all the information collected from
the various sensors mentioned above is the
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key to making this data useful to the war
fighter (fig. 3). Without the appropriate fusion process, the war fighter will be the victim of information overload, a condition
that is not much better-and is sometimes
worse—than no information at all. The goal
of this initiative is to fuse vast amounts of
data from multiple sources in real time and
make it available to the war fighter on demand.
Today, we are able to collect data from a
variety of sensor platforms (e.g., satellites, as
well as air-breathing and HUMINT sources,
etc.). What we are not able to do, however,
is fuse large amounts of data from multiple
sources in near real time. We have what
amounts to "stovepipe" data—that is, data
streams that are processed independently.
As we discovered in Operation Desert Storm,
deficiencies exist in sharing and relating intelligence from different sources. Consequently, the war fighter is not able to see the
whole picture—just bits and pieces.
Today, sensor data is capable of drowning
us. The sheer volume of this data can cripple an intelligence system:
Over 500,000 photographs were processed
during Operation Desert Storm. Over its
14-year lifetime, the Pioneer Venus orbiter sent
back 10 terabits (10 trillion bits) of data. Had
it performed as designed, the Hubble Space
Telescope was expected to produce a
continuous data flow of 86 billion bits a day
or more than 30 terabits a year. By the year
2000, satellites will be sending 8 terabits of
raw data to earth each day. (Emphasis in
original)25
As staggering as these figures are, the
computing power on the horizon may be
able to digest this much data. The Advanced
Research Projects Agency (ARPA) is sponsoring the development of a massive, parallel
Computer capable of operating at a rate of 1
trillion floating-point operations per second
(1 tera FLOPS). Parallel processing employs
multiple processors used to execute several
instruction streams concurrently and signifi-
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Figure 3. Omnisensorial Fusion
cantly reduces the amount of time required
to process information.
Once the data is processed into usable information or intelligence, the next requirement bec.omes a means of storing and
retrieving a huge database or library. "Advances in storage technology in such media
as holography and optical storage will doubtlessly expand these capacities."26 An optical
tape recorder capable of recording and storing more than a terabyte of data on a single
reel is under development.
Vertical block line (VBL) technology offers the possibility of storing data in nonvolatile, high-density, solid-state chips. This
magnetic technology offers inherent radiation hardness, data erasability and security,
and cost-effectiveness. Compared to mag-

netic bubble devices, VBL offers higher storage density and higher data rates at reduced
power. VBL chips could achieve (volumetric)
storage densities ranging from one gigabit to
one terabit per cubic centimeter. Chip data
rates, a function of chip architecture, can
range from one megabit per second to 100
megabits per second. Produced in volume,
chips are expected to cost less than one dollar per megabyte.
If we are to provide the user real-time,
multisource data in a usable format, leaps in
data-fusion technologies must occur. A new
technology—the photonic processor—could
increase computational speeds exponentially. The processing capabilities and power
requirements of current fielded and planned
electronic processors are determined almost
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solely by the low-speed and energy-inefficient electrical interconnections in electronic boards, modules, or processing
systems.
Processing speeds of electronic
chips and modules can exceed hundreds of
megahertz, whereas electrical interconnections run at tens of megahertz due to limitations in standard transmission lines. More
significantly, the majority of power consumed by the processor system is used by
the interconnection itself. Optical interconnections, whether in the form of free-space,
board-to-board busses or computer-to-computer fiber-optic networks, consume significantly less electric power, are inherently
robust with regard to electromagnetic impulses (EMI) and electromagnetic pulses
(EMP), and can provide large numbers of interconnection channels in a small, lowweight, rugged subsystem. These characteristics
are critically important in space-based applications.27
This technology of integrating electronics
and optics reduces power requirements,
builds in EMI/EMP immunity, and increases
Processing speeds. Though immature, the
technology has great potential. If it were
possible to incorporate photonic-processing
technologies into a parallel computing environment, increases of several orders of magnitude in processing speeds might occur.
The fusing of omnisensorial data will require processing speeds equal to or greater
than those mentioned above. Onboard Computer (OBC) architectures will use at least
three computers that perform parallel processing; they will also feature a voting process to ensure that at least two of the three
OBCs agree. The integration of neural networks in OBC systems will provide higher reliability and will enhance process-control
techniques.
Change detection and pattem recognition
as well as chãos modeling techniques will increase processing speeds and reduce the
amount of data to be fused. Multiple sensors, processing their own data, can increase
processing speeds and share data between
platforms through cross-queuing techniques.
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Optical data-transmission techniques should
permit high data throughputs to the fusion
centers in space, on the ground, and/or in
the air.
The National Information Display Laboratory is investigating technologies that would
aid in the registration and deconfliction of
omnisensorial data, data fusion, and image
mosaicking (the ability to consolidate many
different images into one). "Informationrich" environments made accessible by the
projected sensing capabilities of the year
2020 will drive the increasing need for
georeferenced autoregistration of multisource data prior to automated fusion, target
recognition/identification, and situation assessment. Image mosaicking will enhance
the usability of wide-area, imagery-based
products. Signals, multiresolution imagery,
acoustical data, analyzed sample data (from
tactile/gustatory sensing), atmospheric/exoatmospheric weather data, voice, video, text,
and graphics can be fused in an "infobase"
that provides content- and context-based access, selective visualization of information,
local image extraction, and playback of historical activity.28

Near-term Technologies
and Operational
Exploitation Opportunities
Pursuit of nonmilitary omnisensorial applications in the early stages of development
could provide a host of interested partners,
significantly reduce costs, and increase the
likelihood of congressional acceptance.
These applications include government uses,
consumer uses, and general commercial
uses.
Government uses of this capability could
include law enforcement, environmental
monitoring, precise mapping of remote areas, drug interdiction, and assistance to
friendly nations. The capability to see inside
a structure could prevent incidents such as
the one that occurred at the Branch Davidian
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compound in Waco, Texas, in 1993. Drug
smuggling could be detected by clandestinely subjecting suspects to remote sensing.
Friendly governments could receive realtime, detailed intelligence of all insurgency/terrorist operations in their countries.
Finally, just as we presently track the migratory patterns of birds by using LANDSAT
multispectral imagery, so might we track the
spread of disease to allow early identification
of infected areas.
Consumer uses could range from providing home security to monitoring food and
air quality. Home detection Systems would
be cheaper and more capable. Not only
would they be able to sense smoke and
break-ins, but also gas leaks and seismic
tremors. They could also provide advance
warning of flash floods and other imminent
natural disasters.
Further, sensors could
identify spoiled food and test the air for
harmful particles.
Commercial uses could include enhanced
airport security, major advances in medicine,
and a follow-on to the air traffic control System. Everyone from farmers to miners
would benefit from remote sensors by no
longer having to rely on trial and error. For
example, aircraft scans prior to takeoff
would provide new leveis of safety. Further,
scans of patients would effectively eliminate
exploratory surgery because doctors would
be able to view internai problems on Computer screens. Eventually, doctors may be
able to treat patients largely on the basis of
information obtained from Computer imaging.
A good example of a commercial application is the development of an aerospace traffic location and sensing (ATLAS) system
analogous to the current air traffic control
system. Space is a hazardous environment
because of the accumulation of satellites, debris, and so forth, and will be even more
hazardous by 2020. Flying in space without
an "approved" flight plan, particularly in
LEO, is especially risky. The space shuttle,
for instance, occasionally makes unplanned
course corrections in order to avoid damage

from debris. Similarly, as the boundaries between space and atmospheric travei become
less distinct (witness the existence of transatmospheric vehicles), this system could conceivably integrate all airborne and spacetransiting assets into a seamless, global, integrated system.
This system envisions that some of the
same satellites used as part of the integrated
structural sensory signature system would
also be used for ATLAS. It would require
only a small constellation of space-surveillance satellites (fewer than 20) orbiting the
globe. ATLAS satellites would carry the same
omnisensorial packages capable of tracking
any object in space larger than two centimeters. All satellites deployed in the future
would be required to participate in the ATLAS infrastructure and would carry internai
navigation and housekeeping packages, perform routine station-keeping maneuvers on
their own, and constantly report their position to ATLAS satellites. Only anomalous
conditions (e.g., health and status problems,
collision threats, etc.) would be reported to
small, satellite-specific ground crews. ATLAS
ground stations (primary and backup) would
be responsible for handling anomalous situations, coordinating collision-avoidance maneuvers with satellite owners, authorizing
corrective maneuvers, and coordinating
space-object
identification
(particularly
threat identification). The satellite constellation would be integrated via cross-links, allowing all ATLAS-capable satellites to share
information. The aerospace traffic control
system of the future would eliminate or
downsize most of the current satellite-control ground stations as well as the current
ground-based space-surveillance system.
Elements of the ATLAS system will include
improved sensors for tracking space objects
(including debris and maneuvering targets),
software to automatically generate and deconflict tracks and update catalogs, and an
analysis-and-reporting "back end" that will
provide surveillance and intelligence functions as needed. Air and space operators
would have a system that would allow them
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to enter a flight plan and automatically receive preliminary, deconflicted clearance. In
addition, ongoing, in-flight deconfliction
and object avoidance would also be available
without operator manipulation. The system
could integrate information from even more
sophisticated sensors of the future, such as
electromagnetic, Chemical, visible, and omnispectral devices. "Handoffs" from one
sector to another would occur, but only in
the onboard ATLAS brain, which would be
transparent to the operator. ATLAS provides
a Vision of a future-generation smart system
that integrates volumes of sensory information and fuses it into a format that gives operators just what they need to know, when
they need to know it.
The ATLAS system is just one small commercial application of the comprehensive
structural sensory signature concept that
fuses data from a variety of sophisticated
sensors of all types to provide the war
fighter of tomorrow with the right tools to
get the job done.

Conclusion
The precision that technology offers will
change the face of warfare in the year 2020
and beyond. Future wars will rely not so
much on sea, land, or airpower as on information. The victor in the war for information dominance will most likely be
successful in the battle space. The key to
achieving information dominance will be
the technology employed in the area of surveillance and reconnaissance, particularly a
"sensor-to-shooter" system that will enable
"one shot, one kill" combat operations. A
network of ground- and space-based sensors
that mimic the human senses, together with
hyperspectral and fractal imagery, provides a
diverse array of surveillance information
that-when processed by intelligent, robust
neural networks—not only can identify objects with a high degree of reliability, but
also give the war fighter the sensation of being in or near the target area. The challenge
for decision makers will be to develop a
strategy that can turn this vision into reality.

□
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HEN GUTENBERG invented the printing press, less than 5 percent of the
world's population could read. By creating movable-type technology, he
profoundly increased man's access to knowledge. World Wide Web (WWW) technology, a common staple on the Internet, promises to do the same. We are able to
link computers full of information to each other and to exchange data worldwide
quickly and efficiently.
A IR CHRONICLES, created by the staff at APJ, is now available on the Internet. It
/ l i s designed to provide an avenue for airmen to become knowledgeable about issues of professional development in the next century and beyond and to engage in
interactive research, education, and discussion concerning these issues.

Y

OITLL FIND PAST and present APJ articles on-line in addition to previously unpublished articles, essays, and op-ed pieces. Countless book reviews, aviation
images, and links to other Web sites are yours to explore. Got something on your
mind? Join our discussion groups, and let your opinions be heard.
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FTER YOU'VE READ APJ come visit us at Air Chronicles. See what others are
saying about US Air Force concerns. And be sure to contribute what you can.
We'll all be richer for the experience.
You can reach Air Chronicles at

ht t p://www. cdsar. af.mil/air-chronicles.html

PROFESSIONAL MILITARY
EDUCATION IN 2020
The effective employment ofair and space power has to do not so ntuch with airplanes and missiles and
engineering as with thinking and attitude and imagination.
-Gen Merrill A. McPeak
The new military needs soldiers who use their brains, can deal with a diversity ofpeople and cultures, who
can tolerate ambiguity, take initiative, and ask questions, even to the point ofquestioning authority.. . .
The willingness to ask and think may be more prevalent in the US armed forces than in many businesses.
. . . Aís in the civilian economy, fewer people with intelligent technology can accomplish more than a lot
ofpeople with the brute-force tools o f the past.
—Alvin Toffler
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ROFESSIONAL Military Education
(PME) 2020 will become a residency
program unlike any that exists today.
It will be a new concept of professional military education derived from today's
distance learning, multimedia, virtual reality,
and telepresence concepts. This article
describes why the present PME system must
change and what the new system should look
like. After we've discussed the new PME
system, we'U examine some of the objections
that have been raised in response to these
proposed changes. However, before we
ex am in e the PME system and suggest
changes, we need to highlight potential
technologies that can be exploited for use in
PME 2020.

Emerging Technologies
Overall, technology is one of two factors
necessary to meet the capability requirements
of PME 2020. In general, current trends in
technology indicate that the technological
fields of the future will be tremendously
fertile and highly affordable. For instance,
comparing the 64K random access memory
(RAM) computers of the early 1980s with the
top-of-the-line desktop computers of today,
we've seen a 1,000-fold increase in Computer
memory. The military can roughly predict
that its desktop computers in 2020 will have
about 16,000 times the power of today's
computers,1 a conservative estimate by many
industry .experts. Some experts predict the
computers of the next century may have
billions of times more power because of
coming revolutionary replacements for the
transistor. These new devices will squeeze
even more power onto whatever replaces the
Computer chip. In other words, industry
experts agree that the military will have
plenty of power for whatever it may dream
up. Project 2851, a new standard for digital
terrain, is already facilitating autom atic
transformation of satellite information into
3-D virtual landscapes.2 Extensive telecommunications, virtual reality, and Computer
simulation for PME 2020 are assured.

But what of the costs associated with this
development? Again, analysis of today's
technology cost trends predicts future cost.
Currently the price of computing capability
is reported as declining between 30 and 68
percent per year. ABC Evening News cited a
50 percent reduction in cost every 18 months.
Using this conservative rate, if the military
wants to determine what capability it will be
able to buy for each Office or classroom for
$5,000 ('94 dollars) in 2020, it should look at
the capability that $655,360,0003 could buy
today. Imagine the technology we could purchase in this price range for each classroom
or each individual. Being able to use current
technology in this price range would mean a
significant difference in the Office, home, and
school. It will give each student's Computer
greater simulation capability than the latest
simulators now used by the airlines or military, including surround picture and close-toreality simulation. The technologies needed
for PME 2020 will definitely be affordable.
Today's existing technologies also provide
some specific examples and insight of what
is possible in 2020. These potential technologies will solve the information, people,
fiscal, and environmental problems of PME
2020. For example, potential technology
exists today to solve the information overload
problems of tomorrow. Human-computer
interaction devices will also aid the war
fig h te r in th is area o f in fo rm a tio n
management. In addition, both virtual reality
and worldwide instant access are assured.
Many current military personnel already
belong to wide-area networks such as Internet
and bulletin board Services such as CompuServe. These connectivity providers are
currently developing the next generation of
netw ork te c h n o lo g ie s . This in clu d es
automated aids used to find information and
people over the networks. These automated
aids are the beginnings of personally tailored
automatic assistants. Edify Corporation has
announced its "Information Agent," which
gives users the ability to train Computer
networks to automatically gather and analyze
data based on user demands.4 Professor
Nicholas P. Negroponte, founder of MIT's
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Media Laboratory, stated, "We will soon have
personalized 'newspapers' coming over the
Computer networks, with not only the news,
but also the ads, aimed at the individual."5
Automated assistants with even greater
capabilities will ensure that each individual
in 2 020 receives the most current and
relevant information—tailored to his or her
needs and background.
Many systems are now on-line to assure
instant access with other people and systems
around the globe. New Jersey Bell plans on
having all o f New Je rse y co m p letely
fiber-cabled by 2010.6 Other companies in
the US and in most industrialized nations are
planning on doing the same, or in some way
providing the same levei of connectivity.7 For
those areas, however remote, that will not be
interlinked with cable, space will provide the
same functional connection through satellite
links. Commercial enterprises will send into
orbit a constellation of satellites that will
enable instant contact anywhere on the
globe, "a cellular system with very tall towers
called satellites."8
All this information will be difficult to
assimilate. Virtual reality itself is being used
now as one solution to the information
overload. One method of employing virtual
reality as a "database navigating and mining
tool" is used on Wall Street for managing
stock portfolios. It uses a virtual world in
w hich stocks and groups of stocks are
represented by symbols of different color,
shape, position, motion, and other characteristics. This enables a stock portfolio
manager to use the Computer to generate
patterns and color changes that summarize at
a glance the health and trends of many more
stocks than could be managed as well by
flipping through files or complex Computer
screens with tables of numbers.9 It is easy to
see how this type of application could be used
to summarize much of the data that threatens
to overwhelm the military person.
Another emerging technology comes in
the area of enhanced hum an-com puter
interactions. In 1993 these interactions
already included full-body suits for gesture
and other motion detection,10 computers
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embedded in clothing,11 and experiments in
controlling computers by thought. Regarding
the latter, the Alternative Control Technology
Laboratory at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, is
making sign ifican t advances in m ental
(hands-off) control of flight simulators. Grant
McMillan, director of the lab, stated:
All control is brain-actuated control, as far as
we know. All we're doing is measuring the
output at a different point.. . . Twenty or thirty
years from now, we might be saying, "Gee, I'd
never want a pilot to control the stick with his
hands when he can do it so much better by
manipulating his brain activity."12
Manuel De Landa discusses many of the
military's developments in hardware, software, and even "wetware" [the implant of
technology directly into the body] in his book
War in the Age o f t h e Intelligent M achine.u The
military Services are actively developing
artificial intelligence and expert systems to
help humans to digest information and act on
it. For example, expert systems have been
developed for analyzing radar signatures,
labeling au tom atically generated maps,
analyzing battlefield situations and air-to-air
encounters (from command levei down to
helping an outnumbered pilot survive an
engagement), planning for contingencies,
diagnosing maintenance problems on aircraft, playing the role of intelligent opponent
in war games, developing attack strategies for
com plex targets, helping to detect and
co u n te r C3 counterm easures, providing
advice on allocation decisions, assisting
launch and recovery on carriers, and even
predicting likely locations and times of
outbreaks of violence.14
By far, however, the most exciting concept
on our horizon is virtual reality. By 2020,
virtual reality, or whatever its follow-on is
called, will be ubiquitous. Military personnel
will be used to the technology and to the
capability it provides, a capability that will be
a natural part of their lives. Nintendo is
already rea ch in g in to th e hom e with
first-person virtual reality games. Already
available are virtual reality eyeglasses with
built-in stereo sound systems, similar in
appearance to regular sunglasses.15 Also
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available is software for less than $1,500 to
build individualized virtual reality worlds, or
one may get a head start by buying prebuilt
worlds for $90 to $400 each. Although these
inexpensive hardware and software Systems
don't currently match the movie studio
m u ltim illio n -d o lla r system s, "th e y 'r e
sparking Creative breakthroughs . . . and
they're helping to drive the development of
an industry, a communication tool, and the
ultimate multimedium."16
Joseph Henderson of Dartmouth Medicai
School, looks at virtual reality in more
p ra ctica l ways as he d escribes virtual
workplaces with virtual colleagues whose
"physical counterpart may exist in any of the
far-flung problem-solving teams deployed
anywhere in the w orld." These virtual
coworkers will meet and work in virtual
hallways, virtual conference rooms, and
virtual laboratories.
One can as easily imagine a virtual high school,
technical school, or university, which provides
access to information and expertise that is
anywhere in the world. Even difficult concepts,
skills, and attitudes might be taught using
vivid, three-dim ensional and tactile
representations of real world objects and issues.
This kind of leaming environment could be
embedded in the work environment (even a
non-virtual one) much as today's new
performance support systems provide on-line
training and reference on the assembly line.
The worker need not leave his or her workplace
to be trained; organizations need not establish
and support fixed training facilities and travei
costs can be reduced. Leaming done in direct
context with work is likely to be more efficient
and effective.17
The military has already laid the foundation for the virtual reality world of the
future. For example, Navy, Marine, and Army
h o sp ita is w orldw id e alread y use an
interactive video, text, sound, and graphics
system for training medicai personnel in
preventive medicine and the treatment of
combat trauma in combat zones.18
Virtual realities are a multimedia environment
that gives users the sense of participating in
realities different from their ordinary ones.. . .
Such simulations, when done well, should

provide to a user a sense of having a lifeexperience: leaming occurs at an essential levei,
a fundamental change in attitudes and
behavior results.19
Virtual reality, or "synthetic environments," was listed in 1992 as one of the
Department of Defense's (DOD) seven main
technology thrusts.20 V icto r Reis, DOD
director of defense research and engineering,
stated, "The demands of fighting on those
battlefields [of the future], will be radically
different from today's." He also stated that
"synthetic environments represent a technology to let us leam how to use technology
better. It's that feedback loop that does it."
Reis had recently testified, "NetWork simulation is a techn ology that elevates and
strengthens the collective problem-solving
abilities o f . . . design teams, manufacturing
teams, education teams, training teams,
acquisition teams, or war fighting teams."
Finally, he pointed out that "another benefit"
o f the synthetic environm ents is "cost
reduction."21 Thus, by 2020, for cost and efficiency reasons, military personnel will have
virtual reality experience and expectations—
expectations that will depreciate or reduce
effectiveness of any military education that
fails to use the leaming interface to which the
students are used to.
We cannot overemphasize the importance
of and the many advantages of using virtual
reality and other interactive technology in
education. First and foremost, interactive
technology takes advantage of the strengths
of experiential leaming. It also provides
flexibility. W ell-constructed, interactive
technology lessons allow for tailoring lessons
to the individual, the individuars leaming
style, schedule, and the job at hand. Its also
timely. Updated information can easily be
dropped into the lesson and, if using a direct
mode of delivery, is instantly available without waiting to deplete last year's printing.
And finally, it's very student-centered. It can
be self-paced and take advantage of the
student's existing knowledge—teaching in the
gaps. It can also provide personalized
im m ediate feedback for everything the
student does or asks.
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Why Must the Present PME
System Change?
Now that we understand the technological
advances which are on the horizon, it's easier
to see why the present PME system must
change. PME must respond to changes
surrounding three current and future issues:
the exploding technological and informatio n a l en v iro n m en t w e've discussed,
evolving military personnel characteristics,
and continued fiscal constraints.
Challenges o f Technological Environment

Obviously, the technological environment
surrounding military members will be very
d iffe re n t than the one tod ay.22 Even
assuming no revolutionary breakthroughs,
u nlikely though that is, and only the
maturation of existing technologies, the
technology environment of 2020 will be a
rich one. It will include commonplace use of
artificial intelligence, intense miniaturization, expert systems, virtual and artificial
re a litie s, and au tom ated "Com puter
assistants." PME 2020 must harness this
technology to better educate the entire
military force.
Since the rate of change in technology and
the rate of growth in available information
increase every day, all the technological
advances mean that by 2020 information
needs will grow exponentially and the
am o u n t o f new in fo rm a tio n will be
astronomical. Without careful planning and
information-handling skills, the decision
makers of the future will be susceptible to
"analysis paralysis."23 There are estimates that
new information will double every few weeks
(or days) due to quantum leaps in technology
and the number of people using it. Instant
access to the information superhighway, the
Library of Congress, and numerous other
sources worldwide will create an information
overload almost unimaginable today. As the
American military increasingly depends on
technology and information to both deter
and win war, the military member must
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understand technology and information and
use them as the force multipliers upon which
the nation has come to depend.
Space, another criticai element in any
future Vision of the US military, provides
many examples of this current and coming
information explosion. One system of satellites alone, set to launch in the 1998-2013
time frame, will generate more than 10
quadrillion bytes of information about the
Earth, "equal to about 10 billion books
(Library of Congress holds a mere 27 million)."24 The "Clem entine" mission, now
under way, is sending back 10,000 times the
imagery of its predecessor.25 "But sending
data-collecting satellites spaceward is only
half the task. Storing, analyzing, and rapidly
disseminating the information once it is sent
back will prove equally difficult."26 "The
h elica l scan storage tech n o lo g y NASA
currently utilizes Stores 45 terabytes [equal to
500 million pages of information] on top of
a desk."27 Improvements in sensors make
more information potentially useful but also
make searching for it a much greater task.
How will future military analysts quickly
determine and locate the criticai information
which can mean life or death and success or
failure in the combat environments of 2020?
The military education system must help
analysts and operational units by determining which methods and technologies will
be needed. PME 2020 needs to prepare the
future war fighter for these informational and
technological explosions because information itself could be the next battlefield.

Personnel Attribntes

Just as the informational and technological
environment will differ by the year 2020, the
characteristics of military members also will
be significantly different than they are today.
First, there will be fewer military personnel of
all ranks in 2020. Accordingly, the impact on
the unit of attending PME in residence will be
greater because there will be fewer people to
fill in for anyone going TDY or PCS to school.
S eco n d , p erso n n e l w ill be lo cated at
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geographically scattered stations in the US
and abroad, locations which may be very
different from those today. Third, there will
be fewer personnel of senior rank, officer and
enlisted, at any one location. This means both
a higher cost incurred for those who must
leave the unit for education or training and
also less chance of finding enough people of
a given rank to constitute a face-to-face,
on-location seminar. PME 2020 must be able
to accommodate this smaller, geographically
separated military force that may not be able
to afford the opportunity to attend lengthy
and costly resident PME. "In addition . . . in
2020, students will be more familiar and
comfortable with technology. For example,
they will have grown up with virtual reality
in the home and school. Personnel will also
be familiar with the blurring between work,
education, and home life and with the
multiple careers and diverse demands on
workers of 2020. "28

Fiscal Constraints Increase
Another reason the PME system must change
is to respond to future fiscal constraints.
Military budgets, as a percentage of real gross
national product (GNP), will continue to get
smaller in the future. In particular, fiscal
constraints will continue to impact the
number of military members who will attend
or enroll in PME.29 Since there will be less
money to spend on travei, we can infer that
there will be fewer TDYs and PCSs to attend
PME and other specialized training and less
money for many kinds of equipment and
infrastructure. As the military appropriation
tracks downward, costs for technological
capability (desktop, especially) are falling
between 30 and 68 percent per year (and
appear to be able to do so indefinitely). Therefore, fiscal constraints will mean increased
use of technology to cover for personnel who
are traveling or whose jobs have been
automated or eliminated. PME 2020 has to be
able to better educate more people with fewer
dollars.

What Should PME 2020
Look Like?
If we should have to fight, we should be prepared
to do so from the neck up instead offrom the neck
down.
—Jimmy Doolittle
As a result of responding to these three
issu e s—the te c h n o lo g ic a l ex p lo sio n ,
changing personnel requirements, and the
increased fiscal restraints—PME 2020 will
need to have an entirely new look, feel, and
responsibility. Let's look at areas of emphasis
for the new PME system, for while the present
PME system may be adequate today, it will
not be adequate in the future without these
significant changes.
First, PME 2 0 2 0 m ust respond to the
information and technology explosion. One of
the first of these responses is that PME 2020
must teach the war fighter how to navigate
the inform ation highways. Inform ation
navigation (searching) skilís will be criticai
for all who expect to navigate the rapidly
increasing sea of information. PME 2020
problem-solving techniques will emphasize
the skills required to narrow the search for
criticai information in the aircraft, ship, or
tank. The PME system will have to be much
more adaptive, enabling it to respond to this
ever-increasing and changing world of
information. PME 2020's theme is capsulized
in the statement "Knowing the knowledge
terrain will be as important for third-wave
arm ies as know ing the geography and
topology of the battlefield was in the past."
In addition, the new PME system must
maximize the technological environment
by keeping every military member "connected." "Virtual residency" is the linking of
telecommunications and computers in PME
2020. All 2020 military personnel will be
"connected" to databases through wide area
networks such as Internet. By the middle of
1993, Internet alone was already interconnected with over 15,000 other networks and
over 20 million primary users.30 Internet's
membership is currently growing more than
20 percent per month.31 Regardless of unit
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location, military personnel will have access
to worldwide information networks capable
of two-way data, image, and simulation
transmission. "W hat telecommunications
does is to remarkably expand the quantity
and quality of information resources that can
be in a classroom," says Linda Roberts, a
sênior associate in the Science, education, and
transportation program at the US Congress's
O ffice of Technology Assessment. This
manifests itself in "the ability to work with
other classrooms, to expand the community
of learners, and to have real access to people
who know something."32
The telecommunications aspect of PME
2020 will also have a positive impact on the
faculty. Edward Mabry, a communication
researcher at the University of Wisconsin,
noted that the strength of an academic
department today "depends on the extent
to which each faculty member is interconnected with other professionals—worldwide—
pursuing similar interests."33 Future technology will make for more of this than is
allowed by current technology and fiscally
constrained faculty travei opportunities.
Finally, PME 2020 needs to incorporate the
new technology in order to broaden its
horizons by becoming an open system that
educates everyone and provides a curriculum
that is continuously updated and distributed
using enhanced distance learning methods
known as virtual residency in PME 2020. Thus
PME 2020 should be an open education and
training program, a two-way gathering and
sharing between students and faculty who
simultaneously build an infrastructure on
the expectations and experiences from personnel at all leveis. To efficiently use military
resources, information should be shared with
other military Services and with civilian
institutions, especially in research and
curriculum developm ent. For exam ple,
history lessons might be developed by PME
academies or civilian institutions and then
shared am ong in s titu tio n s . C u rrent
commercial CD-ROMs already include disks
on almost every major war in US history as
well as information on the space system and
military aircraft. Military schools and other
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military organizations may find that their
methodologies, information, and courseware
have commercial value.34
These telecom m u n ication s and open
system aspects of PME 2020 could then
contribute to increased understanding and
support for the military, giving PME 2020 the
capability to reach larger audiences such as
the media, Congress, and the public at large.
A p u b lic b e tte r in fo rm ed on m ilitary
capabilities, competence, and needs will be
b en eficia i for A m erica, im proving the
chances of continued public support for the
military. As Alvin Toffler observed, "Smart
generais understand all too well that wars can
be won on the world's television screens as
well as on the battlefield. . . . Media policy,
therefore, along with policies for communication and education, will together comprise
the main distribution components of any
overall knowledge strategy."35 But responding to all of these technological issues is just
the first step for PME 2020.
Second, in responding to personnel challenges,
PME will have to m ake several more changes.
PME 2 0 2 0 must tailor its education to
individual needs. It will have to become a
self-m odifying ed ucational system that
responds to the learning modes (such as
"visual" or "aural") of each student and is
able to adjust its instruction as the data
changes from day-to-day. Faculty are then
free to concentrate on instructing at higher
leveis of learning and developing courses for
entirely new areas of instruction instead of
chasing down items such as name changes of
countries, organizations, or weapon Systems.
This tailoring of education to individual
needs can be accomplished by using the same
technology in PME 2020 that can be used for
on-the-job training and education (OJTE),
technology that transfers specialized or
general OJTE directly to the war fighter by
"beaming" it into aircraft, tanks, or ships.
Additionally, to meet the future personnel
challenges, PME must also take advantage of
the increased technological aptitudes of its
people. The pre-adult environment of 2020
military recruits will have habituated them to
technology and to more readily accept
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technological changes; however, in 2020, war
fighters raised in this technologically rich
environment may or may not have all the
necessary skills to use all this information.
The current college generation is characterized as "victims of declining educational
standards. . . . Three quarters of college professo rs say stu d en ts are 'se rio u sly
unprepared' in basic skills."36 PME 2020 must
be able to respond to the education and
training needs of these individuais. A system
that provides access to all resources at all
leveis to all students is the best method to
counter any problems with basic skills.
PME 2 0 2 0 will be a truly up-to-date
curriculum . First, since courses will be
available on demand, military members will
be able to learn skills and find information
when needed. Second , by estab lish in g
exp iration dates on courses with timesensitive material, PME 2020 will ensure that
currency is maintained and that graduates of
those courses are cued to their need for
refresher courses or repetition of the original
courses.
A nother way the system responds to
personnel challenges is to contribute to the
recruiting and retention of the best-qualified
personnel. A policy letter from the secretary
of the Air Force cited concern with shrinking
forces and budgets and noted that "the
in cre a sin g freq u en cy and d u ratio n of
deployments will eventually make retention
of high quality personnel more difficult."37
The virtual reality, Computer simulations,
and te le c o m m u n ic a tio n s te c h n o lo g y
associated with PME 2020 could attract those
interested in state-of-the-art technology.38
Research results indicate the environment
and opportunities of PME 2020 should be
cond u cive to retain in g tech n o lo g ically
oriented individuais.39 In addition, the levei
of technology represented in PME 2020 and
the ability for personnel to be in contact with
virtual seminars and research groups and to
continue instruction even while on deployment to remote regions could aid retention.
PME 2020 should also take advantage of a
changing work environm ent. Increasing
numbers of challenges such as new warfare

forms, combined with the technical environment, will mean that our people will have to
be "m ore com prehensively trained, less
specialized" and will have to cycle back
through school often during their careers.
They will need a "broader range of skills" in
order to be "m o re fle x ib le ."40 Virtual
residency will provide the means for military
members to accomplish those ends. But part
of the building of the PME 2020 system
should include implementing a change in the
workday/workweek paradigm to include
scheduling sacrosanct times (similar to the
"M in u tem an E du cation Program ") for
individuais to attend PME 2020 courses.
Commanders must make the commitment to
education and training to ensure time is set
aside. PME 2020 must be as easy to schedule
and attend as a staff meeting, including
coordinating times for "virtual" seminars
with members at geographically separated
locations.
PME 2020 must also strive to continually
educate and involve every military member.
As Tom Peters States in his book Thriving on
Chãos, we must (1) invest in human capital as
much as in hardware; (2) train entry-level
people and then retrain them as necessary; (3)
train ev ery on e in p ro b lem -so lv in g
te c h n iq u e s to c o n trib u te to q u ality
improvement; (4) train extensively following
promotion to the first managerial job, then
train managers every time they advance; and
(5) use training as a vehicle for instilling a
strategic thrust.41 This need to have a better
educated and trained force requires that all
military personnel receive their education
and training through a quality PME system.
The PME 2020 system will continue the
"sem inar" experience through "on-line"
sem in ars and v irtu al resid en cy . This
telecommunication aspect of PME 2020 will
provide PME continuing connectivity to
every military member, allowing individuais
to broaden their expertise and becom e
educated in areas outside of their primary
career fields. Additionally, there is a potential
for unique combinations of backgrounds and
interests working within the system on the
same project.
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This concept of "continuai" education will
use the above connectivity to achieve two
other key aspects of PME 2020: lifelong
learn in g and two-way in v o lv em en t.
Individuais will no longer have long periods
of day-to-day jobs punctuated every five to
ten years with a formal school. Instead, PME
2020 will offer the richness of continually
updated courses of varying length on almost
any su b je ct, in clu d in g th o se v ital to
improving day-to-day operations. Additionally, the opportunities for research (from
simple questions to complex issues) and
contacts with others will both increase the
expertise of and enrich the lives of military
members. Individuais with special skills or
in terest would n ot have to stop their
involvement even with retirement. Also,
com bining these opportunities with the
open-enrollment aspect of most PME 2020
courses greatly increases the chances for
cross-pollination between varied career fields
and individual backgrounds. This would help
the future military member to cope with
frequent career and job changes, and, according to Alvin Toffler, it should improve the
strategic Vision of future possibilities.42
Finally, a third change for PME 2020 concems
future fiscal constraints. PME 2020 must thrive
within fiscal constraints by improving results
while reducing costs in money and time. PME
2 0 2 0 's p o ten tial acco m p lish m en ts are
lim itless; however, dollars required to
educate and train war fighters are finite. Due
to fiscal constraints, there will be fewer
high-priced weapon systems developed and
more frequent, incrementai, technological
upgrades to existing systems. Often we'11
have to rethink systems' use and retrain
users—i.e., the war fighters and their support
personnel. For this situation, the virtual
reality learning environment is ideal. The
simulate-before- you-build principie explores
the problems, benefits, and trade-offs of
training people to use the new system,
educating leaders in employing the systems,
and
e x p erim e n tin g
w ith
p o ssib le
countermeasures and limiting factors.43
In addition, PME 2020's use of interactive
technologies for delivery of instruction can
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reduce costs and improve results. Some
studies demonstrate as much as 50 percent or
more reduction in time needed to learn
compared to conventional delivery.44 Digital
Equipment Corporation reported saving 40
percent of training time by using multimedia
instead of traditional classroom teaching. The
In tern atio n al Business M achines (IBM)
marketing education division reported time
savings of 40 percent.45 Federal Express saved
60 percent of training time.46
IBM is a prime example of how the interactive technologies might reduce military
costs and provide better results. IBM reported
an overall savings of more than $150 million
per year, with much of the savings coming
from 300,000 employees not traveling to
receive their instruction.47 The military could
see similar dramatic savings by eliminating
much, if not all, of the physical residency
requirement for courses—and thus eliminate
much of the TDY, moving, dislocation, per
diem, and other costs of students attending
resident courses lasting from several days to
10V2 m onths. Virtual residency has the
potential to train more military members,
more effectively, for less.
Virtual residency, with a core curriculum
and Consolidated resources, is in fact the most
important aspect of PME 2020. It allows PME
2020 to have a core curriculum integrating
land, sea, air, space, nonlethal, and information warfare. And it allows the resources of
PME 2020 institutions to consolidate where
practical and to integrate the newest technological advances within the courses. Finally,
virtual residency is the main means of
educational distribution.

Objections
I think the main failure o f culture is the failure o f
imagination. It's very hard to think outside the
boxes—cultural box, institutional box, political
box, religious box—that we are all, everyone ofus,
imprisoned in.
-^Alvin Toffler
As in all new ideas and changes from
long-held beliefs and ways of doing things,
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there will be hurdles to overcome before we
can successfully implement a new PME 2020
system. The first hurdle is resistance to
change from current training methods to an
interactive technology.
What are the most common reasons given
for not using interactive technology or for
resisting its inclusion in educational programs? According to a study48 by the Business
Research Group of Newton, Massachusetts,
th e fo llo w in g were the o b sta cle s to
implementing multimedia applications:

O b sta cle

P e rce n t

C ost

51

E quipm en t

19

Lack o f expertise

13

T ra in in g

11

Lack of in d u stry s ta n d a rd s

8

M a n a g e m e n t resista n ce

7

T im e

6

In a d e q u a te a p p lica tio n s

3

No obsta cle s

9

O ther

4

As previously discussed, the equipment
will be affordable. As the equipment becomes
more user-friendly, lack of expertise and
training will be less significant. Industry is
currently developing the standards. Therefore, management resistance seems to be the
m ost sig n ifican t factor. Prom oting the
advantages and applications of this technology is the only way to overcome the mindset. For example, a survey of national business
leaders and trainers regarding what methods
best improved 41 key business skills revealed
that 32 of the skills were best taught using
experiential exercises and/or simulations.
Lecturing was judged best for one skill—
listening reflectively. The remaining eight
skills were judged best taught using case
studies (which also could be done very easily

in the virtual seminar environment). The
business leaders also rated the skills in importance. The four top-rated skills—to adapt to
new tasks, to make decisions, to organize, and
to assess a situation quickly—were all considered best taught by simulations.49 But even
w ith d em o n strated stren g th s of the
methodology and technology, there will still
likely be resistance on at least some levei.
Del Wood, IBM design specialist, stated
that among the Fortune 500 companies in
which he has helped implement multimedia,
he has frequently encountered two types of
resistance. One type resulted from intolerance of delayed gratification when the users
must wait for the payback on investment
until after developm ent of lessons and
schedules. The other type of resistance was
the result of "a fundamental human aversion
to change" caused by multimedia lessons
requiring a different set of skills, orientation,
and commitment.
Mr Wood pointed out that the diverse
skills and resources needed for good interactive courseware require "multiple champions
and visionaries to implement a change."50
This need for champions is one the military
must address. By fostering a continuai,
though gradual, conversion of methodologies as the military education system marches
toward 2020, the system will grow the
champions as the interactive system grows.
The move toward this process has already
begun in the military. For example, the Air
Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) began its
nationwide distance education course in
systems planning and management last year.
Serving over 7,200 students, it should have a
cost benefit of $20 million over six years.51
Also, AFIT has an ongoing professional
continuing education program, making use
of satellite links throughout the Air Force.
This type of distance learning, in addition to
being more cost-efficient, will be more
effective in accomplishing joint education
and training. The Services are looking more
and more at sharing education tasks and
resources to achieve those cost benefits,
especially with distance education.52 In 1992,
Maj Gen Larry Day, deputy chief of staff for
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technical training in what was then Air
Training Command, stated,
In the next decade, more and more training will
occur away from traditional training sites. . . .
The concept [distance education] will save on
travei and per diem costs and should be a
routine training technique for all the Services
within a decade___The effort [to share training
across Services] is led by a little-known group
called the Interservice Training Review
Organization.53

Another concern over PME 2020 is the
belief that distance learning takes away from
personal contact, the key value of PME.
However, even without the existence of the
virtual reality of 2020, current connectivity
has already demonstrated that interactive
communication through electronic means
may lead to even greater openness and understanding than face-to-face communication.
This is due to the entirely egalitarian nature
of the interaction, which eliminates many of
the intimidating and inhibiting factors of
face-to-face com m unication in the same
room. For example, in 1993 one of the top
"head hunter" executive recruiting firms, as
a cost-cutting measure, began providing
videoconferencing technology for Client
companies to use for interviewing top-level
candidates, a situation where "every nuance
of face-to-face Communications is crucial."
The vice-president of the recruiting company
was surprised at the results: "Initially we
thought they would interview candidates and
then fly in the final candidate, but in many
cases candidates have accepted the job right
over the ConferView. They were more
comfortable than we thought they would
be."54 Interpersonal skills apparently can be
communicated over the electronic médium.
Coincidentally, the above firm estimates it
will save clients $135 million this year in
reduced travei costs.
Second, by 2020, virtual reality will provide the stimulus of co-location. MIT already
is working on computers that will read
subtleties of facial expression and voice and
duplicate them on com puter-generated
representations of individuais involved. MIT
researchers are even teaching the Computer to
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recognize the difference between a genuine
and a fake smile.ss
Third, the virtual classroom may be
supplemented, at least at first, by a physical
meeting of the participants. This meeting will
likely be of a short-orientation nature. For
example, designated virtual seminar mates,
spanning Services and nations, may meet for
two weeks of orientation at the beginning
(and perhaps annually) of a three-year virtual
seminar course. This physical meeting should
enhance and personalize the Computer representations of each of the seminar members.
Even today's virtual reality simulators already
allow participants to quickly dismiss any lingering artificialities. Bruce Sterling reported
on Army tank crews and their virtual reality
experiences:
Group by group, the dead tank crews filed into
the classroom and gazed upon the battlefield
from a heavenly perspective. Slouching in their
seats and perching their forage caps on their
knees, they began to talk. They weren't talking
about pixels, polygons, baud-rates, Ethernet
lines, or networkarchitectures. If they'd felt any
gosh-wow respect for these high-tedí aspects of
their experience, those perceptions had clearly
vanished early on. They were talking
exclusively about fields of fire, and fall-back
positions, and radio traffic and indirect artillery
strikes. They weren't discussing "virtual
reality" or anything akin to it. These soldiers
were talking war.56
A third concern about distance learning (or
for our purposes, virtual residency) is that it
reduces student interaction with the faculty.
In this case, however, the facts argue that
increased connectivity will mean even greater
interaction with faculty, with more efficient
use of student and faculty time, by using
on-line m ultiparty interactive or virtual
conversations. In addition, there will be
increased access to experts not on the
"resident" faculty but merely available to
answer questions in their particular area. This
is a criticai aspect of PME 2020 when one
considers future reductions in the numbers of
military experts and in the funds for hiring
full-time civilian (including retired military)
experts. Will PME schools and courses be able
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to afford full-time subject matter experts for
each particular weapon system, culture, or
strategy? The virtual residency, expert
systems, and telecommunications aspects of
PME 2020 guarantee these experts, or at least
their knowledge, will be available on demand
for the future war fighter.
Additionally, students can use virtual
reality to talk with Caesar and Napoléon.57
These "virtual" leaders will be programmed
with all the anecdotes, paintings, photos (if
available), film, video, and books about
them. M1T and other labs are working on
programs to create "virtual" people that seem
alive in virtual reality environments. At MIT,
the research project is appropriately named
ALIVE.58 Children's games are already using
the b e g in n in g s o f th is te ch n o lo g y to
introduce students to historical figures. To
reduce a rtificia lity , Computer software
makers in Japan are now producing interactive Computer programs in which the
characters' lips are in synch with the words
they speak.59

Looking toward the Future
Victory smiles upon those who anticipate the
chcmges in the character o f war, not upon those
who wait to adapt themselves after the changes
occur.
—Giulio Douhet

PME must begin changing now to ensure
that it maintains capability and relevance to
positively impact the future war fighters and
guarantee their ability to contribute to
national security. A successful PME 2020
system depends upon taking advantage of
e x is tin g or em erg in g te c h n o lo g y and
operational exploitation opportunities. The
military must now begin planning for PME
2020. First, an Office of primary responsibility
(OPR) must be appointed to oversee and
implement the changes. This OPR will also be
a liaison between the PME system and civilian
education systems and emphasize usability
and com m onalities to both worlds. The
military needs to immediately establish at
least a tem p orary hom e for a cen tral

repository of military and civilian research
and proposed Solutions regarding questions
raised in th is paper abou t p o te n tia l
technologies. Air University (AU) could be
that initial repository, and it could establish
an on-line list of people and organizations
now researching PME-related areas. AU could
then develop this central repository and
on-line capability with current technology,
needing only com puters, large storage
d evices, and o n -lin e c o n n e ctiv ity for
incoming and outgoing information and
questions. As the military builds toward PME
2020, there will be a continuai need to know
what the most promising upcoming potential
technologies are and how best to apply them.
To avoid being placed in a reactive catch-up
mode, military educational institutions must
take steps now to become proactive—leading
the way, instead of being dragged, into the
next century.
Second, working groups must be formed to
recom m end changes to the PME infrastructure. The first requirement for initiating
infrastructure changes is continuing to
research the educational and technological
en v iro n m en t and to d eterm in e w hich
structures will lend themselves best to rapid
adaptability to technology. PME working
groups made up of various career fields,
having a variety of skills and interests can
serve as the initial catalyst for the forming of
PME 2020 to recommend what funds are
required to purchase technology and develop
points of contact at military and civilian
institutions.60
Third, emerging technologies need to be
monitored constantly for developments that
might aid PME programs to teach military
members how to effectively and efficiently
manage the coming flood of raw data. Continuai connections and computers responding to thoughts (although limited at this
time)61 are only two examples of emerging,
evolutionary technologies that are allowing
knowledge-level inform ation to become
largely the responsibility of computers rather
than the responsibility of individuais. Regarding continuai human-computer connection,
"nearly every major Computer company is
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currently developing wearable hardware. . . .
The Tender Loving Care PC for paramedics
features a screen embedded in a pair of hightech glasses and a hand-held sensor to measure
the patient's vital signs."62 These devices may
not have an immediate application for the
PME system, but they nevertheless will have
an impact on it.
Finally, the path to a successful PME 2020
will depend upon the quality improvement
process to generate better ways to perform
the ed u catio n m issio n . In fact, som e
organizations have already started to shift
direction to take advantage of the near-term
technologies and the operational exploitation opportunities they afford. The Air War
C o lleg e O rg an izatio n al Plan in clu d es
initiatives for a teleconferencing capability
and for an in teractive sim u lation link
between the sênior Service schools. However,
money is still needed to implement these
initiatives. Also, the scope of these actions
needs to be extended. The justification for the
interactive, linked capability applies to
personnel other than just the sênior officers,
and to subject matter other than just war
gaming:
Given the mandated decline of precious
resources and personnel, it is in the best interest
of our nation to provide our officers with every
opportunity to practice in peacetime the
combat decision-making they must employ in
time of war. As war fighting continues to
become more complex, sênior leaders need
experience translating national levei decisions
into operational action. This exercise of
operational art requires not only development
of plans and campaigns, but more importantly
the opportunity to manage and execute those
plans and campaigns. Educational wargaming
provides this vitally important opportunity,
and because it is process oriented, it improves
war fighting, combat decision-making methodology. Compared to costly field training
exercises, wargaming can provide a low-cost
and certainly more efficient environment
wherein officers can practice in peacetime the
skills they will need in combat.
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Conclusion
Our military forces will be much smaller
in 2020, yet the world will still be a dangerous
place. In addition, space joins land, sea, and
air as a conflict médium as competition
among nations in space increases. This
environment, coupled with the information
explosion, the changing characteristics of
military personnel, fiscal constraints, and
significant technological advances, will
require a much more educated and trained
force if America is to remain a military
superpower in the twenty-first century.
To meet this requirement, we will have to
ch an ge p o licie s and p ro cesses. W h ile
technology developments will determine the
possible ways of delivering ed ucation,
educational policies and processes will
determine (1) who is educated (everyone or a
select few), (2) when military members are
educated (at specific times for all, or at
ap p ro p riate tim es th ro u g h o u t each
individual's career), and (3) where military
m em bers are educated (in-residence or
through virtual residency).
The primary method of ensuring PME
2 0 2 0 can m eet the above needs and is
relevant to the war fighter is through the
efficient and effective use of leading-edge
technology. As Col Joh n A. Warden III,
com m andant of the Air Com m and and
Staff College, stated: "PME must be on the
cutting edge of technology if it is to survive
as an institution in the future." Let us not be
like the University of Califórnia professor 100
years ago who, in an issue of Popular Science,
retracted his 1888 statem en t that selfpropelled flying machines were "impossible"
by saying th at "w h ile p o ssib le , the
engineering difficulties are enormous and
possibly insurm ountable." Nine years later
he was proven short-sighted at Kitty Hawk.64
If we fail to take steps now to prepare for what
te c h n o lo g ie s and p ro cesses m ust be
developed for future education and training
programs, we too will be viewed in future
years as short-sighted. □
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SPACE LIFT
Suborbital,
Earth to Orbit,
and on Orbit
VISION FOR THE FUTURE: In 2020,
aerospace forces will be a reality. A
notional composite aerospace wing,
based in the continental United
States (CONUS), would include a squadron
of rocket-powered transatmospheric vehicles
(TAV). These Black Horse1 vehicles, derived
from the Question Mark 22 X vehicle (fig. 1)
and described later in this article, will be
fighter-sized airframes capable of placing an
approximately 5,000-pound payload in any
low earth orbit (LEO) or delivering a slightly
larger payload on a suborbital trajectory to
any point in the world. Black Horse vehicles
could accomplish either task within one
hour of completion of mission planning, assuming that the payload was available at the
base and the vehicles were on alert. When
operating in support of a war-fighting com42

mander in chief (CINC), the aerospace wing
will thus have the capability to put missionspecific payloads on orbit (mission-tailored
satellites) or on target literally within a few
hours of identification of a need. Most missions—except some suborbital operational
and ferry/deployment missions—will require
aerial propellant transfer from modified KCXX aircraft. These aerospace craft will use
noncryogenic propellants—standard jet fuel
and hydrogen peroxide—and will be designed for maximum logistics compatibility
with the rest of the wing.
Maintenance and ground operations for
the TAV will require no greater specialized
skills than those for any other aircraft in the
wing. TAVs returning from a mission would
normally be serviced and returned to readyfor-flight status in less than a day and could
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Figure 1. The First Black Horse TAV: ‘The Question Mark 2” X Vehicle (Planform Comparison
with F-16C) (From a conceptual study done by W. J. Schafer and Associates and Conceptual
Research Corporation for Phillips Laboratory, January 1994)
be surged to fly multiple missions per day if
necessary. If tankers were prepositioned intheater, TAVs could also fly high-priority,
global, cargo-delivery missions.
To fully exploit the TAV's capabilities, designers will adopt a new approach to satellite
design—one that maximizes use of advances
in miniaturization and modularity. Most
space systems' designers thus will take advantage of the vastly lower cost-per-pound to
orbit (less than $1,000 per pound) that the
TAV concept provides. Orbital payloads that
are too large to fit in a single TAV can be designed as modules, launched in pieces, and
assembled on orbit.3 Some high-value satellites will be serviced, repaired, and modernized in space by space tugs, which will move
payloads launched on the TAVs to the mission orbit. With space launch and operations made routine by the TAV, multiple new
uses for space systems will emerge, and the
design cycle for new systems will be greatly
reduced. Such systems will be less expensive, simpler, and quicker to make; they will
also cause less concern if one does fail and

will allow more rapid inclusion of emerging
commercial technologies.
The ability to orbit, upgrade, or even retrieve dedicated, special-purpose, space-support capabilities quickly and (relatively)
inexpensively will dramatically change space
operations. Satellites will perform navigation and most housekeeping functions
autonomously.
Central ground sites will
monitor, update software, and assist these
satellites in identifying repair requirements.
Theater forces will task the mission payloads
on these satellites directly by using deployable ground systems that require less lift
into theater than
1990s communications/data-display terminais. The result will
be an array of space systems and operations
that are fully integrated into global operations.
This description is not Science fiction. It
is an entirely plausible outcome of the development program described in this article.
The initial reaction of many readers to these
assertions and to the Black Horse TAV concept in general is that it is too good to be
true and that the claims are reminiscent of
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shuttle or national aerospace plane (NASP)
promises. In fact, Black Horse is substantially different in concept from either of
those systems, and the numbers and assertions presented here are based on a preliminary but iterated design (i.e., several steps
beyond a point design) performed by technically credible engineers. Following a brief
discussion of the current lift problem, the article explains the steps needed to produce
operationally effective TAVs and associated
capabilities.

Problems with Space Lift
The United States must have assured and
affordable access to space to expand or even
sustain space operations. This means being
able to place useful payloads in all relevant
earth orbits with high probability of launch
success and operation on orbit within hours
instead of months or years. It also means
the ability to operate flexibly in and through
space to accomplish both manned and unmanned missions in support of US national
and military objectives.4 By almost any
measure, the current US space-lift (earth to
orbit) capability is not sufficiently robust.
Worse, it is not improving. Suborbital (operations through space) and orbital maneuvering capabilities are almost nonexistent. If
the United States is to make full use of space
in the next century, military planners must
address these shortfalls.
This article proceeds from the assumption
that assured access to space is crucial for
many reasons: to enable future innovative
ways of supporting combat forces, to
counter threats from unfriendly space-faring
nations, and to create the conditions for a
commercial market that may ultimately support and drive rapidly evolving space technologies. Numerous studies5 are available to
support this assumption.
Ultimately, expanded military, civil, and commercial use
of space depends on assured and affordable
access to space.
A review of the limitations of current

launch systems suggests several specific
problematic areas:
1. Current systems have severely limited
abort capability because of such things as
their predominantly intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) heritage and the use of
solid rocket boosters.
2. Use of disposable hardware, manpower-intensive operations, and the design
of US lift systems in general result in large,
recurring launch costs.
3. There is little or no standardization of
launch vehicles, their interfaces, spacecraft
buses, or payload interfaces.6
4. Tailoring rockets to fit payloads is
costly, wasteful, and unnecessary.7
5. Solid rockets and disposable hardware
are generally not environmentally friendly.
6. The current huge and highly specialized launch infrastructure (ranges, launchpads, personnel, etc.) causes expensive,
lengthy, and unresponsive launch schedules.
Unless an altemative is discovered, this
launch infrastructure will be archaic well before 2020.
7. Space-launch and operations procedures are overly complex and nonstandard,
requiring "white-coat" specialists instead of
"blue-suit" operators.
8. Launch operations are "serial" events.
One payload and one (dedicated) launch vehicle are readied interdependently and stepby-step, a process that does not allow
parallel preparation of spacecraft and launch
systems for flexible launch scheduling.
9. The US does not have a flexible, operationally responsive space-launch system or
the capability to reconstitute even a limited
capability on orbit in response to a crisis or
loss (deliberate or accidental) of any US
space system.
This article does not propose a new national space policy, a new space-lift policy,
or a "silver bullet" solution that provides unlimited or unconstrained lift. Rather, it proposes an alternative architecture of space lift
and suborbital and on-orbit vehicle capabilities that will enable the country to perform
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new missions in space, provide a responsive
and resilient space-lift/operations capability
that is increasingly acknowledged as militarily essential,8 permit an escape from the
current vicious cycle of cost-weight-sizecomplexity-risk-delay that frustrates US govemment space systems, and offer the
potential for future commercial exploitation
that not only would result in vast new commercial opportunities, but also would logically drive development of even better
space-system capabilities.
This article proposes a space-lift system
that can put usable payloads on orbit affordably, has extremely high operational utility,
is responsive, requires little or no specialized
infrastructure, operates like an airplane, and
has the potential to change the approach to
space as surely as the DC-3 changed air
travei. It also addresses potential suborbital
missions that such a system would allow;
discusses different ways of deploying, servicing, and redeploying space assets once they
are on orbit; and explains why this is desirable in some (but not all) cases.
If our nation has no desire for expansion
in the use of space (either militarily, scientifically, or commercially), it can no doubt
continue tinkering with existing launch
systems and gradually refine procedures to
gain small, incrementai improvements in
efficiency. This would commit the United
States to an ultimately self-defeating cycle:
the continuation of increasingly large and
complex space systems—technologically obsolescent as soon as they become operational—
and ever fewer yet higher-performance
launch systems to put them on orbit. The
great risk, cost, and difficulty of replacement
associated with failure of one payload during launch or while on orbit demand increasingly burdensome and unwieldy oversight
focused on ensuring that nothing can possibly go wrong. In other words, not only will
a policy of business as usual not enable a
breakthrough in the use of space, it may ultimately cause some existing uses of space to
become unaffordable and unattractive.
The SPACECAST lift team recommends
that the Department of Defense (DOD) pro-
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ceed with a modified space-development
program that emphasizes the lift and on-orbit operations technologies highlighted in
this article. This program must emphasize,
above all else, increased operational flexibility and a concomitant reduction in specialized infrastructure. The top priority should
be an X program to demonstrate the validity
of the Black Horse TAV concept. The entire
cost of such a program would be less than
$150 million (by comparison, a single Titan
IV launch costs $325 million).9 This type of
system, although not capable of meeting all
lift requirements, offers great potential for a
breakthrough in making space operations
routine and introduces multimission capability. It stands above all other space-lift
ideas that have been evaluated.

Missions
The TAV, like the airplane before it, has
the capability to perform many different
types of missions. The TAV concept is not intended to be all things to all people; in fact,
SPACECAST explicitly recognizes that one
system is unlikely to fully satisfy mission
needs in every area. However, the TAV can
perform a subset of missions across several
mission areas. In this sense, it is like the C130 aircraft—basically a transport airframe
but with AC-, EC-, KC-, MC-, and other versions. SPACECAST believes that the TAV can
improve on this by using modular, interchangeable mission modules (satellite or
weapons dispensers, for example) so that the
same airframe—flying very similar mission
profiles—provides a flexible, responsive, multimission capability. This capability provides
tremendous leverage in achieving global
reach—global power and contributes to the
overall SPACECAST concept of "global view."
The core of the proposed space-lift and
transportation architecture is an innovative
space-access capability that can operate like
an air-transportation system. The US spacetransportation capability of the future
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should include systems for moving payloads
around, within, or through space (suborbital, orbital, or return from orbit). SPACECAST 2020 proposes pursuing a space-lift
development strategy that provides Solutions
to the country's most pressing problems,
while encouraging (but not assuming) future quantum improvements in space-transportation technology.

Space Lift
If launch of a satellite becomes a less complex, less time-consuming, and less costly
task, engineers can design spacecraft for
shorter lifetimes with ease of upgrade or replacement. Shorter lifetimes would reduce
fuel requirements, much of the onboard redundancy, and other elements related to design life. Designers could avoid much of the
current cost redundancy and complexity,
creating smaller, less expensive, and more
technologically up-to-date systems. Evolving
toward such systems would make replacements easier to produce and launch, and the
consequences of an on-orbit failure could be
remedied as soon as a satellite was available.
Satellites that must be large (e.g., optics—
such as the Hubble telescope—that do not use
interferometry) could be designed modularly and assembled on orbit. To take full
advantage of this capability, the US would
have to revisit most of its basic assumptions
about space operations, starting with the
type of space-lift system.10
It is important to note that a single System will not satisfy all needs, just as variants
of a single airframe do not perform all air
missions. For example, a Black Horse TAV
will probably never launch a military strategic and tactical relay satellite (MILSTAR).
Also, transitional measures may be necessary
to preserve operational capabilities until
new technology systems come on-line. This
will undoubtedly include expendable launch
vehicles in the near term. SPACECAST believes that the approach outlined below,
while not addressing all space-lift problems,

provides the maximum potential payoff for
2020 and beyond.
Any proposed lift system must address the
operational concerns and problems highlighted earlier. Specifically, to be militarily
useful, a future lift system must be responsive (capable of launch on demand), highly
reliable, able to abort a launch without destroying the vehicle (soft abort), resilient,
flexible, logistically supportable, and easily
operated. An overriding concern for all users—military, civilian, or commercial—is that
the system be affordable. These factors can
be difficult to translate into specific numbers, so—rather than setting quantitative
goals—this article seeks a system that offers a
recognizable, qualitative improvement in the
launching of payloads into space. Numbers
relating to the initial design of the Black
Horse TAV are mentioned here, but they
show the capabilities of an X vehicle designed with current technologies and should
not be interpreted as the upper limit of the
vehicle's capabilities.

Force Application

A version of the TAV contributes to our national military strategy by allowing the
United States to rapidly respond worldwide
to future threats with overwhelming offensive firepower. It provides the national command authorities (NCA) and the CINC the
ability to accomplish strategic-level effects in
about an hour without using weapons of
mass destruction. Rapid vehicle recovery, rearming, and relaunch on subsequent missions allow the CINC to continue the
offensive through decisive follow-on attacks,
thereby reducing the effectiveness of enemy
interference with reconstitution and recovery attempts. Such a vehicle has the potential to escalate the pace of war fighting
beyond SPACECAST's projection of future
threat capabilities. The system capitalizes on
three specific offensive advantages.
Speed a n d Surprise. The greatest single
advantage of this weapon is surprise. Strate-
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gic surprise results from the ability to strike
enemy targets at any depth with little or no
warning. Because kinetic energy multiplies
the effect of weapons delivered from a suborbital trajectory, the weapons themselves
can be small (e.g., brilliant micromunitions); therefore, a single vehicle could simultaneously strike a large number of
targets. Operational surprise results from
the rapidity of the completed attack, which
may be timed to catch an adversary in the
process of deployment or employment of inadequately prepared forces. Tactical surprise
results from a variety of suborbital profiles
that these vehicles can use to exploit gaps in
an enemy's defense. The speed of the System—the ability to put force on target anywhere in the world in a matter of
minutes—also converts the global reach of
the system into a form of "presence" that
does not require constant forward deployment of forces.
Mass, E conom y o f Force, a n d Persistence.
This concept can rapidly complete a strategic
attack on multiple (perhaps even multithousand) aiming points with a small fleet
of appropriately armed TAVs. The exact
number will depend on vehicle payload capacity, final weapons designs, and cost.
Rapid revisit times allow continued pressure
on the enemy. The concept also contributes
to solving the current concern of handling a
number of major regional contingencies,
since the surge rate of the weapon system
should allow destruction of at least two
widely dispersed regional opponents' key
centers of gravity within several days. Finally, the simultaneous presentation of
thousands of small reentry vehicles to a surprised and defensively helpless adversary will
likely overwhelm him, thus ensuring the
success of our nation's objectives.
Synergy. The vehicle's ability to employ a
variety of weapons allows tailored effects to
prepare the battlefield for other weapon Systems or to act as a force multiplier, allowing
ground, air, and sea forces unimpeded access
to the battlefield to accomplish follow-on
missions. Results can also provide synergis-
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tic effects for other national instruments of
power.
On-Orbit Operatiom

Putting things on orbit (into LEO, in particular) does not always satisfy operational
demands. Some satellites must be lifted to
higher orbits, and some key space assets may
require redeployment from one operation to
the next (altering orbits). Missions to retrieve high-value assets for repair or upgrade
(remotely on orbit, at a space station, or
back on earth); to resupply space platforms
with things like fuel, food, or weapons; or
even to collect space debris and "dead" satellites from highly populated orbits are also
possible.
As a result, the US may need a system of
transportation between LEO and other orbits. This is essentially an extension of concepts already studied by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) and DOD. The SPACECAST team believes that these types of systems complement any lift concept, permitting either
larger payloads for a given booster or the
launching of a given payload on a smaller
system. For the TAV concept, postulation of a
separate on-orbit transportation system
opens up additional missions, but it is not a
requirement for the TAV's performance of
the basic missions described here.

The Vehicle
Design of a vehicle to accomplish multiple missions is seldom easy. The history of
the F -lll aircraft serves as a strong warning,
as do our nation's unsuccessful efforts (thus
far) to accommodate all space users' launch
requirements on a single vehicle.
The criticai factor in designing an aerospace vehicle is ensuring that the mission
profile (range, maneuverability, type of payload, etc.) and the performance requirements
(speed and amount of payload, among others) of the proposed multimission vehicle
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are compatible. If they are, increased operational flexibility and cost savings through
common logistics and operational procedures become possible.
The SPACECAST
team believes that this is the case with Black
Horse vehicles for both the launch of spacecraft and the suborbital delivery of weapons
or cargo. As mentioned earlier, the C-130 is a
good analogy in terms of design philosophy:
simple and as rugged as possible, not necessarily the highest-performance system, but
inherently capable of multiple missions.

Space-lift Optioris
The size of the payload put into orbit by a
launch vehicle should not drive the launchsystem design. In fact, small spacecraft have
many potential advantages, mentioned earlier. Cost-per-pound to orbit should be a key
measure, and if the cost is low enough, almost any mission payload can be repackaged
to fit a smaller launch envelope or accommodated on several launches, if need be.
Those payloads that absolutely must have a
launch vehicle of a specific size will probably never be affordable, although overriding national security concerns may still
require their launch.
The strategy advocated here—reducing
payload size for a system that produces low
operating costs—rests on four assumptions.
First, the technology that drives space payloads (sensors, electronics, software, etc.) is
advancing rapidly—even accelerating. This
makes large, complex satellites (because of
their lengthy cycles of design and construction) more vulnerable to obsolescence on orbit and favors an approach that regularly
places more up-to-date systems on orbit.
Second, these same technological advances
increasingly allow more capability to come
in smaller packages.
Modularity, interferometry, bistatic radar techniques, and
other technologies may even allow things
traditionally believed to require large, monolithic platforms to be put in space incrementally and either assembled on orbit or
operated as a distributed system. Third,

economies of scale have proved elusive in
space systems. Large boosters are not appreciably (an order of magnitude) more cost-effective (dollars-per-pound on orbit) than
small boosters, and no projected demand or
incrementai improvements will significantly
(again, by an order of magnitude or more)
reduce the cost of current boosters. Finally,
military space operations will be increasingly subject to fiscal constraints because
many national security requirements may no
longer justify performance at any cost.
Despite these assumptions, several possible alternative systems exist, most of which
are familiar. They include Pegasus; Taurus;
other light, expendable launch vehicles; converted sea-launched ballistic missiles; hybrid
(mixed solid-liquid propellant) rockets (also
expendable); a variety of reusable vehicles
from NASP-derived systems to DC-X-derived
single stage to orbits (SSTO); carrier-orbiter
concepts such as the German Sánger and
Boeing's reusable aerospace vehicle (actually
a trolley-launched system); and even cannon
or rail-gun launch (table 1).
Which System Is Best?
Most alternative systems actually do not offer a qualitative difference in the launching
of satellites. Pegasus, Taurus, other expendables, and hybrid rockets fali into this category. A qualitative difference is important
because even the most ambitious recommendations for improved conventional (expendable) boosters do not offer more than a
50 percent reduction in cost-per-pound to
orbit11 and in most cases still rely on antiquated range-support systems and—to a
lesser extent—launch procedures. Small expendables, though more flexible and more
operationally effective than large boosters,
typically cost even more per pound to orbit.
In making a system-acquisition decision,
planners must carefully compare the life-cycle costs of reusable systems with those of
mass-produced expendables—a comparison
that is beyond the scope of this article. It is
worth mentioning, however, that one of the
hidden costs of expendable rockets—particu-
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Table 1

Qualitative Comparison of Launch Systems
System
Capability

DC-X
SSTO

Black
Horse

Pegasus

Taurus

Sea
Launch

Gun
Launch

Responsiveness

Good

Excellent

GoodExcellent

Poor-Good

Poor-Good

Excellent

Flexibility

Good

Excellent

Fair

Poor

Fair

Poor

Soft abort

Fair-Good

Excellent

None

None

None

None

Resilency

Fair

Good

Fair

Fair

Fair

Good

Logistics

Fair

Good

Fair

Fair

Fair

Poor

Reliability

Unknown

Unknown

Fair

Fair

Fair

Unknown

Ease of
operations

Good

Excellent

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair

Environmental

Excellent

GoodExcellent

Poor

Poor

Poor

FairExcellent

Cost (Ibs to
orbit)

GoodExcellent

GoodExcellent

Poor

Poor

Poor

Excellent

larly those using solid propellants—is environmental. Although difficult to assess, adverse environmental impact may be an
overwhelmingly negative factor in the mass
use of small, expendable launch vehicles.
Cannon/rail-gun systems may be attractive in terms of cost-per-pound to orbit but
have some severe limitations. Payloads must
withstand accelerations of 1,000 Gs or
greater (this does not facilitate building less
costly satellites with fewer constraints on the
use of commercial parts), and the US would
become more—not less—dependent on specialized infrastructure. Barring a revolutionary advance in propulsion technology
(which is as unlikely in the next 20 years as
it is unforeseeable), the SPACECAST team believes that fully reusable lift systems integrated
with
mainstream
aerospace
operations offer the best hope for qualitative
change in space lift.

Problems with Reusables and
General Design Goals

From basic intuition through the justification for the space shuttle to the most recent
studies,12 fully reusable systems offer the
greatest operational flexibility and potential
cut in launch costs. Three problems continually recur: (1) how to build a system
that is completely reusable and has acceptable performance; (2) how to justify the
nonrecurring costs (infrastructure investment as well as hardware development) to
get the eventual benefits of lower recurring
costs; and (3) how to reduce recurring costs
to the point that one can expect an eventual
payback. The space shuttle's problems in
these areas and others have disillusioned
people, but a radically different design may
finally vindicate the notion of a reusable
launch system.
Problems with fully reusable launch vehi-
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cies may stem from misplaced attachment to
old paradigms of space systems (e.g., at least
20,000 pounds of lift capacity are needed to
place useful payloads in orbit). The reason
for this is twofold: first, it reflects assumptions about satellite design that do not account for advances in miniaturization and
modularity (i.e., what has become possible)
and second, it assumes that payload size is
the primary determinant of a launch system's utility (as opposed to, say, cost-perpound of payload in orbit or the ability to
launch on extremely short notice). This
mind-set drives performance to the edge of
the envelope, creates tremendous development costs and dependence on immature
technologies, usually fails to address operational implications sufficiently, and produces
huge
specialized
infrastructure
requirements that further drive up recurring
and nonrecurring costs.
These crippling
problems can be overcome if designers challenge the old assumptions about space lift.
Space authorities have now acknowledged
the negative relationship between trying to
get the maximum number of pounds of payload onto a given rocket and optimizing
cost/reliability.13 Further, as discussed above,
the vicious cycle of large satellite design and
the opportunities provided by miniaturization and other advancing technologies argue
in favor of smaller, standardized satellite designs.14 Finally, authorities on military space
have expressed frustration with the "custom
rocket" approach that comes from attempting to squeeze every last ounce of lift out of
a given booster.15 The time is ripe to design
an operationally sound launch vehicle—one
that utilizes existing, common infrastructure; one that can be maintained by welltrained high school graduates; and one that
can be operated by well-trained college
graduates without scientific expertise. One
can then build payloads to fit it.
Development costs and dependence on
immature technologies are linked to the performance issue.
Because performance requirements are so high, only exotic fuels,
engines, or design concepts can possibly
meet them. As a result, billions of dollars in

research and development are required to
validate (and sometimes invent) the enabling
technologies. All too often, the success or
failure of a given approach cannot be determined until the system is actually built, and
even a prototype incorporating many advanced technologies may be prohibitively expensive. As an alternative, the SPACECAST
team proposes an affordable X-vehicle development program that has clear, near-term
military relevance and traceability to an operational system.
Failure to take into account the operational implications of a launch system—not
just the launch crew but the support infrastructure for such things as fueling, maintenance, logistics, or basing—has been
crippling in terms of cost and the eventual
utility of systems. NASP-derived and twostage (carrier vehicle and space plane) concepts seem particularly vulnerable to this
shortcoming, although they still represent
an improvement over the huge, archaic, expensive, inflexible, and manpower-intensive
procedures required for current lift systems.16 From the start, operational and infrastructure considerations must have top
priority. Space operations must become as
routine and nonexotic as air operations.

Black Horse TAVs
To address these concerns, we can assume
that maximum performance (in terms of
specific impulse for rockets) is not necessary
or even desirable. This assumption permits
consideration of noncryogenic propellants,
which offer several advantages. If these propellants are sufficiently dense, a workable
lift system can be designed. The British did
so with the Black Arrow and Black Knight
programs, using 1950s technology, because
factors such as a reduction in tankage volume, a decrease in engine complexity, and
an improved engine thrust-to-weight ratio
make up for much of the (propellant) performance loss (fig. 2). Interestingly, one of
the most attractive combinations of non-
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cryogenic propellants is jet fuel (nominally
JP-5) and hydrogen peroxide.17
The real attraction of this propellant combination is in the operational arena. The
propellants are easily available (hydrogen
peroxide is commonly sold for industrial
uses at 70 percent purity; vendors could provide higher purities, or the commercial
product could be refined on-site), storable,
and pose no significant logistics problems.
Rocket engines using these propellants also
have excellent reliability histories, both on
the Black Arrow and Black Knight programs
and on the NF-104D research aircraft. The
NF-104D program started such an engine
(using JP-4 and H2 O 2 ) at least two times on
every flight, experienced no rocket-enginerelated emergencies during 11 years of operation, and was serviced and maintained with
"essentially conventional maintenance procedures and normally trained personnel."18
Storage and handling of high-purity H2O 2 is
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not inherently dangerous and requires primarily discipline—not extensive safety equipment.19 The Black Arrow and NF-104D
programs routinely used 85-90 percent pure
hydrogen peroxide; there are no known
Chemical reasons why operations with
higher purities would be any more difficult.
Finally, servicing a vehicle that uses cryogenic propellants requires many more steps
(and is thus much slower) than servicing a
noncryogenic-fueled (such as JP-5 and H2O 2 )
vehicle. Even on the DC-X SSTO demonstrator, which had ease of operations as a design
goal, fully 80 percent of the preflight checklist items were cryogenics-related.20
If readily available and easily stored propellants are used, the only reasons why a reusable vehicle could not operate from any
location would be specialized requirements
for assembly/loading, launch, and landing.
Although a vertical takeoff and landing System has advantages in terms of empty

Figure 2. Notional Vehicle Cross Sections for Different Fuels (From Bill Sweetman, Aurora:
The Pentagoris Secret Spy Plane (Osceola, Wis.: Motorbooks International Publishers and
Wholesalers, 1993)
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weight and choice of launch/landing sites
(theoretically it needs only a small pad), the
SPACECAST lift team believes that a horizontal takeoff and landing system is a better
near-term approach.
A horizontal takeoff and landing spacelaunch system has many advantages. First,
sufficient airfields are available for any conceivable mission. Second, fuel supplies and
logistics infrastructure (crew equipment, administrative support, ground transportation,
and maintenance and other ground personnel) are already located at airfields. Finally, a
horizontal takeoff and landing vehicle would
almost certainly be more robust. Its advantages include a larger abort envelope, the
ability to land with all engines out, and
greater cross-range on reentry. Although
there is a performance penalty associated
with this approach (hence, the DC-X design),
there is also an ingenious way to compensate
for it—aerial propellant transfer.21
True SSTO vehicles must lift all the propellant they need to reach orbit from the
ground. This in turn drives the gross takeoff
weight of the vehicle (including the wing
and landing gear for horizontal takeoff
and/or landing), as well as the vehicle's size
and the engine and structural margins
needed for safe takeoff or launch abort.
Much of this structure is deadweight long
before the vehicle leaves the atmosphere
(hence, staged designs). To date, two design
approaches have attempted to eliminate this
problem for SSTOs: NASP, which is an air
breather for much of its flight, and the carrier vehicle/space plane two-stage concept.
Both approaches have numerous drawbacks.22
However, if the TAV can be
launched with minimum propellants and
then rendezvous with an aerial refueler to
load the remainder of the propellants, a different, more flexible design is possible. The
choice of noncryogenic propellants is essential here, and the properties of a JP-5 hydrogen peroxide engine (H2O 2 is almost twice
as dense as jet fuel, and the engine operates
at a 1:7 fuel-to-oxidizer mix by weight) make
it attractive for transferring the bulk of the
oxidizer after takeoff.

At least initially, designers have conceived
the Black Horse TAV as a manned system.
Without addressing whether or not a crew is
or always will be necessary, designers have
planned for a crew for these reasons: A crew
is essential for the initial X-vehicle development program, although that same program
could test technologies that would enable
later unmanned versions (unmanned aerial
refueling, for example); a crew is desirable
for several of the suborbital missions described below; and a crew may be desirable
for some operations in space. If the vehicle
has an austere (U-2-like) cockpit and is not
designed for long-duration orbital missions
(as will almost certainly be true for the X vehicles), the effects of loss of payload weight
will be minimized. The issue of whether
manning the system causes unacceptable
costs is not a valid concern since this system
is not a piece of long-range artillery (e.g., an
ICBM) converted for transport use. It is, essentially, a fast, high-flying aircraft with no
greater risks to crewmembers than any other
developmental system.23
In summary, the Black Horse TAV is a new
concept of aerospace vehicle. It is not a new
version of the space shuttle or NASP and explicitly contains design choices in terms of
size, performance, and mission profile to ensure that experiences with those vehicles will
not be repeated. Specifically, Black Horse is a
small vehicle with low weight when empty
and low weight on orbit, factors that historically correspond to cost. Black Horse-at
least the initial X-vehicle concept as described below—is designed around existing
technologies for full reusability (unlike the
space shuttle) and ruggedness at the expense
of the highest possible performance. Any
comparison to NASP is particularly inappropriate: aside from horizontal takeoff and
landing, no similarity exists. Because of the
air-breathing engine, the low-density fuel,
and the requirement to fly hypersonically in
relatively dense air, NASP required multiple
technological breakthroughs in propulsion
and materiais. By comparison, the thermal
and structural requirements of Black Horse
are much less stringent.
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The structure of the Black Horse was designed according to standard aircraft practice. That is, given the factors of maximum
propellant off-load from a KC-135 tanker; estimated structural weight (from the volume
required to enclose fuel, crew, payload, etc.);
and assumed weights for payload, crew, thermal protection, and other subsystems, engineers designed a wing to provide sufficient
lift throughout the flight envelope. This design was then iterated to ensure internai consistency. The resulting design has a relatively
low structural-mass fraction when compared
to that of other orbital vehicles. This is true
for two reasons. First, the propellants are
substantially denser than "traditional"
rocket fuels; thus, the enclosed volume of
the vehicle (hence, the structural weight) is
low. Second, by transferring the bulk of the
propellant, the designers avoid the penalty
of sizing the wing, landing gear, and supporting structure for a fully loaded takeoff.
This technique results in a savings of 4,200
pounds for the landing gear alone,24 and essentially makes the concept possible. Critics
of the concept have expressed doubts about
the numbers, but others—including Burt Rutan of Scaled Composites—have no doubts
about the technical feasibility of the structure. Indeed, Rutan believes that the structure could be made even lighter using
composites instead of aluminum, as the designers assumed.25
Other structural issues include the design
of the payload bay and the thermal protection system. Although the payload bay was
not designed in detail, additional structure
was assumed, based on aircraft requirements
for internai cargo or weapons carriage. A
thermal protection system of blanket-insulating material and carbon-silica Carbide (for
the nose and leading edges) with a weight of
1.1 pounds per square foot was included in
the design.
The baseline design is for a vehicle weighing 48,450 pounds at takeoff (and 187,000
pounds after aerial refueling), powered by
seven rocket engines. Two engines suffice
for takeoff and the full refueling profile and
are optimized for performance in lower alti-
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tudes; the remaining five provide the additional thrust necessary for global reach or
orbital insertion.26
The performance of the engines and fuel
(JP-5 and hydrogen peroxide) was estimated
using NASA standard codes and incorporating losses from geometry, finite-rate chemistry, viscous drag, and energy-release
efficiency. This results in a specific impulse
of 323 seconds for the low-altitude engines
and 335 for the orbital-insertion engines.27
In terms of thrust-to-weight ratio for the engine itself, the performance is no higher
than what the British obtained from the
Gamma engines (using kerosene and hydrogen peroxide) designed and built in the
1960s. The designers believe that this is a
conservative estimate of potential performance.
The final element of the design is the payload deliverable on orbit. This depends on
several factors, but—as a figure of merit—the
designers chose a 1,000-pound payload in a
35-degree-inclined, 100-nautical-mile circular orbit (due-east launch from Edwards AFB,
Califórnia, from a refueling track at 40,000
feet and .85 Mach). This assumes, of course,
that the TAV also goes to orbit; flying a suborbital trajectory allows a significantly
greater payload (6,600 pounds) to be placed
in orbit, even after the weight of an upper
stage (a 4,765-pound STAR 48V) is subtracted. If weapons or cargo delivery is the
goal, 5,000 to 10,000 pounds could be delivered on a suborbital trajectory to almost any
point on the globe, using the baseline design.28 The designers believe that all these
numbers can be improved through better
engines, lighter dry weight, potential fuel
additives, and a bigger vehicle (if so desired
for an eventual operational system).

Design Requirements for
Weapons Delivery

There are several alternatives for delivering
weapons, including the TAV described previously, ICBMs, satellite basing, and intercontinental cannons. The SPACECAST lift
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team believes that operational flexibility
greatly favors the TAV approach.
An appropriately configured version of
the TAV can perform both ground- and
space-force application missions with nearterm technologies. Some key characteristics
of the air-refuelable, rocket-powered TAV
that are particularly relevant are the ability
to operate as flexibly and responsively as an
aircraft (with similar operations, maintenance, and logistics infrastructures), an inherently low-observable nature from most
aspects (no inlets, blended surfaces), and the
ability to conduct manned missions. The vehicle can also exploit the advantages of space
basing (low reaction times and high energy
States) with far greater operational flexibility
and additional defensive capabilities to survive future threats. Although the ideas presented here were conceived independently,
th is concept is not new. Several other studies recommend similar vehicles.29
The system must have specific characteristics to accomplish the force-application
mission. First, it must be able to launch
from a quick-reaction alert status. This ability enables the short response times criticai
to the success of any future weapon system.
The Black Horse TAV is capable of fulfilling
this requirement in large part because of its
use of noncryogenic fuels.
Second, the vehicle must be designed to
incorporate modular weapon systems sized
to fit the payload bay of the TAV. This concept allows use of the vehicle for a variety of
military missions, from force enhancement
through force application, thereby increasing cost-effectiveness. The TAV should be
hard-wired to provide necessary infrastructure requirements (for example, basic power
and communication links) to the module
while the module reports fault/degradation
information to the operator or controlling
Computer on the TAV. Note that these interfaces would not be significantly different
from those required to launch a satellite.
The largest part of the necessary weaponsdelivery infrastructure should be designed,
as much as possible, into the clip-in module
rather than the carrier vehicle.

The idea of weapon modules serves several purposes. With this approach, the vehicle is able to accomplish force-enhancement
missions until it is needed for weapons delivery; in other words, it is rapidly reconfigurable for different missions. In addition,
the weapons modules can be preloaded with
"wooden rounds," stored until needed, and
then quickly loaded on the vehicle. Maintenance or upgrades can be performed on the
ground-based weapons, ensuring maximum
reliability and capability. Finally, the module concept offers quick reloads, which facilitate rapid turn-times and sustainability.
By analogy with current dispensing systems,
the deliverable payload should be approximately 75 percent of the vehicle's total payload capacity.30
Third, for survivability and maximum offensive potential, the vehicle must have
global reach from a suborbital flight path.
Global reach provides operational flexibility
while allowing the vehicle to launch and recover from secure areas. The suborbital requirement contributes to self-protection
tactics. Additionally, since the suborbital
flight path requires less propellant than does
orbital insertion, greater weapon loads than
those for orbital payloads should be possible.
Since weapons will generally be denser than
spacecraft, this should mean that an efficient, multipurpose, payload-bay design is
possible. Again, the Black Horse TAV satisfies
this requirement.
Fourth, the TAV must allow rapid turnaround to follow-on missions. This maintains the initiative and offensive advantage
for the CINC and allows rapid follow-on targeting. It is unrealistic to assume that the
military will have enough vehicles to engage
all possible target sets with a single mass
launch. Actual requirements for turnaround
times will depend on the number of vehicles, the payload capacity for each, the number of aiming points, and the threat. Any
attempt to fix a hard number in relation to
these requirements requires some detailed
operations analysis, but a 12-hour cycle rate
seems a reasonable minimum. The TAV and
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associated aircrew-to-airframe ratios should
meet this requirement.
Fifth, the system should maximize the use
of existing military infrastructure. This requirement is levied to allow launch and recovery from the widest possible number of
bases, which—in turn—provides some measure of survivability through dispersion and
mobility. The TAV provides a limited solution to this requirement and is restricted
only by airfield length/capacity and refueling support.
Sixth, the issue of designing this vehicle
for humans is important only in the near
term. Technology has not progressed to the
State whereby a Computer can replace humans in all operations-specifically, those in
unpredictable environments or in degraded
equipment modes.
The SPACECAST lift
team recommends designing early vehicles
for human operators. Although such a design will result in higher weight and lower G
capability (the latter is probably not an issue
for typical mission profiles), a human operator allows for rapid, autonomous (in accordance with the commander's intent) decision
making when confronting the technologically advanced threat of the twenty-first century. When the database is developed and
hardware and software technologies are sufficiently proven, human operators theoretically could be removed from the vehicle.
Virtual reality is not a solution in the ínterim. Communications links are vulnerable
to an advanced enemy, who could jam or exploit them. Taken together, all these reasons
argue that human pilots and human systems
operators will continue to provide significant advantages—at least in the near term.
Finally, payload size may be a limiting
factor in some specific employment scenarios. SPACECAST believes that the Black Horse
TAV concept offers sufficient payload potential to perform a number of militarily useful
missions. As mentioned earlier, a TAV capable of putting itself and 1,000 pounds of
payload on orbit can deliver significantly
more payload on a suborbital trajectory; further, the significant growth potential in the
basic design (sizing the vehicle around the
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fuel off-load from a tanker larger than the
KC-135, for example) could lead to larger deliverable payloads.

Weapons Options

Three classes of weapons are appropriate for
this vehicle: kinetic-energy, high-explosive,
and directed-energy. In general, all weapons
should be palletized or containerized to ensure maximum flexibility in switching missions and to allow incrementai upgrades and
maintenance while the weapons are in storage.
In summary, a TAV capable of employing
modular military payloads would provide
the United States a sustained counterforce
capability for use against a wide variety of
targets defended by increasingly capable
threats.

Oti-Orbit Operatioiis Vehicles
As mentioned earlier, the ability to maneuver payloads on orbit provides enhancements to any lift system. This section
addresses some general issues but does not
assume the use of any specific vehicle design
(for example, the STV of NASA's Marshall
Space Flight Center) or associated operations
concepts. In other words, SPACECAST is not
advocating that on-orbit operations vehicles
be tied to any specific satellite architecture.
However, the lift team does recognize that
trade-offs will be an integral part of any decision to pursue on-orbit operations vehicles
(i.e., Is it better to repair/service/upgrade a
particular satellite or replace it?).
Two key issues are important to this concept: the utility of reusable on-orbit transportation systems and the utility of on-orbit
satellite servicing and repair. With regard to
transportation systems, a study by the Directorate of Aerospace Studies (DAS) of Air
Force Systems Command (now Air Force Materiel Command) in 1989 identified two basic vehicle configurations or capabilities: an
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orbit transfer vehicle (OTV) for moving
things from LEO to higher orbits and an orbital maneuvering vehicle (OMV) for moving things around within a designated orbit
and docking with and servicing satellites.
This architecture is superior to the current
approach (expendable upper stages and/or
propulsion systems integral to the spacecraft
bus) for several reasons. Expendable upper
stages are, by definition and design, thrown
away after use and become "space junk."
More importantly, however, although unit
costs of expendable systems are less than
those of reusable vehicles, reusable systems
are "generally less expensive on a per mission basis" over their lifetime.31
The DAS study also addressed the issue of
whether or not it is more advantageous to
use an on-orbit transportation capability to
Service and/or repair satellites or to continue
fielding expendable satellites. As expected,
there is no clear answer. On the one hand,
the authors of the study conclude that "it is
reasonable to believe that there will be future circumstances which offer cost advantages to repairable satellites."32 On the other
hand, the analysis was sensitive enough to
the estimated characteristics of future satellites (e.g., mission duration, mass, cost, subsystem reliability, and launch costs) that the
results were not conclusive for all satellites
in all orbits. In general, satellite repair becomes more attractive as constellation size
and satellite mass, cost, and mission duration increase and as launch costs and satellite reliability decrease. It is much more
attractive'from a cost standpoint if satellites
use modular, standardized/common subsystems.
The utility of reusable on-orbit transportation systems for satellite servicing and repair in 2020 depends heavily on the types
and quantities of satellites in orbit at that
time, as well as on the capabilities and costs
of US launch systems. Given our assumptions of increasingly capable small packages
and the ability to put them responsively on
orbit, it is not at all clear that either repair or
resupply of existing satellites is an attractive
mission. On the other hand, if smaller but

more cost-effective launch vehicles make onorbit assembly and fueling of larger satellites
desirable, many of the technologies discussed below will be needed. Ironically, the
present large-satellite paradigm and its associated high cost-per-pound to orbit prevent
testing the on-orbit repair concept.

Operations Concept
The TAV would be readied for flight at an
aerospace base differing from an air base
only by the H2 O 2 storage and first-level
maintenance equipment, all of which could
be deployed. It would be fueled with 100
percent of its JP-5 and approximately 7 percent of its H2O 2 capacity. It would then be
loaded with its payload, taxi and take off,
rendezvous with a tanker and load the entire
tanker's capacity of H2O 2, tum to the correct
heading, and depart for orbit. The time
from push-back to orbit would be less than
an hour.
After completing its orbital mission, the
TAV would deorbit and retum to its own or
any other suitable base—again, a very short
process.
A suborbital mission would be
similar, and there would probably be no
need to refuel before returning to base.
Turnaround time is somewhat speculative at
this point (the X-vehicle program would provide an answer), but a preliminary look at
the technologies (rocket engine, thermal
protection, etc.) suggests it will be a matter
of hours or—at worst—no more than days.
Unlike the space shuttle, the TAV would be
designed so as not to require extensive refurbishment between flights.
Two technical areas are key to the ability
to "turn" the TAV quickly: thermal protection and engines. For the former, the combination of the aerothermal environment (less
stressful than that for the space shuttle, due
to Black Horse's low wing loading and deceleration high in the atmosphere) and advances in materiais since the space shuttle
was designed should make a fully reusable
system possible. For the engines, the AR-2
used on the NF-104D provides a baseline: it
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routinely operated with two hours of firing
time (and numerous restarts) between overhauls33; the Black Horse designers believe
that an improved design could do better. Although one of the purposes of an X program
would be to test the limits of reusability of a
TAV, the SPACECAST team does not believe
there are any showstoppers here.
This concept will provide vastly increased
flexibility and responsiveness in launching
spacecraft and performing suborbital missions, tremendously reduced operations and
logistics infrastructure compared to other
lift concepts, increased reliability, suitability
for manned flight, and significantly reduced
cost of space launch. It also builds on aerial
refueling—currently an operational strength
of military aviation, performed hundreds of
times a day—versus airborne separation of
large manned vehicles, performed only a few
hundred times in history in the development of new space-launch capability. A
squadron of eight Black Horse vehicles, each
flying only once per week, would provide
access to space hundreds of times per year,
making space operations truly routine.

A Threat-based System

Future threats to the United States would
have a far greater effect on offensive operations than would current threats. Several
types of threats are possible: hostile satellites, ground- and space-based directed-energy weapons, ICBMs, third world nuclear
weapons, and other weapons of mass destruction. An armed TAV could negate future threats through a combination of
countermeasures, tactics, and survivable basing.
First, the construction of the vehicle
should include as many low-observable techniques as possible. Although today's low-observable technologies will gradually lose
their utility, they will force adversaries to
confine defensive systems to particular (and
therefore predictable) techniques. They have
the further benefit of reducing the detection
envelope of enemy acquisition systems and
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therefore making the adversary's targeting
problem more difficult.
Second, this system permits the use of onboard, active defensive systems. By using a
suborbital trajectory during the attack profile, a TAV may use such disposables as chaff,
fiares, towed decoys, and active defensive
munitions to defeat weapon systems without
creating hazardous space junk. The design
of the operational TAV could also accommodate modular electronic countermeasures
(ECM) systems—weight and power budgets
permitting.
Third, the TAV concept permits surprise.
Even if an adversary has spies operating in
the vicinity of airfields or if commercial media satellites detect operations in progress or
if the enemy detects unusual launch activity,
the specific aiming points, axes of attack,
and timing of attack are less easily predictable. Launch to a single, suborbital weapons-delivery pass followed by reentry and
landing compresses the time the adversary
has to respond—especially an adversary with
neither space-surveillance capability nor intercontinental-launch detection. The enemy
has minutes to observe the mission, assess
intentions, make the appropriate decision,
get the defensive capabilities in place, and
complete the intercept. Multiple, simultaneous, inbound trajectories compound surprise.
Fourth, the inherent flexibility of a TAV
enhances unpredictability. Again, the single
suborbital pass serves as an example. Since
the vehicle starts from ground alert, the enemy cannot predict the mission's time over
target. The vehicle's ability to establish a variety of suborbital trajectories, as well as approach the target from differing orbital
planes, also confounds the adversary's predictive ability and may negate many of his
defensive systems.
Fifth, a squadron of TAVs translates into
mass. The United States will more than
likely have a small fleet of these reusable vehicles. The ability to mass several vehicles
from single suborbital passes at the time and
place chosen by the CINC allows the commander to overwhelm the enemy's defensive
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systems as well as concentrate the appropriate amount of firepower to achieve required
effects. In the absence of great numbers of
vehicles, the same mass effect is maintained
through the ability of each vehicle to deliver
a large number of weapons.
Sixth, assuming the existence of an appropriate family of weapons with sufficient
crosstrack (to the sides of the delivery vehicle's trajectory), the TAV will have standoff
capability. Thus, the vehicle can release its
payload outside the range of many possible
threat systems.
Seventh, several vehicles working in concert can use advanced countermeasures as
well as suppress threats for each other. The
clip-in module for one vehicle, for example,
might be a countermeasures suite, while the
clip-in modules for other vehicles in the
flight would be weapons.
Finally, TAV bases can easily be dispersed.
Although threat systems surely will have the
ability to find and target aiming points in
the United States by the year 2020, their capabilities can be reduced through dispersion
of the TAVs to a wide number of bases,
through mobile operations, and through
good deception plans. (An enemy's problem
would be compounded if a large number of
commercial TAVs also exists.) Any attempt to
force this system to consolidate operations at
a single, fixed location would be unnecessary and should be resisted because it obviously provides the adversary a fixed,
high-value target. Logistics concerns can be
adequately addressed by designing a vehicle
that shares existing aircraft infrastructure to
the maximum extent possible.
In summary, the ability of the TAV to accomplish its weapons-delivery mission from
a single suborbital pass, while using both
passive and active countermeasures, compresses the adversary's decision loop and results in increased survivability. The addition
of low-profile basing complicates the threat's
targeting problem and ensures that fewer assets are placed at risk during enemy attack.
This combination results in a survivable System able to fight in the high-threat environment of the twenty-first century.

On-Orbit Operations

To a large extent, the types of operations
performed on orbit will be determined by
the capabilities that new vehicles provide,
whether OTV, OMV, or TAV. Orbit-transfer
vehicles could reduce the need for upper
stages on launch systems and increase the
amount of payload delivered to orbit. Maneuvering vehicles could provide some repositioning or on-orbit shuttle capabilities, a
function that would help make orbital operating bases (space stations) functional. Both
of these vehicles will facilitate on-orbit
maintenance and upgrades to extend satellite
lifetimes and combat technological obsolescence.
Even the TAV has implications for orbital
operations. Besides capturing satellites and
returning them to earth, the TAV may be the
best means of changing a satellite's inclination. Assuming it is not easier to launch a
new satellite to the relevant orbit, the TAV
could go to orbit without cargo (to conserve
fuel), capture a satellite, reenter, perform an
aerodynamic maneuver to align itself with
the new orbit (perhaps in extreme cases,
even refueling again), and then return the
satellite to space. Although the Black Horse
studies to date have not included calculations of the fuel required for on-orbit rendezvous, this is a potential mission if the
vehicle does not go to orbit fully loaded; unlike shuttle operations, launching an empty
vehicle would not be a cost-prohibitive operation.

Links to Other
SPACECAST Areas
The concept of the TAV connects many
SPACECAST proposals. The logistics of
space lift with a militarily capable TAV are
now linked to the proposal on global view.
This combination uses the proposed architecture to identify and pass coordinates of
criticai targets to the TAV prior to its weapons-release point, cutting to an absolute
minimum the time from initial target detec-
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tion to destruction. This ensures that the
TAV uses the most effective targeting intelligence to gain the greatest possible strategic
effects.
SPACECAST's proposals for force application address various weapons and their suitability. The TAV offers a platform for their
use with significant military advantages over
other techniques, such as satellite basing.
System architectures are compatible with the
weapons-delivery vehicle. Finally, proposals
for offensive counterspace benefit from a
TAV-based weapon system that could use directed-energy weapons without our building, deploying, operating, and defending an
orbiting "battlestar."
Other linkages include the ability of the
vehicles described here to support the
"motherboard" satellite concept described in
SPACECAST's space modular systems proposal, as well as the utility of a space traffic
control system in accommodating both the
TAVs and increased on-orbit activity. Finally,
many of the concepts in SPACECAST depend
heavily on improving and reducing the cost
of access to space—the heart of the concept
of the Black Horse TAV.

Potential Technologies
Although a working TAV in the form of an
X vehicle can be built with existing technologies, improved technologies and/or
supporting capabilities will enhance performance in several areas.
Structures
The initial study on the feasibility of an aerial-refueled space plane34 concluded that an
F-16-sized X-vehicle TAV built according to
standard fighter-aircraft design criteria and
incorporating aluminum structures could
place itself, a crew, and 1,000 pounds of payload into orbit. However, further analysis of
structural requirements and application of
modern design techniques and materiais
could significantly reduce structural weight.
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As mentioned earlier, Burt Rutan of Scaled
Composites believes that this possibility is
within current design and fabrication capabilities. Since Black Horse is a single-stageto-orbit vehicle, every pound of dry weight
saved is an extra pound of payload.
Engines
The same study baselined an engine no
more sophisticated or efficient than the one
used by the Black Arrow/Black Knight program (1950s technology).3S A modest development program could certainly improve
this levei of performance (efficiency and
thrust-to-weight ratio) while improving reliability and maintainability. Further, a hybrid engine such as a ducted rocket36
(admittedly a separate development program) could offer both increased performance and reduced noise—both potentially
criticai factors for widespread commercial
use of TAVs.
Propellants
Although the intent of the program is to stay
away from exotic or hazardous materiais,
certain options increase specific impulse
without sacrificing operability. Some possibilities are fuel additives such as quadricyclene, denser hydrocarbons (JP-8 or -10
instead of JP-5), or—in the far term—high-energy-density substances such as metastable
fuels. As long as the fuel continues to meet
operability and logistics concerns, this area
has tremendous potential payoff. An increase of one second in specific impulse
would increase payload on orbit by 128
pounds for the initial Black Horse design.37
Thermal Protection System
The feasibility study mentioned above
baselined durable tailored advanced blanket
insulation
(DuraTABI) material, which
weighs 1.1 pounds per square foot, for area
("acreage") coverage and carbon-silica Carbide (C/SiC) for the nose, wing, strake, and
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rudder leading edges.
Detailed aerothermodynamic reentry calculations may indicate a less stringent requirement for thermal
protection than was assumed in the initial
design, possibly even allowing an all-metal
skin (Rene 41 or Iconel 617). On the other
hand, retaining excess thermal protection—
perhaps by applying more advanced thermal
protection systems—could give the vehicle a
larger reentry envelope and even more operational flexibility.
Refueling Vehicle

Designers sized the TAV around the maximum amount of propellant that a single KC135Q could transfer. These aircraft are in
the inventory and already have separate aircraft fuel tanks and off-loadable propellant
tanks. Thus, they would require minimum
modification. The availability of a modified
KC-10 or large commercial aircraft derivative
to off-load H2 O 2 would greatly increase the
potential size and payload of the TAV without significantly changing (except perhaps
to reduce) the cost-per-pound to orbit. Although this is more a programmatic than a
technical issue, there are potential areas for
investment in higher-capacity pumps and
perhaps a dual-tube boom refueling system
to transfer both fuel and oxidizer at once.
On-Orbit Operations Vehicles

As mentioned earlier, on-orbit operations vehicles complement most lift concepts. These
vehicles have distinct technology development, demonstration, and validation needs.
Technologies required to implement onorbit operations architecture include highefficiency, reusable, space-propulsion systems.
Cost, performance, and operational-utility
analyses are needed to select from among
the various potential technologies. Candidates include conventional Chemical, electric, nuclear, and solar-thermal propulsion
systems. Issues to be addressed would include power sources for electric propulsion
concepts; radiation shielding, high-tempera-

ture materiais, launch safety, and waste disposal for nuclear-propulsion concepts; solar
concentrator fabrication and high-temperature materiais for solar-thermal propulsion
concepts; and long-life performance/reliability demonstrations for all concepts.
The on-orbit operations vehicles will require robotics for docking, grasping, repair,
and resupply operations and/or telepresence/virtual reality/artificial-intelligence technologies in some combination for on-orbit
operations. Planners need analyses to determine the extent to which humans must participate in repair/servicing operations.
Considering the technologies expected to be
available in 2020, planners need to know
what tasks can be done only by human beings, what tasks can be done remotely with
humans in the loop, and what tasks can be
done autonomously. Artificial-intelligence
technologies could reduce the requirement
for human-in-the-loop operations in circumstances in which this would be difficult or
present technical challenges. Again, this requires further analysis.
Spacecraft design would have to change
significantly to obtain maximum utility
from the TAV concept. Docking operations
would require some degree of spacecraft bus
standardization. Refueling operations would
require standardization of the propellantfeed system.
Such design approaches as
standard spacecraft buses and standard,
modular, miniaturized subsystems and interfaces would facilitate repair/upgrade operation. Externai structures such as solar arrays
and antennae might have to fold to withstand the accelerations associated with highimpulse spacecraft maneuvers or to stow the
spacecraft in the bay of a TAV for redeployment. It is important to note that many of
these changes will happen with or without
the development of on-orbit servicing. They
are driven by the need to reduce the costs
and timelines associated with the earth-toorbit segment of the transportation system.
OTVs may need supporting "bases" in
certain criticai locations. For transportation
to high-altitude, low-inclination orbits, unmanned coinclination platforms in LEO
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would serve as cargo-transfer and jumpingoff points for OTVs. Orbits containing large
numbers of higher-cost satellites or fewer extremely expensive satellites would require
co-orbital, unmanned platforms where OTVs
could transfer payloads to OMVs for final orbit insertion or docking/repair.38

Near-Term Technologies and
Operational Exploitation
Opportunities
Designers can use existing and proven
technologies—aluminum structure and DuraTABI thermal protection—to develop and
fly an X vehicle to demonstrate the feasibility and operational utility of the Black
Horse. As an interim step, existing AR-2 engines could be used to fly the vehicle
through all of its atmospheric flight profile,
testing handling, formation flying, refueling, and suborbital trajectories, while a concurrent
engine-development
program
produces the higher-performance engines
needed to reach orbit. The basic concept is
for a crewed vehicle approximately the size
of an F-16 (but with only 70 percent of its
dry weight) that could take off from and
land on virtually any runway, load the bulk
of its propellant (all oxidizer) from a KC135Q (or T) tanker at approximately 40,000
feet and Mach 0.85,39 and then carry out an
orbital or suborbital flight. An experimental
program could allow testing of the TAV as
the US has tested aircraft for decades, with a
gradual expansion of the performance envelope to meet the necessary objectives.40
The primary areas for design and development are the vehicle aerodynamic configuration, higher-performance rocket engines,
and the vehicle structure. A study by W. J.
Schafer and Associates and Conceptual Research Corporation41 indicates that there are
no technological roadblocks in this area and
that a vehicle could be designed and tested
with existing technologies, although there is
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room for improvement using advanced materiais.
Areas that require some careful design
work but no technological breakthroughs
are the need for thermal protection, the
need to cycle landing gear through the thermal protective surface, and the use of structural composites. It therefore appears that
an X-vehicle program could proceed with existing technologies.
Although cost is not the single driving issue in this study, several comparative estimates of a two-TAV, 100-flight (including
orbital) X-vehicle program suggest that the
military could conduct such a program for a
reasonable amount of money. Using actual
X-29 and X-31 cost data, the Question Mark
2 TAV X-program would cost about $78 million (M). A cost model for the Lockheed
Skunkworks program yielded $96M. The
Rand Corporation Development and Procurement Costs of Aircraft (DAPCA) IV
model gave a total program cost of $118M.
Finally, a cost estimate by an Aerospace Corporation analyst carne up with $120M.42 Although these are rough estimates and
although a vehicle of this type has never
been built before, the fact that differing
methodologies independently carne up with
similar numbers is somewhat encouraging.
Initial estimates, using a cost model based
on actual expense data for the SR-71, suggest
that a Black Horse vehicle could place payloads into LEO at a cost of less than $1,000
per pound (the model yields costs between
$50 and $500 per pound, depending on assumptions), with a per-sortie cost of around
$260,000 and an annual operating budget
for an eight-TAV unit (with support) of approximately $100M. This model may be
particularly appropriate because the operations of an air-refuelable TAV and the SR-71
would be similar in several ways, not the
least of which is use of the same tanker. The
model includes—and is sensitive to—overhead costs (assumed to be the same as for
the SR-71), number of vehicles and sorties,
payload (assumed to be 1,000 pounds), and
fuel costs. A key point is that this system is
not "cheap" to operate relative to most
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aircraft; in fact, the numbers are comparable
to SR-71 operating costs.
The cost-perpound to orbit, however—even under fairly
pessimistic assumptions (smallest payload,
relatively few flights, and high nonflyingoperations cost)—is still quite low, compared
to that of other launch systems. Perhaps this
shows just how expensive our current space
operations really are (at $10,000 per pound
to orbit and up) and how large the potential
for improving that figure is with reusable
launch vehicles. Cost-sensitive basing schemes
and logistics concepts—such as the USAF's
"Rivet Workforce," which consolidates maintenance skills—could further reduce recurring operations-and-maintenance costs.
On-Orbit Operations

There are several near-term programs that
would expand our ability to provide on-orbit Services. These include the space surveillance tracking and repositioning (SSTAR)
experiment (formerly called the electric insertion transfer experiment [ELITE]), an Air
Force-TRW cooperative research-and-development agreement, a potential flight test of
the ex-Soviet TOPAZ nuclear reactor, and the
space nuclear thermal propulsion program.
These deal primarily with propulsion Systems but—particularly in the case of SSTAR—
also with supporting technologies such as
navigation, autonomous operation, and potential mission-oriented payloads. Unfortunately, all of these programs have suffered
funding setbacks and are on hold or in danger of cancellation.

Com m ercial Opportunities

Cheap, reliable transport to, from, and
through space offers innumerable possibilities.43 It is the enabler for everything anyone does in the future in space. All of the
technologies and techniques described above
have potential commercial application, but a
prescription for their use is beyond the scope
of this study. Instead, this article highlights
some of the opportunities they may create

and reasons why a robust commercial space
market is ultimately essential for government use of space.
Cheap space lift is a market enabler that
will open up the use of space for things not
currently practical or even anticipated.
Some obvious possibilities include the extremely rapid delivery of people and cargo
from one point on the earth to another,
while the ability to carry passengers safely
and at a reasonable cost could open a new
market for space tourism. Availability of
technology that enables the economical use
of space will, in turn, spur development of a
true commercial market for all things related
to spaceflight and operations. This will
eventually drive the real cost of access to
and operations in space down even further,
as jet transport has done in the commercial
aviation market.
If US manufacturers of launch vehicles
pursue innovative technologies with true
market-creating potential, they could find
themselves in a globally dominant position,
just as the US aircraft industry did following
the introduction of the Boeing 707 and the
DC-8. Dramatic expansion of the market for
space transport, which will not happen without dramatic reductions in the cost of space
access, is also absolutely necessary if the US
launch industry is to remain commercially
viable. The alternative is to risk becoming
like the current US shipbuilding industry. Increasingly inefficient and shrinking, this industry is unable to compete with low-cost
and/or subsidized foreign producers and
stays alive only because of government subsidies.
Government support in the initial stage of
development is vital. The market for space is
not large enough to drive the kind of productive and Creative explosion in space-related hardware that has occurred in
electronics, for example. The main prerequisite for this market—rapid, reliable, affordable space lift—is missing. Government and
the military, whose performance requirements for launch on demand are the most
stressing now, must take the lead in this area
and produce the technological/operational
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breakthrough that will enable expanded future exploitation of space and the development of a large market to unleash the
powers of commercial development. Industry cannot and will not make the investments needed for such breakthroughs on its
own. It faces a market similar to that for air
transport prior to the introduction of the
DC-3, while development of a TAV will require an effort much like the one that produced the first jet transports. Development
of jet transports would not have been possible without government investment in jetengine technology and large aircraft (e.g.,
the B-47 and B-52), despite an air-transport
market that was already fairly large.

S u m m a ry
The core concept of this article is the
Black Horse TAV. The initial reaction of
most people to the concept is, It sounds
great, but if it would really work, why hasn't
anyone thought of it before? There is no
simple answer to this question. The United
States did flirt with transatmospheric vehicles in research and X-vehicle programs but
decided in favor of expendable boosters because of a combination of materiais limitations, engine-performance requirements,
and other technical factors, coinciding with
rapidly increasing satellite weights.
It
seemed that only large boosters could put
the required payloads in orbit. The rocket
community discarded noncryogenic propellants for similar reasons. The rocket equation dictates that noncryogen-fueled vehicles
have a propellant mass fraction of about 95
percent; cryogens reduce this to about 90
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percent. Since all the structure, as well as
the payload, must fit in the remainder, vehicles fueled with noncryogens did not seem
able to orbit useful payloads.
Since then, however, much has changed.
Miniaturization and other technologies now
allow smaller satellites to do more than they
once could, while large, complex systems
have become increasingly unaffordable. In
other words, it is now possible to get away
from the tyranny of the payload and think
first about designing a Iaunch vehicle for operability and even cost, and then building
satellites to fit it. In turn, by assuming a reduced payload requirement; adding 20 years
of additional knowledge in materiais Science,
structural design of aerospace vehicles, and
lifting-body research; and recognizing that
the greater density of noncryogenic fuels
compensates somewhat for their reduced
performance, the outline of a TAV concept
begins to emerge. The final key element is
the transfer of aerial propellant.44 Putting
air refueling together with the other elements—in many ways a classic example of
what John Boyd calls "destructive-creative"
thinking45—led to the Black Horse concept.
Black Horse vehicles have the potential to
revolutionize the way the military (and perhaps eventually the commercial world) uses
and even thinks of space. They are true
aerospace vehicles, with tremendous operational implications. A first-cut analysis indicates not only that the concept is feasible,
but also that it can be done with no new
technologies. We must now perform a more
rigorous and detailed design and then press
ahead with a Question Mark 2 X-vehicle program to validate the system.

Notes
1. The name Black Horse has multiple origins. It is first a
tribute to the British Black Arrow and Black Knight programs,
which demonslrated lhe basic propellant concept many years
ago. The name also is a link to the SR-71 Blackbird, which provides the tanker aircraft and the basis for the operations-cost
model These connections are explained in more detail later in
the article. The Horse part of the name honors an animal that
has carried cargo and people in peace and in war. Finally, Black

Horse sounds a lot like dark horse, which is certainly true of this
system in the launch-systems race.
2. In honor of the first aircraft to demonstrate aerial refueling. Thanks to Dr F. X. Kane for reminding us of the lineage of
experimental programs and for suggesting this name.
3. For example, much monolithic satellite design (sizing,
folding/deployable elements, and so forth) is based on making
maximum use of a single launch-vehicle envelope. In contrast,
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under this approach, a prewired structure, solar paneis, subsystem modules, and payload modules could be designed with relatively simple, quick-connect interfaces (work on the
space-station assembly process would probably be used here) for
manual or automated assembly. Active structural control would
ensure that necessary alignment tolerances were met after assembly.
4. See, for example, Air Force Mission Need Statement 20292, Military Aerospace Vehicles.
5. The "Visions" study of the US Air Force Space and Missile
Systems Center (SMC/XR), for example. Almost all space paneis
condude that space lift is the criticai element in developing
space applications.
6. Hon Sheila E. Widnall, secretary of the Air Force, speech
to the National Security Industrial Association, 22 March 1994.
7. Ibid. This situation is often referred to as "the tyranny of
the payload."
8. Senate Armed Services Committee, statement of Gen
Charles A. Horner, C1NC, United States Space Command, 22
April 1993.
9. DOD Space Launch Modernization Plan, April 1994.
10. Ibid. See also "Space Traffic Control: The Culmination
of Improved Space Operations," in Spacecast 2020, vol. 1 (Maxwell AFB, Ala.: Air University, June 1994), D-l.
11. See the Vice Presidenfs Space Advisory Board, "The Future of the US Space Launch Capability: A Task Group Report,"
November 1992 (the Aldridge report) for cost goals for
Spacelifter. Other sources (cited in Air Force Institute of Technology alternative lift briefing) generally give higher costs-perpound to orbit for the small, expendable lift systems than for
large expendables.
12. Aldridge report, NASP studies. Delta Clipper studies.
13. Edward C. Aldridge, interview with author during first
Advisory Group visit, January 1994.
14. For example, the Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency's (DARPA) Advanced Space Technology Office has produced several articles on the capabilities, operational benefits,
and potential cost savings of small, modular satellites.
15. Horner; Widnall.
16. Operations costs for Kennedy Space Center, Florida, and
Vandenberg AFB, Califórnia, run into billions of dollars per year,
and it takes weeks to months to refurbish a launchpad following
a launch for the next event.
17. Clapp and Hunter, "A Single Stage to Orbit Rocket with
Non-Cryogenic Propellants."
18. Ibid.
19. David Andrews, "Advantages of Hydrogen Peroxide as a
Rocket Oxidant,” Journal o f the British Interplanetary Society, July
1990. See also "Propellants for Supersonic Vehicles: Hydrogen
Peroxide," Pfoject Rand, RA-15046 (Douglas Aircraft Company,
12 August 1947).
20. Capt M. Clapp, DC-X crew member, interview with
author, January 1994.
21. Of course, this technique is not limited to horizontal
takeoff and landing vehicles; it was even considered for the
Apollo mission, according to Dr F. X. Kane. However, a winged
horizontal takeoff and landing vehicle offers the best performance match (hence, the least expensive option) to existing
tanker assets.
22. For NASP, drawbacks include structural design and materiais problems due to sustained hypersonic air-breathing flight,
fuel tankage, and engines. For carrier/orbiter concepts, they include a large, expensive, unique carrier vehicle with considerable development costs of its own.
23. The environment in which a TAV must operate is no
more hostile to human life than the environment in which a U2 or TR-1 routinely operates.
24. Conversation with Capt M. Clapp, USAF Phillips Labora-

tory, May 1994. The number comes from the rule of thumb that
landing gear will weigh approximately 3 percent of gross takeoff
(or landing, whichever is greater) weight.
25. Ibid.
26. Full details are contained in the paper and briefing from
W. J. Schafer and Associates and Conceptual Research Corporation, January 1994.
27. Ibid.
28. Briefing, USAF Phillips Laboratory (Capt M. Clapp) to
SPACECAST team, Maxwell AFB, Ala., 29 April 1994. Performance numbers and flight profiles were validated using NASA's
Program to Optimize Simulated Trajectories (POST).
29. Project Forecast II (U), 6 vols. (Andrews AFB, Md.: Project Forecast II Office, June 1986); Mission Applications Document (22 July 1990); and Force Applications Study (13 June
1991).
30. Technical Order 1-1M-34, SUU-64/B, Tactical Munitions
Dispenser, 31 May 1991, 1-110.
31. DAS-TR-89-1, Comprehensive On-Orbit Maintenance Assessment (COMA) (Kirtland AFB, N.Mex.: Directorate of Aerospace Studies, 31 March 1989), 61.
32. Clapp interview.
33. Briefing, Rocketdyne, subject: NF-104D Program, undated (on file at Phillips Laboratory).
34. Paper and briefing from W. J. Schafer and Associates and
Conceptual Research Corporation.
35. The design assumes an injector that is 98 percent efficient, for example. Current engine designs (the main engine of
the space shuttle, for example) achieve 99.8 percent efficiency.
36. A ducted rocket uses the combustion and exhaust
mechanisms of a conventional rocket but gets its oxidizer (atmospheric oxygen) by using air intakes instead of an onboard
supply. This has particular advantages at lower altitudes and
speeds. Martin Marietta Corporation, among others, has design
concepts for this type of system.
37. Based on Phillips Laboratory parametric studies.
38. AFSC/DAS study.
39. According to figures in the KC-135Q "Dash-1," the
tanker will be volume constrained (not by weight or center of
gravity) in the amount of hydrogen peroxide it can carry. This
restriction results in a maximum load of about 147,000 pounds.
The entire amount can be transferred in approximately 11 minutes. The KC-135Q off-load rate is 1,200 gallons per minute,
and since hydrogen peroxide (at 11.92 pounds per gallon) is substantially denser than jet fuel, this results in a propellant-weight
transfer of about 14,300 pounds per minute.
40. Clapp and Hunter.
41. Paper and briefing from W. J. Schafer and Associates and
Conceptual Research Corporation.
42. Phillips Laboratory XPI, memorandum, 20 March 1994.
43. See, for example, briefing, G. Harry Stine and Paul C.
Hans, The Enterprise Institute, subject: Economic Considerations of Hypersonic Vehicles and Space Planes, 1990.
44. Aerial refueling is now as common in military air operations as beverage Service is on commercial flights, and it is usually (and rightly) thought of as a way to extend the range and
endurance of aircraft. What hasn't been fully appreciated is the
fact that aerial refueling has also affected the design of aircraft
(i.e., a fighter can have global range-if it can refuel often
enough—without carrying all that fuel at takeoff)- What's new is
applying this concept to a space-faring vehicle. For the concept
to become commercially viable, commercial operators will also
have to embrace air refueling as a routine operation, though
this leap should be no greater than that of the first commercial
aircraft or the first commercial jets.
45. John Boyd, "SPACECAST," lecture, Maxwell AFB, Ala.,
October 1993.

THE ATOM1C BOMBINGS
OF JAPAN
A 50-Year Retrospective
C o l Ra l
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Know then thyself, presume not God to scan;
The proper study ofMankind is Man.
Placed on this isthmus o fa middle State,

A Being darkly wise, and rudeiy great:
With too much knowledge for the Sceptic side,
With too much weakness for the Stoic's pride,
He hangs between. . . .
-Alexander Pope
Essay on Man
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F 7 DECEMBER 1941, a date "which will
live in infam y,"1 conjures up a Vision for
Americans of treachery,2 death, and destruction, then Hiroshima and Nagasaki
are two names synonymous the world over
with h o rrific power th at, having been
unleashed, still threatens mankind's fragile
grip on survival. ("Cry 'Havoc!' and let slip
the dogs of war."3) If we were to do the same
thing today, the consequences would likely
be "as much a punishment to the punisher as
to the sufferer."4
65
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Hiroshima and Nagasaki represent an
experience of multiple dimensions. What
happened? What led up to the bombings?
Why was it done at all? What does it say about
the character of the nation that did it and the
n atio n that received it? W hat are the
implications? These issues have fascinated
historians, military scholars, and, indeed, the
whole world for the past 50 years.
The events leading up to President Harry S
Truman's decision to use weapons of unprecedented mass destruction against Japan are
curious and—even now—controversial. As we
approach the 5 0 th anniversary o f the
bombings, a great deal of study, debate, and
g lo b a l a tte n tio n w ill be paid to the
circumstances that affected the decision. It is
imperative that US military officers be aware
of the issues surrounding this singular event.

T h e even ts lea d in g up to
P resid en t H arry S T rum an's
d ecisio n to use w ea p on s o f
u n p reced en ted m a ss d estru ction
a g a in s t J a p a n a r e cu riou s
a n d —even n ow —c o n tr o v e rs ia l
No doubt, 6 August 1945 began as any other
day. Before it ended, something dramatic
occurred that would change the way nations
dealt with each other^ierhaps for all time.
On this day at 8:15 a . m ., the Enola Gay—a B-29
Superfortress named after its pilot's mother—
opened its bomb-bay doors over Hiroshima—
at the time, a military center and the seventh
largest City in Japan5—and dropped a single
weapon w ith a destructive capacity of
apocalyptic proportions. The crew on board
and the team of scientists who developed the
bomb were not sure whether the weapon
would detonate. Nor were they sure what
would happen if it did.6 In the split second in
which a blinding flash of light told the crew
of its success, approximately 70,000 souls7—
who, until that fateful moment, had been

going about their normal, everyday lives—
perished, and the world changed:
It was a kind o f h ell o n earth, and th ose w ho
died in stan tly were am on g th e m ore fortu nate.
Thousands died—vaporized, crushed, or burned.
But th ere were tens o f thou san d s m ore who
were still alive and th o se w ho cou ld m ove
b eg an to m ill ab o u t th e city, seeking relief from
s h o c k , f ir e , a n d p a in . T h o u s a n d s th re w
th em selves in to th e O ta River, w h ich w ould be
aw ash w ith corpses by th e end o f th e day.8

The bomb dropped that day had been in
the making at top-secret laboratories, by
order of President Franklin D. Roosevelt,
since December 1941—before Japan's attack
on Pearl Harbor.9 This $2 billion crash
program, code-named the Manhattan Project,
began in the United States at the suggestion
of physicists Albert Einstein and Leo Szilard,
refugees from Nazi Germany. The scientific
com m unity feared—rightly so—that Nazi
scientists were mastering new technology in
physics necessary to manufacture such a
weapon.
The single weapon ultimately dropped on
Hiroshima,10 nicknamed Little Boy, produced
a yield of approximately 20,000 tons of
TNT—roughly seven times greater than all of
the bombs dropped by all of the Allies on all
of Germany in 1942. It produced an airburst
approximately 1,000 feet above the city,
creating a fireball with a diameter greater
than the length of three football fields. The
temperature at ground zero reached 5,000
degrees centigrade. The shock wave and its
reverse effect reached speeds close to the
speed of sound. A mushroom cloud rose to
20,000 feet in the air, and 60 percent of the
city was destroyed.11 Three days later, on 9
August, the United States dropped a second
atomic bomb. The target, Nagasaki-a port city
in Southern Japan—was 30 percent destroyed,
and approximately 40,000 of its citizens were
killed.12 On 15 August, Japan surrenderedu n c o n d itio n a lly —thus ending a world
conflagration in which 50 million people
died.13
One of the threshold issues presented by
the bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki is
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the nature of the target itself. Many people
have asked how it came to be that whole
civilian populations could become the proper
object of direct and purposeful military
action. That is, the target at Hiroshima and
Nagasaki was p rin cip a lly the c iv ilia n
population itself.14 There was no "militarily"
significant target to speak of beyond that,
although Hiroshima did support an army
headquarters. The answer has to do, in part,
with the changing concept o f m odern
warfare:
W orld W ar I ushered in th e period o f to tal war,
a type o f war co n sistin g o f th e c o m b in a tio n o f
m any allies, en o rm o u s cost, u n lim ited use o f
hig hly d estructive w eapons, and u n lim ited war
aim s. H ostilities were co n d u cted over greater
territory . . . th an ever before.
M ore troops were em ployed , supported by th e
h om e fron t p o p u la tio n .15

As a consequence, the age-old distinction
between enemy combatants and noncombatants began to blur.16 It became clear that
the civilian population was absolutely
necessary if a nation were to successfully
p rosecu te a to tal war e ffo rt. W ith o u t
economic and war-production aid from the
"civilian front," military war fighters would
be less able to continue their efforts.17 Thus,
a gradual escalation of war fighting occurred,
which included a nation's war-fighting
sustainment capability and its civilian population. This trend manifested itself in the
firebombing attacks on Dresden and Tokyo,
the V-weapon attacks against London, and—
eventually—the atomic attacks at Hiroshima
and Nagasaki.
The rationale most often proffered to
justify the use of such awesome weapons is
"military necessity."18 That is, dropping the
bombs actually served to save lives. One must
consider that the immediate military context
of the decision to use atomic weapons was the
Okinawa campaign—the last major battle of
the war. Located 350 miles off the coast of
mainland Japan, Okinawa "was to be used as
a jumping-off place for the long-anticipated
invasion of Japan." During the Okinawa
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campaign, 49,151 US servicemen were killed
or wounded.19
Okinawa was the first campaign in which
the notorious kamikaze appeared. Over 5,000
American sailors died20 as a result of approximately 350 kamikaze missions21—the heaviest
toll the US Navy had suffered in any episode
of the war, including Pearl Harbor.22 More
than just militarily significant, the kamikaze
represented the totally committed enemy—
even to the point of fanaticism. If a full-scale
invasion of the Japanese home islands became
necessary, the kamikaze was a harbinger of
the degree of military difficulty that, in all
likelihood, awaited an invasion force.
In the aftermath of the bitterly fought
Okinawa campaign, the president was clearly
c o n ce rn e d th a t an in v a sio n o f the
well-defended Japanese homeland could give
rise to an "Okinawa from one end of Japan to
the other."23 Years later, in his memoirs,
Truman cited Gen George C. MarshalTs
observation that approximately 1.5 million
soldiers would have been required to invade
Japan. Of this number, 250,000 would likely
have been casualties, and an equal number of
Japanese would have died.24 However, some
people suggest that recently declassified
documents indicate that no such "official"
estimate existed and that estim ations of
casualties ranged from a low of about 25,000
to a high of 46,000.25 If true, this would make
the figure of 250,000 nothing more than a
"postwar creation"—an effort to justify, in
some measure, the use of this weapon on the
grounds of military necessity. Truman also
went on to say, perhaps tellingly, that "the
need for such a fateful decision never would
have arisen had we not been shot in the back
by Japan at Pearl Harbor in D ecem ber
1941."26 Moreover, it has been further suggested that American citizens
reco g n ize th at pre- and p o st-H iro sh im a d issen t
was rare in 1 9 4 5 . Ind eed , few th en asked w hy
th e U nited States used th e a to m ic b o m b o n
Jap an . But had th e b o m b n o t b een used, m any
m ore, in clu d in g n u m ero u s ou trag ed A m erican
citizen s, w ould have b itte rly asked th at questio n o f th e T ru m an a d m in istra tio n .27
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Was the decision militarily justifiable as a
"numbers" analysis? By this time, was the
world so numbed to killing that the bombings
were just one more step in an ongoing
process? Or was the decision m ilitarily
unnecessary? Were we trying to "communicate" with the Russians for a better postwar
environment? Even worse, was it an act of
vengeance,28 complicated by overtones of
racism29 and fanned by home-front propaganda?30 From our vantage point, we may
now be far enough away from these events to
draw conclusions dispassionately yet still close
enough to rem em ber them as contem porary.31 Thus, I believe it is entirely appropriate for us to consider these truly difficult—
even painful-questions. At the same time, we
must keep in mind that this matter—like other
complex issues—is subject to different interpretations, depending upon the perceptions
and biases of the people being asked about it.
To be sure, servicemen who would have
been tasked with the invasion of Japan were
relieved by the bombings. It meant, quite
simply, that now they could hope to "grow
up to adulthood after all."32 The following
account, written by a British soldier in 1945,
illustrates the point:
I was all set to fly to O kinaw a . . . and, since the
Ja p a n e s e had a lm o s t n o a ir d e fe n se s, we w ere
to bom b, like th e Am ericans, in daylight.
1 fo u n d th is c o n tin u in g slau g h ter o f d efen seless
J a p a n e s e e v e n m o r e s i c k e n i n g th a n th e
slau g h ter o f w ell-d efen d ed G erm ans. But still 1
did n o t q u it. By th a t tim e I had b e en at war so
lo n g th at I co u ld h ard ly rem em b er peace. No
l i v i n g p o e t h a d w o r d s to d e s c r i b e t h a t
em p tin e ss o f so u l w h ich allow ed m e to go o n
k illin g w ith o u t h atred and w ith o u t rem orse.
But Sh ak esp eare u n d ersto o d it, and he gave
M a cb e th th e w ords:
. . . I am in b lo o d
S tep p 'd in so far th at, sh o u ld I wade
n o m ore,
R etu rn in g w ere as ted io u s as go o 'e r.
I was sittin g at h o m e , e a tin g a q u iet breakfast
w ith m y m o th e r, w h e n th e m o rn in g paper
a r r iv e d w it h t h e n e w s o f H i r o s h i m a . I

u n d ersto od at o n c e w hat it m eant. "T h an k God
for th a t," 1 said. 1 . . . w ould never have to kill
an ybod y ag ain .33

The bombings meant something else to
the scientists and other people associated
with the development effort.34 Originally
tasked with beating Nazi Germany to the
punch, they clearly achieved this objective.
However, as the war in Europe ended before
Germany could develop the bomb and before
we had any need to use it there, questions
began to arise about whether or not it was
necessary— or appropriate—to use the bomb
in Japan:
M o st o f th e M a n h a tta n P r o je c t s c ie n tis ts ,
in clu d in g J. R obert O p p en h eim er, d irecto r o f
th e Los A lam os laboratory, ten d ed to favor use
o f th e b o m b . But as th e war drew to a close, a
grow ing m in o rity q u estio n ed w h eth er Jap an
sh o u ld b e th e target o f th e te rrib le w eap on th at
h a d b e e n d e v e lo p e d —th e y f e l t —m a in ly as
in su ra n ce ag ain st a Nazi b o m b .35

Leo Szilard was this group's most emphatic
d issen ter. To his cred it, he contin u ed
expressing his concerns about the morality of
using such indiscriminate weapons long after
the end of the war. After Japan's surrender,
even Oppenheimer became well aware of the
implications for mankind:
T o d ay . . . pride m u st b e tem p ered w ith a
p ro fo u n d co n ce rn . If a to m ic b o m b s are to be
added as new w eap ons to th e arsenais o f [the]
w o rld . . . th e n th e tim e w ill co m e w hen
m ankin d w ill cu rse th e n am es o f Los Alam os
and H iroshim a.
T h e p eop les o f this w orld m u st u nite, o r they
w ill perish. T h is war, th at has ravaged so m uch
o f th e ea rth , has w ritte n th e se w ords. T h e
a to m ic b o m b has spelled th em o u t for all m en
to u n d erstan d .36

From the perspective of US government
officials who made decisions regarding the
development and use of atomic weapons, the
bom bings aided in bringing about the
su rren d er cerem o n y aboard the USS
Missouri,37 While he was still at the Potsdam
C on ference with C h u rch ill and Stalin,
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In N o v e m b e r 1944, B -2 9 S u p e rfo rtre s s e s like the o n e s
p ic tu re d a b o ve b e g a n b o m b in g Tokyo. N in e m o n th s later,
on 6 A u g u s t 1945, the Enola G ay, p ilo te d b y P a u l Tibbets
(below ), d ro p p e d an a to m ic b o m b on H iroshim a. Three
d ays later, on 9 A ugust, the U S d ro p p e d a s e c o n d a to m ic
b o m b on N a g a s a k i (left).
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President Truman found out that that the
a to m ic bom b had been su cce ssfu lly
detonated at Alamogordo, New México. The
conference itself was a difficult give-and-take
among the Allies over the terms upon which
the war should be ended and the conditions
for the postwar peace. Buoyed by the
Alamogordo success, Truman had decided
upon and issued a harsh ultimatum—the
Potsdam Declaration—that called upon Japan
to surrender unconditionally or face "prompt
and utter destruction."38 Japan had been
subjected to overwhelming aerial bombardment, including firebombing and carpet
bombing of most of its cities and civilian
population, as well as devastating naval
blockades by long-range submarines and
su rface vessels. C on seq u en tly , despite
opposition from the imperial army, Japan
began to realize that it had lost the war.
Clearly defeated, the Japanese made peace
overtures through the Russians, who had not
yet entered the Pacific war. Their only request
was that they be allowed to keep their
emperor.39

D id w e ex p lore a d e q u a te ly
th e d ip lo m a tic ch a n n els
t h a t w ere clea rly op en to us?
The Japanese were ready to surrender.
H ow ever, th ey h e sita te d in accep tin g
Truman's Potsdam Declaration because it was
silent-or, at least, ambiguous—on the subject
of the emperor's status. Indeed, many people
think that the United States's insistence on
unconditional surrender amounted to "the
c h ie f o b s ta c le to an ea rly Ja p a n ese
surrender,"40 which then rose to the levei of
"tragedy."41 In response to the Potsdam
Declaration, the Japanese government issued
a statement to its people, which led to one of
history's most consequential "failures to
com m unicate." While posturing with the
Russians, the Japanese suggested that they
were "w ithholding com m ent"42 on the

Potsdam D eclaration . From reports in
Japanese newspapers, the United States
concluded that the Japanese believed that
the declaration was of "no great value" and
was being "ignored."43 Taking this response
to be a rejection, Truman ordered that the
atomic bombs be dropped as a means of
ending the war promptly (and on favorable
terms) and of "influencing" Stalin.
Was this an honest misunderstanding? Did
we exp lore adequately the diplom atic
channels that were clearly open to us? Did we
hear only what we, for some reason or
an o th er, wanted to hear? W ere we so
concerned about Rússia and the postwar
peace that we were w illing to sacrifice
thousands of Japanese men, women, and
children to this awful weapon? Was our
insistence on unconditional surrender driven
only by some vague dom estic n o tio n —
in h e rite d from our own C ivil W ar,44
perhaps—that this was the only true end to a
war of this magnitude? Certainly, these are
difficult questions. But some things seem
clear: we did achieve a quick end to the war
on favorable terms; an invasion of Japan was
u n n ecessary ; P resid en t Trum an never
publicly regretted45 his fateful decision;46 and
the United States and the Soviet Union were
thrust into what was to become the cold war:
N ever had an y n a tio n attain ed such im m ense
pow er as had th e U nited States at the end o f the
S eco n d W orld W ar. It had a stron g battle-tested
arm y, a navy m ore pow erful th an all th e o th er
fleets c o m b in e d , th e w o rld 's g reatest air fo rce
. . . and in th e a to m ic b o m b held the secret o f
a w eap on cap able o f su ch vast d estru ctio n th at
n o o n e had a d efen se ag ain st it.
Ju st as A m ericans w ere dism ayed by Russia's
p o litics . . . Russians were alarm ed by A m erican
p o litics . . . and by effo rts . . . to c o n fin e th e
secret o f th e ato m b o m b to th em selv es.4'

The single most gripping characteristic of
our time has been the reality of life in the
shadow of potential nuclear devastation.
We learned to live with theories of strategic
"d e te r r e n c e ," such as m utual assured
destruction (MAD). Just as the arms race
escalated, so did uncertainty:
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A rm ed w ith te n s o f th o u sa n d s o f n u cle a r
vveapons cap able o f bein g lau nched from land,
sea, and air, th e U nited States and th e Soviet
U nion becam e prisoners o f a cold war process
th at n eith er co n tro lled . Locked in to a nu clear
arm s race ju stified by n a tio n a l security, th ey
in c r e a s e d t h e i r p e r i l , d i m i n i s h e d t h e i r
eco n o m ie s, and p ro m o ted an in te rn a tio n a l
atm osphere o f im p en d in g catastrop he.
H ow to p re v e n t th e n u c le a r sy ste m fro m
beco m in g a way o f d eath was th e q u estio n that
d om inated th e d ebate over n u clear w eapons
from th eir in ce p tio n .48

Such was one of the legacies of the bombs
dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
From the Jap an ese persp ective, the
bombings have had profound implications.
The entire postwar era has been driven, to a
large extent, by what happened to Japan—not
only as a vanquished nation, but also as the
only nation in the world to have suffered an
atomic attack:
As victim s o f th e ad vent o f ato m ic w eapons, th e
Jap an ese peop le co u ld argue co n v in cin g ly that
wars were ever m ore d estructive, th at a new age
in in tern atio n al affairs was accord in g ly at hand,
and th e sovereign prerogative to go to war m ust
be ren ou n ced . No o th er n a tio n em braced the
liberal hope o f th e future w orld order w ith th e
en th u siasm o f Jap an , for no o th e r n a tio n 's
recen t ex p erien ces seem ed to bear o u t th e costs
o f th e old ways.49

Consequently, Japan developed an attitude
that it could grow into a "modern industrial
nation. . . without arming itself" and, further,
that its recent past "justified devoting national
energies entirely to rebuilding the national
livelihood."50 That Japan has been able to
achieve astounding postwar economic growth
is clear—so much so, in fact, that because of
this success (attributable, some say, to the
government's "favorable" attitude towards its
businesses), the term Japan, Inc.S} has been
used, somewhat pejoratively, to describe the
phenomenon. As a corollary, some people
believe that Japan has taken unfair advantage
of its attitude against rearmament in general
and nuclear weapons in particular. In fact,
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some of them think that Japan has had a "free
ride":
C riticism grew p articu larly vocal aroun d th e
tim e that Ja p a n 's e co n o m y em erged as th e th ird
larg est in th e w o rld . S o m e c ritic s , in fact,
a ttrib u te d Ja p a n 's e c o n o m ic su ccess to th e
a b n o rm a lly low d e fe n se b u rd en it ca rried ,
arguing th at its rem ark able grow th was o n ly
m ade p o ssible by US assu m p tio n o f th e lio n 's
share o f th e d efen se b u rd e n .52

As the 50th anniversary of the atomic
bombing of Japan approaches, the debate
over whether or not the Japanese somehow
qualify as "victims" of the war has already
begun. The Smithsonian Institute announced
plans to commemorate the event by holding
a special exhibition, including the display of
the Enola Gay. Plans for the exhibition were
circulated for public comment and drew an
immediate and adverse reaction, principally
from US veterans groups who felt that the
Japanese, by being cast as victims, were
escaping from their responsibility for waging
aggressive war and that such an exhibition
amounted to revisionist history. The Smithsonian took these comments under advisement and cancelled its originally planned
exhibit. It now intends simply to exhibit a
portion of the fuselage of the Enola Gay and
write a brief explanatory text.53

C learly, th e b o m b in g o f
H iro sh im a a n d N a g a sa k i h a s
h a d a p r o fo u n d e ffe c t —n o t on ly
on Ja p a n , b u t on m a n k in d .
Clearly, the bombing of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki has had a profound effect—not only
on Japan, but on mankind. Although it stands
as historie testam ent to our intellectual
capacity to discover and harness immense
power, it also demonstrates the fragility of
life. We can no longer be certain that such
forces could never destroy us. In exhibiting
our willingness to use such power in war, we
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have show n a ca p a city tow ards selfdestruction that bears constant vigilance.
Thus, the advent of the nuclear age forever
changed the relationship among nationstates. Hiroshima and Nagasaki have shown
us that there is, ostensibly, a point beyond
which we will not allow ourselves to be
pushed w ithout exhausting all m ilitary
resources available to us and that, no matter

how costly the consequences, we are prepared to justify those actions accordingly.
Therefore, we now have "no more important
challenge . . . than how to prevent the
unprecedented catastrophe of nuclear war."54
It is critically important that US military
officers carefully consider the lessons of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. □
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CIVIL-MILITARY RELATIONS
IS THE REPUBLIC IN DANGER?
C a pt E d w a r d B . W e s t e r m a n n ,

R

ICHARD KOHN, FORMER chief of
the Office of Air Force Fiistory, catalyzed an increasingly heated debate
concerning the alleged politicization
of the American military. In an article
entitled "Out of Control: The Crisis in
Civil-Military Relations," Kohn identifies
"warning signs" indicative of the increasing
alienation of the US military from its civilian leadership.1 He Iists a series of actions
demonstrating that "the U.S. military is now
more alienated from its civilian leadership
than at any time in American history, and
more vocal about it."2 Kohn supports his
charge by citing several examples: an Air
Force major general making disparaging re74

USAF*

marks about President Clinton during a
basewide briefing, the "jeering" of a congressman during a speech to the Army's
Command and General Staff College, and
the alleged deliberate undermining of former secretary of defense Les Aspin by military officers in the wake of the Somalia
disaster. Perhaps more seriously, Kohn suggests that the armed forces are becoming
"Republicanized"—that is, dominated by supporters of a single political party.

•The aulhor would like to express his appreciation to Dennis
Showalter and Dave and Jeanne Heidler for their suggestions and
comments in the preparation of this article.

CONTEMPORAR Y C l VIL-MILITAR Y RELA TIONS

Civil-Military Relations in
Historical Perspective
Friction between the American military
establishment and its civilian Ieadership is
not a contemporary phenomenon. The debate concerning civil-military relations—in
particular, the maintenance of civilian control of the military—has been a fundamental
issue in the American body politic from the
American Revolution to the present day.
Tension between members of the military
and civilian leaders existed from the founding of the United States. The Newburgh
Conspiracy of 1783 involved a threatened
coup by officers and soldiers of the Continental Army who were disgruntled over pay
and pension issues. The conspiracy, headed
by Horatio Gates, the "Hero of Saratoga,"
foundered only after a personal appeal by
George Washington.3 Although the Newburgh conspirators did not embrace an antidemocratic ideology, they were certainly
willing to employ antidemocratic methods
to obtain their objectives.

Kohn suggests that the arm ed forces
are becom ing "Republicatiized"—
that is, dom in ated by supporters
o f a single p olitical party.
The initiative by the Newburgh conspirators to bring about the end of the Republic
through the force of arms, although unsuccessful, demonstrated that within a significam segment of the military there existed a
pervasive feeling of distrust and open disdain for civilian authorities. That the civil
authorities reciprocated these feelings of antipathy, if not outright distrust, was clearly
seen in 1783 in their protesting the efforts of
Henry Knox and Baron Frederick von Steuben
to found the Society of the Cincinnati, a fraternal organization for former Revolutionary
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War officers. Critics of the society protested
that it was "inherently unrepublican" and
that it "smacked of tyrannical designs."4
The debate surrounding the creation of a
professional standing army versus the reliance on a militia of citizen-soldiers constituted another major point of contention in
the early years of the Republic. The enduring myth of the effectiveness of the militia
during the Revolution would later be championed by Jeffersonian Republicans intent
on preventing the "subversion" of the Republic at the hands of despotic militarists.
In fact, the historian Theodore Crackel argued that "the army Jefferson inherited in
1801 had a Federalist character . . . a product of the criticai and intensely partisan
years of 1798-1800 . . . composed almost
totally of men with Federalist sympathies,
many of whom had openly expressed contempt for the political philosophy of the
new administration."5 A remarkable aspect
of Jefferson's presidency involved his ability
to remake a hostile "monarchical Federalist"
officer corps into a republican force. Even
more remarkable was the role played by Gen
James Wilkinson, a staunch Federalist, in
supporting Jefferson's fundamental transformation of the officer corps.6
Distrust of the professional military establishment found renewed expression in
the twentieth century in the antimilitarist
writings of proponents of both reform liberalism and business liberalism. Indeed, the
proponents of business liberalism argued in
the 1920s that the military was a "vestigial
hold-over from a barbarous past"-an anachronism in the wake of the "war to end all
wars."7 The philosophies of both reform
and business liberalism continue to exert a
considerable influence on contemporary
American liberal thought. Twentieth-century
American liberais have regularly sought to
establish mutual exclusivity between liberal
thought and military institutions.
This
overtly adversarial relationship found its
most extreme expression in the pacifist
movements prior to the First and Second
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World Wars and, subsequently, in the peace
movement during the Vietnam War.
The Second World War proved a watershed event for the American military. The
sweeping power given to members of the
military in the formulation of policy coincided with the increasing participation of
the military in the decision-making process.
By the end of the war, the American military—in particular, the Joint Chiefs of Staff
(JCS)—had become "the alter egos of the
President in the conduct of war."8 The
growth in the powers of the joint chiefs mirrored a corresponding increase in the power
and importance of the military in the postWorld War II world.
In his article, Kohn argues that "the roots
of the crisis go back to the beginning of the
Cold War, when the creation of a large,
'peacetime' standing military establishment
overloaded the traditional process by which
civilian control was exercised."9 The opening of the atomic Pandora's box created a
paradigm shift in the operational and strategic considerations of warfare and introduced
an apocalyptic element to warfare, which—
according to Kohn—"required civilians to
invade traditional military operational
authority."10 Kohn's argument mirrors the
contention of Samuel Huntington concerning the changing attitude of the military toward civilian control. In his classic work,
The Soldier and the State, Huntington argues
that the members of the JCS sought to institutionalize and perpetuate the role of the
joint chiefs and their access to the president
in the postwar period. In the area of foreign
affairs, the political leaders determined the
"what," and the military leaders decided on
the "how ."11
Kohn contends that the spectre of the
"atomic genie" required civilian authorities
"to take away these weapons from the military, lest operational commanders displace
Congress and the President in determinin^
whether the country would go to war."1
The military certainly did not object to the
subordination of these weapons to presiden-

tial control. Kohn, however, argues that the
US-Soviet standoff "now required civilians
to invade traditional military operational
authority."13 He further details a process of
bureaucratization of the military after 1950
that "increasingly blurred" the line between
military and civilian counterparts. In effect,
he argues that the military began to emphasize business management while its civilian
counterparts became increasingly "versed in
military strategy and operations."14 This
transformation of civilian leadership and its
increasing encroachment into operational
decision making found its ultimate expression in the actions of Secretary of Defense
Robert S. McNamara and his "whiz kids."
Kohn correctly emphasizes the heightened tensions between the military and its
civilian leadership as a result of limited wars
in Korea and Vietnam. The firing of Gen
Douglas MacArthur, however, far from being
a warning sign of a fundamental schism between the two, was in fact a clear reaffirmation of the primacy of civilian control.
Likewise, President Lyndon B. Johnson's micromanagement of the bombing campaign
in North Vietnam and his boast that the Air
Force could not bomb an outhouse without
his approval, although unpopular with military planners, remained an uncontested
presidential prerogative. In fact, Johnson's
behavior had clear historical precedents, including Abraham Lincoln's continuous involvement in strategic decision making
during the Civil War.1
The collective post-traumatic stress syndrome experienced by the American military
establishment in Vietnam's aftermath was a
reaction in part to "McNamara's rigid decision-making methods and peremptory dismissal of military judgement."16 One clearly
overstated allegation, however, is that a military-congressional alliance emerged in response to the McNamara era, spearheaded by
the Republican administrations between
1963 and 1993. The stigma of military defeat did lead military and civilian defense
officials to question the structure of forces
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D o e s G en C olin P o w e ll re p re s e n t a n e w b re e d o f m ilita ry p la n n e r? D u rin g h is tenure a s ch a irm a n o f th e J o in t C hiefs
o f Staff, h e ivas d e s c rib e d a s “the m o s l p o w e rfu l m ilita ry le a d e r sin ce G e o rg e C. M a r s h a ll. . . a n d the m o s t p o litic a l
sin c e D ouglas M a c A rth u r."In a w o rld in w hich m ilita ry issu e s a re in se p a ra b le from g e o p o litic a la n d d o m e s tic ones, the
ro le o f the c h a irm a n h a s in fa ct b e c o m e a p o litic a l position.

and the strategy employed in Vietnam. The
ability of a defeated military to draw lessons
from its past failures by changing doctrine,
force structures, and technology is a vital
step for ensuring success in subsequent campaigns. Harry G. Summers's On Strategy: A
Criticai Analysis o f the Vietnam War is one of
the clearest manifestations of the postwar
debate within the military in attempting to
come to grips with the causes for the US
defeat in Southeast Asia.17 The existence of
a contemporary "stab-in-the-back" theory
primarily implicating Johnson and his conduct of the war is without question. However, the wide dissemination of the argument
does not, ipso facto, reflect a wide accep-

tance of it within the military community.18
More remarkable still was the continued acceptance of the basic premise of civilian
control by the military in the very shadow
of a humiliating defeat and the subsequent
downsizing of American forces in the 1970s.
The debacle in Vietnam did lead to a vocal effort by sênior military leaders for
clearer political objectives capable of being
aligned with existing military capabilities (a
patently Clausewitzian concept). Indeed, the
perceived failures of both American political
and military policy in Vietnam proved the
pivotal experience for most of the contemporary military leadership. That this concept
received bipartisan support in Congress
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should neither surprise nor alarm Kohn.
What would have merited alarm was a refusal to leam from the Asian debacle.

The d ebacle iti Vietnam did lead to
a vocal e ffo r t by sênior m ilitary
leaders fo r clearer p olitical
objectives cap able o fb e in g aligned
w ith existing m ilitary capabilities.

Additionally, Kohn's contention that
during the 1970s "the professional military
became politicized, abandoning its centuryand-a-half tradition on nonpartisanship" is
both misleading and historically debatable.
Grover Cleveland narrowly lost the 1888
election to Benjamin Harrison in large part
due to the reaction of former soldiers disgruntled by his veto of a measure designed
to provide pensions to disabled Civil War
veterans.19 Furthermore, growing historical consensus indicates that support of the
m ilitary proved crucial in the presidential
election of Abraham Lincoln in 1864 and
of U. S. Grant in 1868.
Kohn rightly points out that the end of
the draft diminished the "ideological diversity" of the officer corps. However, he
neglects to credit the military's arguments
against the institution of an all-volunteer
force—largèly a liberal initiative in response to the American experience in Vietnam. Sênior military leaders, supported
by civilian analysts such as Morris
Janowitz, argued that an all-volunteer
force forfeited the principie of "democratic
participation" within the armed Services.20
In addition, opponents of the volunteer
force feared higher operating costs, a decrease in the quality of recruits, and increased discipline problems.21 It is,
however, significant that sênior military
officers provided clear support for the in-

itiative once the civilian leadership decided
to adopt the all-volunteer force.
In the face of President Jimmy Carter's
"contemptuously anti-military administration," Kohn finds the emergence of a "Republican," "conservative," and "politicized
m ilitary."22 Kohn fails to provide any significant evidence to support this statement.
He neglects to mention the
prohibitions imposed on military members with respect to holding political Office, actively campaigning in uniform, or
taking advantage of one's military position
to campaign. The fact that most military
members are conservative is certainly no
surprise. This orientation reflects the overwhelming middle-class composition of the
military.
It is also a direct consequence
of a volunteer military correspondingly
likely to attract men and women imbued
with conservative values and, oftentimes,
family traditions of armed Service. Indeed,
over 22 percent of the last five entering
classes of the United States Air Force Academy were either sons or daughters of a retired or active duty military parent.24
Again, the implied pejorative associated
with the "Republicanization" of the m ilitary is unsupported by statistical evidence
and plays to the spectre of an illusory m ilitary power play, à la Seven Days in May.
The renewed emphasis on increasing
military capability during the 1980s was
less a testament to the rising power of the
military comm unity than a reflection of a
fundamental political objective of the "Reagan Revolution." It is equally clear that
the military benefited from the Reagan
buildup and was not averse to taking full
advantage of the opportunities offered
during the Reagan and Bush presidencies.
The buildup of the military did not, however, take place in a vacuum. President Reagan's request for increased military
spending in the 1980s required broadbased congressional support. The willingness of members of Congress to support
the president's military program reflected
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in large part a perception of the "mandate" the American people demonstrated
in Reagan's overwhelming election victories."^

The Colin Powell
Argument
Kohn is particularly harsh in his criticism
of Gen Colin Powell, former chairman of the
JCS (CJCS), for his "intrusion into foreign
policy" and for "reversing the relationship
between the national goals and military
means, turning the age-old Clausewitzian
formula about war being an extension of
policy on its head."26 There is no doubt that
General PowelPs experience in Vietnam influenced his views on the necessity for clear
political objectives and the use of "overwhelming force."27 Additionally, PowelPs
earlier experience as head of the National
Security Agency (NSA) involved him, by
definition, in the policy-making process.
Support or advocacy of proposed foreign
policy initiatives was an inherent element of
PowelPs position within the NSA. The final
decision concerning a proposed course of action, however, always rested with civilian
authority, namely the commander in chief.
With his appointment as CJCS, Powell inherited a position vastly strengthened by the
Goldwater-Nichols Defense Reorganization
Act of 1986, which mandated the extension
of the role and power of the chairman
within the joint chiefs. In fact, "Powell was
empowered by Goldwater-Nichols to give his
military opinion to the President, no matter
if the Chiefs agreed with it or not. That
made the Chairman the military adviser to
the President in fact, not just in theory" (emphasis in original).
It did not, however, restrict or limit the final authority of the
president.
Kohn criticizes PowelPs efforts in the fali
of 1989 to proceed "without any authorization from superiors" in developing "a set of
concepts designed to reconfigure the entire
military establishment . . . a new national
strategy and significantly reduced and re-
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vamped military Services."29 The implication that it is inappropriate for America's
sênior military leadership to consider force
restructuring in the face of changing defense
commitments is patently ludicrous. Abundant examples exist involving the participation of military members in the process of
remolding forces in consonance with changing national strategy objectives. For example, Gen George Marshall told President
Franklin D. Roosevelt at the start of the Second World War that the political/military
goal of American involvement had to include unconditional surrender of the enemy
and the destruction of his military capability.30 PowelPs formulation of a national
strategy blueprint does not "turn Clausewitz
on his head." Rather, it recognizes the role
of military leadership in offering suggestions for military reform. Military officers
cross the line when they attempt to achieve
direct control over, or usurp, the constitutionally guaranteed powers of civilian leadership in the policy-making process.
This concept of civilian control of the
military finds expression in Huntington's
discussion of a Clausewitzian dictum that
"war does not have its own logic and purpose. The soldier must always be subordinate to the statesman." In fact, Huntington
accepts the Clausewitzian contention that
misguided or self-serving policy on the part
of the civilian leaders "does not concern the
military m an."31 Huntington's contention,
however, does not necessitate the exclusion
of the military from the initial policy formulation but demands military obedience in
support of the final decision of civilian policymakers.
Kohn is correct to criticize PowelPs op-ed
article in the New York Times concerning his
opposition to American action in Bosnia.
The generaPs public advocacy in that newspaper and in Foreign Affairs of his views for a
new national strategy in the wake of the
cold war is problematic. As CJCS, Powell did
not surrender his First Amendment rights;
however, he acted inappropriately in pre-
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empting the political decision-making
process. Direct entry of military officers
into the arena of public discourse should occur only after their resignation or withdrawal from military Service. The fact that
President Clinton had not taken the oath of
Office is a legalistic point.
PowelPs public advocacy, although inappropriate, can most probably be traced to his
previous role in the policy-making process
during the Bush presidency. In addition, the
fact that the 1992 elections had concentrated
on domestic policy at the expense of foreign
policy was certain to cause concern within a
military establishment facing cataclysmic
change and restructuring. The perceived
lack of foreign policy expertise within the
Clinton White House, whether accurate or
not, certainly played a role in PowelPs decision to publish his views on the Bosnian
situation.
PowelPs tenure as CJCS can be seen from
two very different perspectives. Kohn describes Powell as "the most powerful m ilitary leader since George C. Marshall . . .
and the m ost p o litica l since Douglas
MacArthur," a man who contravened the
traditions of civil-military relations as they
had existed since the advent of the Republic.32 Was Powell the exception to the rule,
a man who became accustomed to the formulation and exercise of political authority? Or is it possible to see Colin Powell as
representing a new breed of American
m ilitary planners? In a world in which the
US military faces taskings from coalition
warfare in the Gulf, limited air strikes in
Bosnia, and humanitarian assistance in Somalia and Rwanda, perhaps it is time to
recognize that the role of the CJCS has in
fact become a political position, which is
"simply a function of the complex modern
world that chairmen operate in—a world in
which m ilitary issues are inseparable from
geopolitical and domestic on es."33 The
contem poraneity of the events surrounding PowelPs tenure as CJCS prohibits a definitive assessment of his impact on the

Office or its future role. It is clear, however,
that the chairman's role is still evolving and
that the debate will continue.

Conclusion
Forty years ago, Huntington described the
inherent conflict present between the "functional and societal imperatives" of civil-military relations. He argued that
o n e o f th e m ore basic and obvio u s facts o f our
tim e is th at ch an ges in te ch n o lo g y and
in tern atio n al p o litics have co m b in ed to make
secu rity th e final goal o f p o licy rather th a n its
starting assum ption. The fu nctional im perative
can no longer be ign ored .
P reviou sly the
primary
question
was:
what
pattem
of
civ il-m ilitary relation s is m ost co m p atib le
w ith A m erican liberal d em o cratic values?
Now th is has b een supplanted by th e m ore
im p o rtan t issue: w hat p a tte m o f civ il-m ilitary
relatio n s w ill b est m ain tain th e secu rity o f the
A m erican n a tio n ?34

Huntington clearly identified the intrinsic
dichotomy between a standing professional
military and its relationship to American liberal philosophy. It is a dichotomy that continues to produce impassioned defense on
both sides.
In the end, the framers of the Constitution successfully integrated a standing military capable of defending the Republic
against enemies, both foreign and domestic.
The professional military of today—like the
soldiers of the early Republic—remai ns
strongly rooted in the concept of the subordination of the military to civilian control.
The ultimate irony, perhaps, is that the conservatism of the military, so stridently criticized in liberal philosophy, acts as the very
bulwark that ensures the continued adherence of the military to the concept of civilian control. Marcus Antony does not stand
outside the gates of Rome—there is no
danger to the Republic.
D
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ORGANIZING FOR
SEARCH AND RESCUE
Force Structure
a Joint Environment
2 d L t D a ve M

HÊ LETHALITY of air defenses has
increased exponentially since the
conclusion of World War II. Evcn
with the advent of stealth technology, aircraft in combat face an undeniable
risk of being forced down. With increased
training costs and budget constraints, the
military cannot afford to lose aircrew members who could otherwise return to fight
again. Cost aside, the US must do everything possible to protect its military personnel. A pilot forced to eject over enemy
territory should have confidence that help is
82
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on the way. Therefore, we need renewed
emphasis on aerial combat search and rescue
(CSAR) forces. The CSAR mission, however,
tends to be overlooked, and its doctrine is
not keeping pace with the increasing CSAR
capability available within today's joint
forces. While the 1986 Goldwater-Nichols
Department of Defense Reorganization Act
made the unified commands the model for
organization, CSAR forces are distributed unevenly, nonfunctionally, and redundantly at
best—greatly reducing the theater commanders' ability to support their forces with vi-

able rescue units. Remedying the situation
will require the military to rethink the way
we organize and implement CSAR forces.
Concentrated efforts at recovering downed
aircrews began after the entry of the United
States into World War II when Gen H. H.
("Hap") Arnold forged an agreement with
the Royal Air Force to conduct combined
search and rescue operations in the North
Sea and English Channel.1 These missions
relied heavily on Catalina seaplanes and converted B-17 Flying Fortresses to drop rescue
equipment to the crews. Land-based opera83
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tions came about soon after in South Asia,
consisting initially of ground teams but increasingly employing helicopters to effect
rescues. Helicopters provided a quantum
leap for rescue forces, and, despite their entry late in the war, their effectiveness helped
fashion CSAR units of the future. The Air
Rescue Service was formed soon after the
end of the war, and it had rapidly developed
its capabilities by the end of the Korean War.
By the early 1960s, it was responsible not
only for worldwide SAR activities in war and
peace but for recovery of space vehicles after
splashdown and for local base rescue teams
as well.2
None of these missions, however, prepared the Air Rescue Service for the challenges it would face in Vietnam. The Air
Force was reluctant to send additional units
at the beginning of the war in an attempt to
maintain the covert posture of its Farm Gate
assistance operation (the US Air Force advisory support of the South Vietnamese Air
Force early in the war). Any pilots unfortunate enough to be shot down had a better
chance of being rescued by a passing Air
America flight than they did by military
forces.3 As losses mounted, the equipment
and units in place were deemed to be inadequate, and the mission was reevaluated. It
was at this time that CSAR really began to
find its legs. HH-43 helicopters were refitted
with armor plating, door guns, and additional fuel tanks to increase their range; and
they were soon augmented by the arrival of
the much more capable HH-3 Jolly Green
Giant. Although well suited for extraction,
the helicopters were extremely susceptible to
fire from ground forces, who commonly surrounded downed pilots, set up "flak traps,"
and waited for the rescue helicopters to
come in before firing. Help came in the
form of the Douglas A-l Skyraider, a small,
rugged aircraft capable of extended loiter in
target areas and capable of carrying a vast
array of munitions. The Navy agreed in
1965 to provide the Air Rescue Service with
A-ls on a rotating basis for escort duties.4
Typical rescue missions had a pair of

Skyraiders, "Sandy High," providing escort
for the helicopters and commanding the
mission until arrival on scene. A second pair
of A-ls, "Sandy Low," orbited the crash site
to determine the crew's condition and location and the composition of enemy forces in
the area. Sandy Low was often assisted by
forward air controllers who were typically familiar with the terrain and enemy strength
in the area. Once the team arrived, Sandy
Low assumed control and cleared the helicopters into the area. The pickup helicopter,
"low bird," moved in while the "high bird"
backup helicopter remained in orbit.5 While
there were some variations for terrain and
equipment available, this served as the military's model for CSAR for the entire war.
While rescue forces in Vietnam have
rightfully been commended for their performance, there were definite shortcomings
in our rescue abilities. Forces lacked a longrange rescue vehicle for missions into North
Vietnam. During Linebacker II, for instance,
not a single aircrew member was recovered
from beyond the border. Time was also a
criticai factor. Slow-moving helicopters traveling long distances left crews on the ground
for extended periods of time. This led to a
disturbing statistic: a pilot's chances of being rescued were good if picked up within 15
minutes but dropped off sharply after 30.6
Of the 2,254 US Air Force aircraft lost over
Vietnam, only 635 crew members were recovered.7
Certainly there are many lessons to be
learned from our experience in Vietnam.
First, even peacetime forces must be prepared to engage in CSAR in varied situations.
The Air Rescue Service, later the Aerospace
Rescue and Recovery Service, had focused so
much on emergency and space recoveries
that they were ill equipped to deal with extraction under combat conditions. The vehicles were unarmed, unarmored, and they
lacked the range and durability needed for
combat.8 It took nearly five years of combat
experience to turn the ad hoc grouping of
secondhand equipment into a professional
combat rescue Service, a luxury we could not
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afford then and certainly will not have in
future conflicts.
Second, forces must be tailored to peculiarities of their operational areas. In several
cases, extensive modifications had to be
made to existing aircraft in an attempt to
find a suitable rescue platform, including
fuel tanks, weapons Systems, and armor.
The H-5, the first helicopter sent to Vietnam,
had wooden rotors that deteriorated rapidly
in the humid climate. The original extraction cables were too short to reach through
the dense triple canopy of Vietnamese and
Laotian rain forests. Had forces been trained
and stationed in country, they would already
have prepared for these contingencies.
Third, joint efforts produce better results.
When the Air Force saw it needed armed escorts, the Navy had the capability to provide
them. When the Air Force needed additional helicopters, Army helicopters were
made avaiiable. The result was a combination of capabilities more efficient than any
Service could have provided on its own. No
one Service had enough resources to spare
for a separate CSAR unit.
Finally, tactics have to be modified to suit
the nature of the rescue. Prior to Vietnam,
formal doctrine on combat rescue was virtually nonexistent, leading to experimentation
with techniques and equipment. It was not
the doctrine of the individual Services that
made CSAR effective in Vietnam but rather
the ingenuity of the rescue forces, which
made do with impromptu arrangements of
whatever forces happened to be in the area
at the time. While Vietnam provided the
most experience for our forces, the shortcomings mentioned above should keep it
from being accepted as our model for CSAR.
It was nearly 20 years before a CSAR operation of Vietnam's magnitude would be
seen again. In Operation Desert Storm, Speciai Operations Command (SOCOM) was
tasked with providing all rescue forces intheater. While SOCOM was well equipped
with helicopters and pararescue forces, it
lacked escort planes for them. The Sandy
mission was turned over to Air Force A-lOs,
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which were assigned to specific rescue units.
Coordination between the two was more dífficult because SOCOM was loathe to reveal
many of its covert tactics to regular forces.
On 21 January, a Navy F-14 pilot, Lt Devon
Jones, and his radar intercept officer, Lt
Lawrence Slade, were shot down over Iraq by
a surface-to-air missile. Slade was captured
immediately, but Jones landed far enough
away to avoid detection. Digging himself a
foxhole in the sand, Lieutenant Jones waited
as several Iraqi farmers passed within a few
feet of his position. When he finally turned
on his survival radio, he found that rescue
forces were already looking for him. Two
A-lOs were sweeping the area, trying to pinpoint his location. They did so, then returned to their base to refuel and escort a
helicopter in. Jones waited anxiously, then
noticed an Iraqi truck headed directly for his
position. Before it reached him, however,
the truck erupted in flames. The A-lOs had
returned, destroying the truck with their 30mm guns. Lieutenant Jones was rescued after spending eight hours on the ground.9
The tactics of the mission bear a striking
resemblance to Vietnam. In the CSAR community, the leadership was very much a remnant of Vietnam.
However, there were
certainly differences. The terrain of Iraq
provided much less cover than did Vietnam,
necessitating rapid response of rescuers to
prevent capture.
Lieutenant Jones spent
eight hours on the ground waiting for rescue
forces to get a helicopter to a known location. Had SOCOM been more willing to integrate with regular forces, the rescue time
could have been shortened dramatically.
Iraq's terrain also provided less cover for enemy ground troops, preventing the "flak
traps" so prevalent in Vietnam. This allowed
helicopters to enter the scene without fear of
an ambush, which had hindered so many
rescues in Southeast Asia. Organizationally,
rescue forces were Consolidated under the
command of the joint forces air component
commander (JFACC) rather than an Air Force
agency, giving the rescue crews the ability to
organize and plan their missions more effec-
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tively. However, the fundamental tactics of
CSAR hadn't changed much, and neither had
the prevailing attitude of the Services that
rescue was a contingency mission to think
about once hostilities had already begun,
and one that they could handle on their
own.
Air Force doctrine concerning CSAR reflects this afterthought attitude, as well as
the lack of joint consideration. Air Force
Manual (AFM) 2-36, Search, Rescue, and Recovery Operations, States that "operational
control of specific SAR forces may be passed
to the air component commander of a joint
force,"10 indicating that the Air Force is willing to turn over control of SAR forces, such
as in Desert Storm. However, it furthers the
view that rescue is a secondary mission by
stating that "it is impractical to establish a
static SAR force structure of sufficient
strength to have forces close at hand, regardless of area."11 Some A-10 pilots do receive
special SAR training, but not all. What happens when SAR qualified pilots are shot
down and only pilots unfamiliar with SAR
operations are left to rescue them?12
The Navy doesn't have a single text to
deal with CSAR; it deals with it as an extension of other missions. On a typical aircraft
carrier, only three helicopter crews (out of
eight) are trained to perform SAR missions.13
The Marine Corps places even less emphasis
on rescue missions because the time spent
diverting forces to conduct a search detracts
from a unit's primary function.14 Because
CSAR is so dependent on a conflict to be
implemented, it is not likely to receive the
attention it deserves until a more cost-effective means of maintaining an active rescue
force is accepted.
Services have also resisted the integration
of their equipment into a joint package on
anything less than an emergency basis. The
Navy's reason for doing so is to retain independence: "Battle Group Commanders want
the capability to do CSAR . . . with organic
battle group forces."15 It shows its true nonjoint mentality in stating that "existing
[CSARJ texts are from other Services and not

always compatible with Navy operating procedures."16 The Services are unwilling to
sacrifice their own CSAR capabilities despite
the fact that all rescue operations in every
major conflict in the past 30 years have been
conducted by joint forces.17 The Air Force is
currently tasked with providing CSAR forces
for the entire military, but the other Services
were unwilling to elevate the status of the
joint rescue coordinator to joint rescue commander, fearing that it would give the Air
Force another vote (with the JFACC) on the
unified commander's staff.18
The current force structure is limited in
its range and scope. There are approximately 200 Air Force aircraft dedicated to the
SAR mission, and the majority fali under the
Air Force's only SAR wing, the 39th Aerospace Rescue and Recovery Wing (ARRW)
based at Eglin AFB, Florida.19 These forces
consist mainly of HH-3, CH-53, and -60 helicopters, with HC-130 aircraft acting as command
and
communication
platforms.
Several problems arise in adapting this structure to an effective CSAR force. First, the
wing does not possess any rescue escort aircraft, such as A-lOs, so training for CSAR is
sporadic at best.20 Also, by having only one
dedicated ARRW, the Air Force is limiting its
ability to react to overseas crises. The Navy
has limited shipborne rescue capability but
does have two Naval Reserve squadrons dedicated to CSAR. The continued acquisition of
HH-60s is expected to upgrade the overall
capability of Navy rescue forces.21 This lack
of attention to CSAR projection seriously degrades the ability of the Services to construct
an effective force in a regional conflict, and
this was seen in the reaction time of rescue
forces in Desert Storm.
This attitude is changing, but slowly.
Joint Publication 3-50.2, Doctrine for Joint
Combat Search and Rescue, was due for final
approval in September 1993, but it is still
undergoing changes. The very fact that it is
being drafted as a joint publication is a
quantum leap from the current lack of cooperation among recovery forces.
The importance of CSAR is being noted as

0RGANIZ1NG FOR SEARCH AND RESCUE

well. A single captured pilot can cause national furor, as was witnessed recently in the
case of Army Warrant Officer Michael
Durant in Somalia. The public will not
stand for Americans being held as prisoners,
and this concern for American prisoners of
war (most of whom can be expected to be
aviators in a Desert Storm scenario) has
forced the Services to take a hard look at
how they train for rescue. Some A-10 and all
OA-10 forward air controller pilots receive
routine training in CSAR, and the Navy is
trying to expand their helicopter rescue capabilities, favoring the rugged HH-60 over
the much larger (and expensive) tilt-rotor V22 Osprey. The Osprey, although much
faster and having longer range, is a larger
target for antiaircraft fire and is already far
over budget and behind its development
time line.22 Budget constraints are likely to
limit procurement of any pure rescue equipment, which helps explain the Air Force's reliance on special operations to take on CSAR
responsibilities, allowing helicopter technology to receive funding in one place. Trying
to reemphasize the CSAR mission in light of
dwindling resources requires an organizational change to do more without expanding
the size of the force.
In 1986, the Goldwater-Nichols Act placed
the impetus of joint operations on the unified commands. A single commander was
placed in charge of all Air Force, Army, Marine, and Navy assets in his theater of operations.
CSAR forces, however, were not
incorporated into the command force structure, remaining under the owning service's
control. This seriously limits a commander's
choices when confronted with a mission requiring CSAR support.
The commander
does not have a designated rescue unit available for immediate response to a crisis.
What forces are available are spread among
the various Services, have had little experience working together, and have no defined
CSAR chain of command. However, the unified command structure does provide a
model for a better CSAR organization, and
with minimal difficulty. In order to make
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our CSAR forces more capable and efficient,
it will be necessary to organize them at the
theater levei.
First, those units with the best CSAR capability in-theater must be identified by the
command. This may be any combination of
Service components, including fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft. These units would then
be tasked with providing CSAR for the entire
theater as a primary mission. In Pacific
Command (PACOM), for example, Army
helicopters, Air Force OA-lOs, and fighter
support units are all based within 20 miles
of Seoul, South Korea. If a squadron of each
was tasked with CSAR, they could be immediately employed by PACOM as an organic
joint rescue unit under direct control of the
commander in chief (CINC). This would allow them to react rapidly with a known
command structure in place. Similar conditions exist in Germany, England, Panama, Japan, Turkey, Hawaii, and on both coasts of
the US. Being region-specific units, each
would be prepared, trained, and equipped to
deal with peculiarities of terrain, weather,
and enemy threats. Units in the Middle East
would certainly use different tactics and
equipment than those in Central America.
This would also prevent the need to deploy
an outside, inexperienced CSAR force because the local unit would be responsible for
operations in their theater. The proximity of
these forces would allow joint training for
CSAR on a regular basis. As the training
would not require the units to relocate or
deploy elsewhere, they would still be free to
train as usual for other service-specific missions. The frequent training would help remove the obstacles that have hindered
smooth joint CSAR operations in the past,
obstacles such as inconsistencies in tactics
and breakdowns in logistics and in communication, command, and control. In effect,
this arrangement emphasizes CSAR as a vital
mission but does not force the commands to
form a separate, dedicated rescue group.
While such a group would be extremely
effective, it is also cost-prohibitive. It would
require a command to train aircrews and op-
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erate and maintain aircraft specifically for
the CSAR mission, all the time wondering
when a conflict would arise in which the
group could be utilized. Tasking separate
units helps to highlight the importance of
CSAR without detracting from Service capabilities, allowing them to do more with the
same amount of resources.
Budgeting constraints must be considered
as well. Because training for CSAR would
fali under the direction of the unified commands rather than under the individual Services, the funding would be provided by the
commands themselves. USSOCOM would
receive less money for rescue training but
would still maintain mission-specific rescue
capability, including hostage rescue and
forced extradition, and would have forces
available to augment the theater-level forces
in extreme circumstances. Likewise, the individual Services would keep their organic
forces for noncombat rescue but would not
field a fully capable CSAR unit, thus preventing redundancy. This is likely to cause some
grumbling at the Service levei, but this is
precisely the attitude that has to be overcome if we are serious about maintaining
our combat effectiveness during a drawdown. New rescue-specific equipment is not
likely to receive funding, so it is criticai to

get the most out of the resources we already
possess and to investigate the CSAR applications of new technologies already being
brought into the Services, such as global positioning system (GPS) tracking.23 The financial posture of the military relies on its
ability to justify expenditures, and joint organization will provide the most efficient
way of spending our defense dollars.
The military is at a criticai juncture. Simply downsizing the forces we possess to save
money will likely result in a decrease in effectiveness. A real drawdown requires a rethinking of the way we organize, a new
paradigm around which to base our force
structure. The current CSAR capability reflects the lack of attention and thought
given to it by the Services. It is inefficient
and, if not seriously reevaluated, will find
itself ineffective as well. The resources are
available in-theater, but are not organized
into an effective joint force. The current organizational structure and the attendant interservice rivalries are preventing us from
realizing the true potential of these resources and will continue to hinder effective
CSAR force utilization until there is a serious
effort to realign them.
□
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IRA C. EAKER AWARD WINNER

Maj Scott A. Fèdorchak, USA
for his article

Air Operations Must Be Joint
C o n g ra tu la tio n s to M aj S c o tt A. F è d o rch a k o n
h is se le ctio n as th e Ira C. E aker Award w in n e r
fo r th e best e lig ib le a r tic le fro m th e S p rin g 1995
issue o f th e Airpower Journal, M a jo r F è d o rch a k
receives a S 5 0 0 ca sh aw ard fo r h is c o n tr ib u tio n
to the Air Fo rce's p ro fe ssio n a l d ia lo g u e. T h e
aw ard h o n o rs G en Ira C. E aker an d is m ad e possib le th ro u g h th e su p p o rt o f th e A rth u r G. B.
M etcalf Fou nd ation o f W inchester, M assachusetts.

If you w o u ld lik e to c o m p e te fo r th e Ira C.
E aker Award, s u b m it a n a r tic le o f fe a tu r e
le n g th to th e Airpower Journal, 4 0 1 C h e n n a u lt C ircle, M axw ell AFB AL 3 6 1 1 2 -6 4 2 8 .
T h e aw ard is fo r th e b e s t e lig ib le a r tic le in
e a ch issu e a n d is o p e n to a ll US m ilita r y
p e rso n n e l b elo w th e r a n k o f c o lo n e l o r
e q u iv a le n t an d a ll US g o v e rn m e n t c iv ilia n
em p lo y ees b elo w G S -15 o r e q u iv a le n t.
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R ic o c h e ts a n d R eplies

con tin u ed from p ag e 3

RE SACRED COWS
I w ant to co n g ratu late you o n th e m uch-n eed ed
ch a n g e in d ire c tio n o f th e Airpower Journal. You
are rig h t—the Air Force is h u n gry for ideas. After
all, its p ro fe ssio n al jo u rn al has b een o n a self-im posed, seven-year fast.
T h at said, th ere have b e e n areas o f sig n ifican t
p rogress at Air U niversity and in th e Air Force
g en erally sin ce 1987. T h e reo rg an ization o f the
USAF, led by G en M errill A. M cPeak, was an absolu te n e ce ssity after th e end o f th e co ld war. Neverth eless, it to o k in teg rity and courage.
The
esta b lish m e n t o f th e S ch o o l o f Advanced Airpow er Studies (SAAS) is a n o th er en cou ragin g
sign . T h e "W ard en R ev o lu tio n " at Air C om m and
and S ta ff C olleg e is in d icative o f th e p o te n tia l in-

h eren t in ideas. If there is an in tellectu al revolu tio n in the Air Force, no o n e is happier about it
th a n th ose few o f us who, quite literally, were the
in te lle ctu a l insurgents o f the 1970s and 1980s.
War is, above all, an in tellectu a l endeavor. Before planes drop b o m b s, soldiers m arch, tanks
roll, o r ships sail, war exists as an idea in som eo n e 's m ind. Ideas lead to strategy, and if the
strategy is flawed, th e war w ill b e lost. Bad strategy ca n n o t be saved by h eroism , increased b o m b
tonnages, te ch n o lo g ica l silver bullets, or a plethora o f h u m an sufferin g. (I co m m en d to you Prof
Larry E. C able's Unholy Grail for an elabo ratio n
o n th e above.) M eanw hile, I hope the new d irectio n und ertaken by the Airpower Jou rnal m eans
th at th e Air Force's u nilateral d isarm am en t in the
war o f ideas has ended.

Earl H. Tilford, Jr.
(former editor of Air University Review)

Carlisle, Pennsylvania

Net Assessment
Reading furnishes ou r m in d only w ith m a teriais o f know ledge; it is thinkin g th at
m akes w h a t we read ours.
—John Locke

C e rta in V ic to ry : T h e U .S. A rm y in th e G u lf
W ar by Brig G en Robert Scales, USA; Lt C ol
Terry Jo h n so n , USA; and M aj Th om as O dom ,
USA. G overn m en t P rin tin g O ffice, Superintendent o f D ocu m en ts, P.O. Box 371954, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15250-7954, 1993, 435
pages, $ 1 1 5 .0 0 .

Certain Victory —an expensive, fu ll-co lo r, 435page celeb ra tio n o f the US A rm y's triu m p han t
em ergence fro m the m alaise o f V ietn am in to the
o il fields o f Kuwait—takes th e reader o n a fastpaced jo u m e y th ro u g h the 100-h o u r ground war
in the G ulf. Six o f its seven chapters b eg in w ith
very readable p ersonal accou n ts o f the G u lf War
o r events leading up to it. The p ersonal stories
are presented in ita lics and ru n th ree to five
pages. C hapter 7 begins w ith a p ersonal a cco u n t
o f a sergeant m a jo r's re co lle ctio n o f his re tu rn to
the States fro m V ietn am in 1969. It is part o f the
w riters' attem pts to fram e the b o o k in the ligh t o f
a vastly im proved, necessary, and w ar-w inning
Arm y o f the 1990s.
The prim ary a u th o r s -a th ree-m an team led by
Brig G en R obert Scales—are n ot shy abo u t giving
to ta l cred it to the Army for the success o f the
cam p aign against Iraq. The au thors cven view
som eth in g as b en ig n and self-evident as the a irlift
and sea lift o f co m b at and supp ort forces from
the US and Europe as an all-Arm y show: "In Desert Shield the Army created a m ilitary m etrop olis
h alf a w orld away in less th an 9 0 days" (page
383).
The d etailed —in som e cases, h ou r-b y -h o u r—descrip tion o f the ground war shows n um erous tan k
battles against w ell-equipped, m otivated, and
h ig h ly trained Iraqi forces w h o—alleged ly—had
hardly b een touched by the 41-day c o a litio n air
cam paign that preceded G day:

Though battered by the Coalition for 41 days, the
Iraqi GHQ (general headquarters] had retained control of its forces in the KTO (Kuwaiti theater of op-

erations]. Emergency crews swiftly repaired the
Communications System when it was damaged by
bombing. . . . The 50th Armored Brigade still had
plenty of fighting machines. Air attacks since January 17 had caused few losses. Ninety of his original
108 tanks remained serviceable, as did most of his
MTLB personnel carriers. (Pages 232-35)
T h ro u g h o u t th e b o o k , th e au th o rs co n siste n tly
m a in ta in th at air did little to a ffe c t th e o u tc o m e
o f th e war. G round forces did th e real jo b , especially in th e area co n tro lle d by G en eral F red erick
J. Franks, VII C orp s co m m an d er:

Under the American guns, the remaining combat vehicles in the Iraqi security force died quickly. The
defending Iraqi commander later remarked that after
losing 2 of his 39 T-72s in five weeks of air attack,
the 2d Cavalry had annihilated his entire command
in fewer than six minutes in what later carne to be
known as the Battle of 73 Easting. (Pages 261-62)
However, th e au th o rs' c ritic is m o f airp ow er
does n o t extend to ro tary-w in g cra ft. T h ese th ey
judge to be extrem ely e ffe ctiv e fo rce m u ltip liers,
cap able o f en o rm o u s and tim e ly d estru ctio n o f
en em y ground forces and p erso n n el:

Stockhausen noticed that the dark night and the
very steep angle of the missiles' trajectories completely surprised and confused the enemy. As they
ran aimlessly among the burning vehicles, the hapless Iraqis obviously had no idea of what was hitting
them. Hatch had joined the engagement as a copilot-gunner. He was so absorbed in his Hellfire sight
that he failed to notice a rumble of explosions below
him until the pilot in an adjacent aircraft broke in
on his radio. The pilot told Hatch that he had just
chewed up about a dozen Iraqi soldiers armed with
AK-47s who had collected below Hatch's Apache and
were ready to shoot him down. His wingman’s
30mm gun had saved Hatch's life. . . . Later, gun
camera videotape confirmed that the single Apache
battalion had killed 38 T-72s, 14 BMPs, and 70-odd
trucks. (Pages 271-72)
T h e au thors b lam e fixed -w in g a irc ra ft and the
m en w ho co m m an d ed th e m for le ttin g th e Rep u b lican Guard escape d u rin g the last hours o f
th e ground war. Further, they c a n 't resist ta k in g a
sw ipe at th e w ork o f A m erican air forces in the
m u ch p u blicized "H ighw ay o f D e a th ," accu sin g
th em o f d o in g little b u t sh o o tin g up stolen
trucks, buses, and cars, and in th e process allow -
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in g the m ain Iraqi b attle force to escape in to the
desert:

The decision to leave everything east of 20 Easting
to air power rather than mount a series of Apache attacks against the retreating armor gave the Iraqi
tanks the opportunity to run a rather porous gauntlet and seek sanctuary within the Basrah pocket.
Close examination of the "Highway of Death," created by the Coalition air forces along the main road
from Kuwait City to Basrah, showed the vast majority of the destroyed vehicles to be trucks, cars, and
buses looted from the Kuwaitis, none of which were
capable of off-road movement. Saddam's armor, able
to fan out across the desert, merely sidestepped to
the east and retreated into Basrah. (Page 315)
C ertain Victory is filled w ith o th er equ ally
d a m n in g rem arks ab o u t airpow er. Air taskin g orders to o k to o lon g to bu ild , w eren 't responsive to
th e co rp s co m m a n d e r's needs, and so fo rth . The
b o o k slow ly w orks its way up to o n e o f the
A rm y's key c o n c e m s b o th d u rin g and after the
G u lf W ar—d e te rm in in g th e exact ro le o f airpow er
in th is new age o f p recisio n w eapons and increased in te llig en ce cap ab ilities.
A ccording to
C ertain Victory, airp ow er's o n ly role is to support
th e grou n d co m m a n d er's schem e o f m aneuver
and to assist in sh ap in g th e battlefield . The real
w ork w ill b e d o n e th e o ld -fash io n ed , "d irty " way
by grou n d forces:

Air planners have long sought to vindicate the view
that the ever-increasing accuracy of air-delivered
munitions has made it possible to win war the
"clean" way-through strategic targeting. In this
view, the application of air power then becomes a
campaign-if not a separate war—distinct from
ground combat. The Army, on the other hand, does
not recognize the distinction. Instead, ground commanders see air power as the means to weaken the
enemy and shape the battlefield. (Pages 175-76)
T h e au th o rs interview ed 9 9 Arm y people, inclu d in g 94 o ffice rs and five en listed m en. However, th e co m m a n d er o f th e D esert Storm
c o a litio n , G en H. N orm an Schw arzkopf, was n o t
a m o n g th e m . W h ile th ere co u ld b e a m yriad o f
reason s w hy th e C ertain Victory research team did
n o t in terview th is m o st p o p u lar o f fou r-star Army
g en erais, h is o m issio n is g larin g, n on eth eless.
Even w ith o u t Schw arzkopf, o n e m u st view Certain Victory as a fu ll-co u rt press by th e U nited
States A rm y to co n v in ce every one w ith in its reach
th at h eav y arm o r and g rou nd forces have b een
and s till are th e d ecisive elem en ts in warfare. By
b e littlin g th e c o n trib u tio n s o f airp ow er and
scarcely m e n tio n in g sea power, th e au thors
w ou ld have us b eliev e th at "o n ly tan ks k ill tan k s"

and "o n ly arm ies w in war" and "th a t's th e way it
w ill always b e ." T h e real danger in b o o ks like
Certain Victory is th at after a w hile, the u n in itiated b eg in to believe th em . W ith en ou g h tim e, a
w hole g en eration co u ld co m e to the co n clu sio n
th at it is possible to fight a 100-h o u r war w ith
n o th in g m ore th an tan ks and soldiers and suffer
little loss o f life. Readers co u ld co m e to believe
that arm ies cross o cean s by them selves and fight
fu lly fu n c tio n in g adversaries w ith only the tin iest
b it o f assistance fro m th eir bro th ers and sisters in
the sky. They co u ld em brace such non sen se as
tru th and in the process lose th eir freed o m and
them selves. Certain Victory co u ld u n w ittin g ly
lead to certa in defeat.
Col Rich Reynolds, USAF
Brussels, Belgium

P ap er S o ld ie rs: T h e A m e ric a n Press a n d th e V ie tn a m W ar by C laren ce R. W yatt, W. W. Norto n and C om pany, 5 0 0 F ifth Avenue, New York
10110, 1993, 272 pages, $ 2 2 .9 5 .
The relatio n sh ip b etw een th e press and the
m ilita ry is a su b ject sure to evoke vivid m ental
im ages and stron g e m o tio n s —esp ecially in regard
to V ietn am . For exam ple, I was tu rn e d o ff by the
en d orsem ent o n th e back o f th e dust jacket o f this
b o o k by th e in fam o u s "Baghdad Peter" A m ett,
even th o u g h he has valid cred en tia ls as an experien ced V ietn am W ar repórter. In any case, w hether
viewed as v illa in o r savior, biased o r o b jectiv e,
adversarial o r co o p erativ e, th e press is alm ost
u n an im o u sly th o u g h t o f as a m ajor, m aybe even
a d ecisive, facto r in th e U nited States's failu re in
V ietn am . Did th e n oble press "p u ll aside th e veil
o f righ teou s w rath to b rin g th e war to an en d ," or
did it "m isrep resen t th e n atu re and progress o f
th e war, th u s leading the A m erican people to tu m
th eir backs o n a 'n o b le cau se' "?
W yatt observes th at "creato rs o f such images
have m ade a sim p listic m o ra lity play o u t o f what
is a com p licated , im p o rta n t sto ry " and m ain tains
that n e ith e r o f these views is accurate since each
is based o n a false b e lie f th at "th e press was a
pow erful adversary o f th e g overnm ent and the
m ilitary ." W yatt supports his thesis th ro u g h a
w ell-researched, very readable e x a m in a tio n o f exactly how the press covered th e V ietn am War
(e.g., resou rces allocated and sou rces relied
u p o n ). A rew ork o f W yatt's d o cto ral d issertation,
w h ich was w ritten under the very able d irectio n
o f G eorge C. Herring, au th o r o f America's Longest
War: 1950-1975, th is b o o k is also the story o f the
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changing, often stormy, relationship between the
press and the American govemment in general
and the US military in specific.

Vietnam War, "the press was more a paper soldier
than an antiwar, antigovernment crusader."

A ccording to W yatt, the physical and in tellectu a l dem ands o f jo u m a lism m otivated V ietnam
reporters and th eir superiors back in the U nited
States m uch m ore th a n p o litica l or id eological
b eliefs. Shoestring budgets, ram pant eth n o cen trism , and an in tense focus on spot rep o rtin g o f
day-to-day A m erican co m bat a ctiv ity all co m bin ed to shape what A m ericans knew or, m ore
im p o rtan t, did n ot know ab o u t the V ietn am War.
At th e sam e tim e, "th e relation sh ip betw een the
press and th e govem m ent/m ilitary was based o n a
flu ctu a tin g m ix o f co n fro n ta tio n and coop eratio n ." At tim es, p articu larly in th e early and late
years, press access to o fficia l in fo rm atio n about
th e war was rigidly restricted . At o th er tim es, such
as during President Lyndon Jo h n so n 's "M axim u m
C and or" approach, the press was v irtu ally
flo o d ed w ith in fo rm atio n co n cern in g the daily
activ ities o f A m erican forces. D uring each o f
these periods, W yatt asserts th at "c o n te n t analyses o f new spaper and telev ision coverage show
th at, m ore o fte n th an n ot, th e press reported o fficia l in fo rm atio n , statem ents, and views w ith relativ ely little d issen t." All o f these factors
co m b in e d to m ake "V ie tn a m 'th e m ost covered
b u t least u n d ersto od ' war in A m erican h istory."

Montgomery, Alabama

W h ile W yatt does a cred ible jo b o f discussing
and su p p ortin g his thesis co n cern in g the press
and the V ietn am War, he does a very p o o r jo b o f
an aly zing and d iscussing exactly how the relatio n sh ip b etw een the g ov em m en t and the press
shou ld work. T h is o m issio n w ould n o t have
b o th ered m e excep t that W yatt criticizes the
A m erican g ov em m en t w hen it restricts in fo rm atio n (o bv iou sly hid ing so m eth in g ) and w hen it
provides o p en access (o bv iou sly spreading propaganda). His true co lo rs co m e to ligh t in his co n clu sio n , where he States that "a cu lt o f secrecy
that goes far beyond legitim ate secu rity consid eratio n s has evolved in A m erican g ov em m en t. As
the V ietn am War showed, the a b ility and in clin atio n o f the execu tiv e bran ch to restrict and to
m anipulate in fo rm atio n is largely beyond the
press's a b ility to resist." Such th ou ghts perm eate
th is b o o k and detract fro m an otherw ise in sigh tfu l treatise. If you are p lan n in g to read this bo ok,
I suggest you read the co n clu sio n first so that you
w ill be aware o f and prepared to deal w ith
W yatt's biases.
Even w ith its faults and in spite o f Baghdad Peter's endorsem ent, I h ighly recom m end this
b o o k . It certain ly con vin ced m e that during the

Lt Col William F. Furr, USAF Retired

T h e O rig in s o f U .S. N u cle a r Strateg y , 1 9 4 5 -1 9 5 3
by Sam u el R. W illiam so n , Jr., and Steven L.
Rearden. St. M artin 's Press, 175 F ifth Avenue,
New York 10010, 1993, 275 pages, $ 4 5 .0 0 .
T h e U nited S tates's n u clear strategy fro m the
Korean War to the end o f th e co ld war was based
o n the sim ple co n cep t o f h avin g en o u g h nuclear
w eapons p o in ted at th e Soviet U n io n to keep it
fro m u n leash in g a p reem p tiv e n u clear a tta ck o n
th e U nited States o r its allies. But how did th e US
co m e to adopt such a p o licy ? In T h e Origins o f
N uclear Strategy, 1945-1953, S am u el R. W illia m son and Steven L. Rearden very p ersu asiv ely argu e that th is d eterren t strategy o n ly slow ly
evolved in to d o ctrin e, d riven n o t so m u ch by
m ilita ry o r p o litica l p lan n in g as by bu d getary d em ands.
U sing exten siv e o rig in al so u rce m aterial, W illiam so n and Rearden sk illfu lly relate how the
U nited States carne to rely o n its huge n u clear arsenal for b o th n a tio n a l and in te rn a tio n a l security.
Som ew hat surprisingly, however, th is p o lic y was
n o t a foregone co n clu sio n u n til n early th e end o f
the Trum an presidency. In fact, u n til 1948 th ere
was n o con sen su s o n th e ro le o f a to m ic w eapons
b ecau se "n e ith e r th e m ilita ry n o r th e civ ilia n
leadership was sure w hat e x a ctly to m ake o f th e
ato m ic b o m b " (page 29).
W h ile the m ilita ry w anted sig n ifica n t in p u t
in to ato m ic p o licy in the postw ar p eriod , m assive
d em o b ilizatio n affected how it p roposed to use
ato m ic w eapons. As late as O c to b e r 1947, th e Air
Force had o n ly 18 o p e ra tio n a l B -29s m od ified to
drop ato m ic b o m b s, w ith o n ly 11 q u alified crew s
and tw o b o m b assem bly team s. Even a year later,
w hen G en C u rtis LeMay assu m ed co m m a n d o f
th e Strategic Air C om m an d (SAC), th ere was still
o n ly o n e fu n c tio n a l ato m ic b o m b ard m en t grou p,
n ot th e six that th e Air Force had h op ed for. Perhaps m ost tellin g , m ilita ry leaders had n o t yet
even attem pted to integrate a to m ic w eapons in to
A m erican war plans.
C iv ilian attem pts at co n tro l o f a to m ic p o licy
suffered also. W h en the A tom ic E n ergy Act tran sitio n ed co n tro l o f a to m ic en erg y fro m th e War
D ep artm en t to th e A tom ic En ergy C o m m issio n
(AEC) o n th e last day o f 1946, th e p rogram was in
disarray. Wi t h th e sense o f w artim e u rgen cy gone,
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m any scien tists had le ft th e p ro je c t for o th e r endeavors. FaciJities were startin g to deteriorate. O f
th e th re e graphite reacto r piles at H anford, W ashin g to n , for exam ple, o n e had to b e shu t dow n
and pow er to th e others reduced. C o n firm a tio n
h earin gs for AEC ch airm an David L ilienthal and
th e o th e r m em b ers dragged o n for six m onths,
d en yin g th e AEC an y e ffe ctiv e leadership fro m
O c to b e r 1946 to April 1947. And above all else,
th e US had prod u ced o n ly a h alf-d ozen operatio n a l b o m b s by m id -1947.
T h e 1948 B erlin crisis proved cru cial to the
cre a tio n o f an e ffe ctiv e US n uclear strategy w ith
civ ilia n and m ilita ry co o p e ra tio n . W h en the Soviet U n io n b eg an its b lo ck ad e o f B erlin in Ju n e o f
th at year, the US response includ ed th e possible
use o f a to m ic w eapons. T h o u g h no ato m ic
b o m b s w ere sent to Europe, G reat B ritain agreed
to allow tw o US b o m b groups to deploy there.
D esig n ed as a tem p o rary m easure, th e deploym en t so o n b e ca m e p erm an en t, se ttin g the stage
for fu tu re US n u clear w eapon sto ck p ilin g in England. T h e B erlin crisis also forced the president
and h is advisors to c o n fro n t th e reality o f includin g n u clear w eapons in fu tu re US war plans.
C learly, th o u g h , W illia m so n and Rearden believe th at th e m o st im p o rta n t facto r in co n vin cing P resid ent T ru m an to adopt a m ilita ry strategy
d ep en d en t o n n u clear pow er was th e federal
budget. U n til B erlin , Tru m an w anted to reduce
A m erican d ep en d en ce o n n u clear pow er and perhaps even have it in te rn a tio n a lly co n tro lle d or
b an n ed . B u t in th e wake o f the B erlin crisis, the
1 9 4 8 d ebate over th e 1950 budget fin ally co n v in ced T ru m an that A m erica's nu clear m o n o p o ly
w ou ld b e a c o s t-e ffic ie n t way to d eter Soviet agg ressio n . T h o u g h he rem ain ed u neasy over inclu d in g a to m ic w eapons in d efen se p lan n in g , the
e x is tin g n u clear te c h n o lo g y and p ro d u ctio n pote n tia l m áde it ch ea p er th a n b u ild in g and m ainta in in g c o n v e n tio n a l forces. A fiscal conservative
w ho w anted to keep d efen se sp end ing as low as
p o ssible, T ru m an all b u t forced the D efen se D ep a rtm en t to adopt an activ e relian ce o n strategic
airp ow er and n u clear w eapons b ecau se it co u ld
b e d o n e and s till m eet his $15 b illio n d efense
ce ilin g .
T h e 1951 budget e n tren ch ed th e n a tio n 's less
co stly n u clear strategy, red u cin g the d efense
budget by $ 2 b illio n to help o ffse t th e grow ing
fed eral d é ficit. D espite th e su ccessfu l Soviet

a to m ic test in the sum m er o f 1949, Trum an and
his m ilitary advisors felt A m erica's n u m erical advantage and delivery cap abilities w ould co n tin u e
to o u tp ace Soviet advances for several years, u n til
th e budget co u ld allow for greater co n v en tio n al
forces.
T h e Korean W ar ended frugal defense approp riations, w ith th e 1951 and 1952 d efense budgets
soaring to $ 4 8 and $ 5 5 .5 b illio n , respectively. But
it did n o t end A m erica's grow ing depend ence on
strategic nu clear d eterrence, alth o u g h it did force
th e US to m ain tain larger and m ore p o ten t c o n v en tio n a l forces, a d u ality in lin e w ith Secretary
o f State D ean A cheson's overtu res since 1949 regarding th e p rio rity o f E uropean security. But
w ith the advent o f a successfu l and relatively inexpen sive th erm o n u clear w eapons program by
1952 and the em ergen ce o f G en eral LeM ay's
vastly stren g th en ed SAC, th e US was n o t abo u t to
back away fro m its now firm b e lie f in th e necessity o f a stron g n uclear b a ck b o n e. As a co ro lla ry
to th is d o ctrin e, th e Air Force in the 1950s b ecam e A m erica's first lin e o f defense, assu m ing
the b u lk o f th e re sp o n sib ility for fig h tin g b o th
nuclear and general wars.
A lth ou g h President Tru m an and th e co u n try
had a variety o f o p tio n s available co n ce rn in g the
use o f n u clear w eapons, W illia m so n and Rearden
clearly saw it as an in stru m en t o f n a tio n a l power
th at w ould in ev ita b ly b e co m e a part o f A m erican
war plans. Ironically, th e U nited States faces a
sim ilar d ilem m a today. W ith th e end o f th e cold
war and th e d em ise o f the Soviet U nion , we look
to stealth aircra ft and "sm art b o m b s" to give us
th e te ch n o lo g ic a l advantage n ecessary to w in reg io n al wars as we sim u lta n e o u sly pare o u r current m ilita ry budget, th e size o f o u r u niform ed
Services, and the n u clear arsenal b u ilt sin ce th e
Trum an years. But th e au thors p o in t o u t th at we
m u st still adhere to realities sim ilar to those
faced by Trum an b ecau se "h e . . . left a way o f
th in k in g a b o u t n a tio n a l security, a m ind set that
for th e first tim e in A m erican h isto ry accorded
prim acy to m a in ta in in g a large and ready defense
establishm ent" (page 184). This well-w ritten and
d o cu m en ted b o o k provides in sigh t in to how this
p a rticu la r m ind-set was created.

Maj William L. Coode, USAF
Starkville, Mississippi
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Our Contributors

G en M ich ael P. C. C am s, USAF, Retlred
(USAFA; MA, Harvard Universlty) served as Air
Force vlce-chlef of staff from 1991 untll hls
retlrem ent ln 1994. He flew 200 combat
misslons over Southeast Asla ln the F-4E.
Durlng Desert Shleld/Desert Storm, he served
as the d lrector of the Joln t Staff. Other
asslgnments durlng hls dlst Ingulshed Air Force
career lncluded deputy commander ln chlef
and ch le f o f staff, US Pacific Comm and;
com m ander, T hlrteenth Air Force; deputy
chlef o f staff for plans and later deputy chlef
o f sta ff for o p era tlo n s and intelllg en ce,
Headquarters PACAF; dlrector of operatlons,
J-3 , Rapld D eploym ent Jo ln t Task Force;
com m ander, 57th Flghter Wèapons Wlng,
Nellls AFB, Nevada, and the 354th Tâctlcal
Flghter W lng at Myrtle Beach AFB, South
Carolina. General Caros also served as speclal
asslstant to the chlef o f staff, Supreme AUled
Commander, Europe.

Please

Col Ralph J . Capio (BA, Rutgers Universlty;
MPA, State Universlty of New York, Albany; JD,
Union Universlty, Albany Law School; LLM,
George W ashington Universlty; M1BS (ln
progress), Salnt Louls Universlty) Is an Air
Force |udge advocate asstgned to Headquarters
Air Moblllty Command as chlef, Contract and
Air Law Dlvlslon, Office of the Staff Judge
Advocate. Colonel Capio ls a dlstlngulshed
graduate of Squadron Offlcer School, as well as
a graduate of Air Command and Staff College
and th e n a tlo n a l se c u rlty m anagem ent
program of Natlonal Defense Universlty.

Capt Edward B. W esterm ann (USAFA; MA,
Florida State Universlty) ls an asslstant
professor o f hlstory at the USAF Academy. He
has prevlously served as a combat
sea rch -a n d -rescu e h e llco p te r a lrc ra ft
co m m a n d er
and
as
an
exch ang e
In stru cto r p llo t w lth th e G erm an alr
fo rce .
R ecen tly selected as th e USAF
A cademy's ou tstand ln g academ lc educator ln hlstory, Captaln Westermann wlll
soon attend the Free Universlty o f Berlln on
a Fulbrlght-Hays Fellowshlp.

Recycle
2d U Deve Meggett (USAFA) ls a student pllot
ln the 8th Flylng Ttalnlng Squadron, Vance
AFB, Oklahoma.
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